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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Nanoscale Biosensors in Environmental Monitoring and Biomolecular Detection
by
Jingjing Yao
Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Chemistry
University of California, Riverside, December 2012
Dr. Wenwan Zhong, Chairperson
Biosensors, comprised of a bioreceptor and a signal transduction system, have become
one of the most popular analytical methods. In this dissertation, the fabrication of biosensors
of high selectivity and sensitivity is accomplished via two means - adapting functional DNAs
as bioreceptors and employing innovative nanomaterials as a signal transduction system.
In chapter 2, 3 and 4, functional DNAs of high selectivity are employed to recognize
heavy metal ions for environmental monitoring. With the presence of Pb2+, 8-17bp
DNAzymes can cleave the substrates at the phosphodiester bond between the ribonucleic
adenine (rA) and the deoxyribonucleic guanine (G). This cleavage releases the single
stranded-DNAs, which are then adsorbed onto single walled-carbon nanotubes, resulting in
fluorescence quenching. The decrease in fluorescence is proportional to the Pb 2+
concentration and therefore can be designed into a sensitive Pb2+ biosensor. Another DNA
probe was designed to combine T-rich sequence for Hg2+ binding and G-quadruplex for
colorimetric signaling. Without sample preparation or analytical instrument involved, Hg2+ in
the environmental water can be facilely detected on the blotting membrane.
In chapter 5, 6 and 7, the biomoleuclar recognition event is signaled via cation
exchange amplification (CXAmp) in ionic nanoparticles. Zn2+ encapsulated in 5 nm ZnSe
nanocrystals can be replaced by free Ag+, rapidly and completely. The freed Zn2+ in turn
ignites FluoZin-3, a non-fluorescent Zn-specific dye, resulting in intense fluorescence signal.
When ZnSe nanocrystals are attached to the bioreceptors, i.e., the antibodies, the target
molecule can be amplified significantly because thousands of Zn2+ ions are freed from one

vii

single nanoparticle. The superior labeling efficiency allowed the sensitive detection of IgE at
a concentration as low as 1 ng/mL. Further, the size-dependent Zn2+ release property in large
porous ZnS nanocrystal clusters (NCCs) is explored. High Zn release efficiency is obtained in
45 nm ZnS NCCs with the assistance of microwave irradiation for only 2 min. By offering an
improved labeling efficiency, 5 pg/mL (~33 fM) IgE is detected. Compared with the enzymelabeled immunosorbent assay, a gold standard for immunoassay, our assay provides
sensitivity 1,000 times higher. Besides, the CXAmp is combined with DNA amplification
techniques like rolling circle amplification for more challengeable miRNA detection with the
detection limit in the attomole range.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the concepts and technologies of
Biosensors
Chemical or biological substances are tightly associated with the quality of people’s
life. For example, the release of carbon monoxide at home threatens the house owner’s life.
The abnormal levels of hormone inside a human body influence the person’s health. Human
beings use their body to sense the changes in brightness, heat, sound, smell or pressure, etc.
However, these senses consist of a very narrow band and people are insensitive to the
surrounding world or their own body conditions. As an extension of human perception of the
world, sensors are developed to allow us to monitor our surroundings in ways we could not
notice. Chemical sensors are devices to transform chemical information, i.e., the
concentration of a specific analyte into an analytically useful signal. Chemical sensors contain
two basic parts, i.e., receptor and transducer. Receptor is a chemical substance which can
react with the analyte based on chemical principle. Transducer is a device capable of
transforming the chemical reaction into a useful signal, such as electrical, optical, thermal, or
magnetic output signal. Compared to the modern analytical instruments for the determination
of trace substances in various materials, chemical sensors have the advantages in simplicity,
portability, cost-effectiveness, fast-response, miniaturization, mass production and on-site test
capability.
As a variation of chemical sensor, biosensor is a detection system that consists of a
bioreceptor which recognizes a specific target molecule and a transducer that converts each
recognition event into an observable signal. Biosensors differ from the traditional chemical
sensors in two ways: 1) the sensing element consists of a biological material like nucleotides
or proteins; 2) the sensor is used to monitor a biological recognition process. The analytes can
be proteins, peptides, vitamins, polysaccharides, nucleic acids and metal ions, etc. Since the
first biosensors were reported in 1960s, there has been an extensive development in this area.
So far, biosensors have been widely applied in two major areas, biological monitoring and
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environmental sensing. As an innovative technology, biosensors open up new possibilities in
early warning and detection of chemical and biological pollutants, hazardous agents and
pathogens.

1.1 Bioreceptors
A bioreceptor is a biological molecule that utilizes a biochemical mechanism for
recognition. Ideally, bioreceptors should have high affinity, high specificity, wide dynamic
range and fast response time. There are many types of bioreceptors and can be generalized
into four categories including: 1) antibody/antigen, 2) protein enzymes, 3) nucleic acids, and
4) functional nucleic acids. These bioreceptors have been increasingly incorporated in
biosensors.

1.1.1 Antibody/antigen
Antigens are foreign substances or organisms, like parasites, bacteria, fungi or
viruses. Antigens enter the body and stimulate the immune system to produce antibodies.
Antibodies, also referred to as immunoglobulin, can protect the body during infections and
are capable of defending the body from infection from the same antigen in the future. The
ability of antibodies is to bind the foreign target, or antigen, with a high degree of affinity.
Unlike the enzymes, antibodies don’t act as catalysts. Antigen binding is reversible so as to
remove antigens from the biological target. Antibodies are often presented in Y shape with a
molecular weight of ~ 150 kD. They are composed of four polypeptide chains: two identical
heavy (~ 55 kD) and two identical light (~ 25 kD) chains, connected by disulfide and
noncovalent bonds (as shown in Figure 1.1)1. The two heavy chains vary with the class of
antibody, while only two varieties existent for the light ones: kappa or lambda. The two tips
of the Y monomer are referred to as the Fab portions, where antibodies provide specificity for
binding an epitope on an antigen. Each arm or monovalent antibody fragment (Fab) domain
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contains a binding site, making each antibody molecule at least bivalent. The bottom part of
the Y is called Fc portion. Possessing a constant amino acid sequence, Fc region defines the
class of each antibody. For example, there are five classes or isotypes of human antibodies,
i.e., immunoglobulin G (IgG), IgM, IgA, IgD and IgE. Further, the Fc domain imparts the
antibody with biological activity such as natural killer activation (IgG), activation of the
complement pathway (IgG and IgM), and phagocytosis (IgG), binding to basophils and
eosinophils (IgE).

Figure 1. 1 Structure of antibody. 1. Fab region; 2. Fc region; 3. Heavy chains; 4. Light
chains; 5. Antibody binding region; 6. Hinge regions.
Three types of antibodies are widely used in immunoassays: polyclonal, monoclonal,
and engineered antibody fragments. Polyclonal antibodies (pAbs) are produced in vivo and
consist of a variety of antibodies that bind to a number of epitopes on the antigen. Monoclonal
antibody (mAbs) solutions are produced in vitro and consist of an identical, well-defined
population of antibodies that bind to a single epitope. Compared to mAbs, pAbs recognize
multiple epitopes. Because pAbs recognize a relatively small component of an antigen, they
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can crossreact with similar epitopes on other antigens, but usually with less affinity. This
would present the nonspecific binding leading to an increased background signal in the
immunoassays. MAbs are homogeneous reagents with well-defined specificities and are not
likely to cross react with different epitopes. With smaller size and cheaper price, engineered
antibody fragments have also been employed for immunodetections with well-retained
specificity2. Usually a polyclonal antibody is fixed onto the solid phase and a monoclonal
antibody is used to capture the target.
Antibody-based detection systems for specific antigens are versatile and powerful
tools, due to the considerable specificity of Abs for particular antigen epitopes. The
conventional enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is a basic application used to
analyze soluble antigens. The capture antibody is coated onto a solid substrate (commonly 96well plate) to capture the antigen and a primary antibody is used to detect the immobilized
antigen. Next, a horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary antibody is used for
detection purpose. Recent advances in the field of low-level antigen detection include the
development of highly-efficient fluorochromes and chemiluminescent substrates for ELISAs.
Other analytical formats like western blotting and microarrays are also used for protein
detection.

1.1.2 Protein enzymes
As a well-accepted assay to determine the concentration of diverse analyte for
decades, protein enzymes exhibit high catalytic activity and selectivity towards substrate.
Here, protein enzymes could specifically recognize target and such recognition can typically
be converted to signals through the reactions catalyzed by the enzyme. Therefore, the protein
enzymes serve two purposes: receptor and signaling molecules. Protein enzymes, serving as
receptor, can bind specifically to antibodies, hormones and other biologically active
molecules. The specificity of protein enzymes come from its three dimensional structure that
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fits only a particular target. Most protein based sensors are oxidases that consume oxygen and
produce hydrogen peroxide. As a consequence, most protein enzyme based biosensors are
designed into electrochemical devices, with the enzymes immobilized at the surface of the
transducer. The analyte of interest is catalytically converted into a redox-related product and
the electron transfer process at the electrode surface is then quantified using an
electrochemical set-up. Also, colorimetric detection is popular with enzyme assay as a result
of a redox process involving the analyte. The detection of glucose, lactate, glutamate, urea,
and cholesterol with protein enzymes has been extensively studied and successfully
developed into the commercially available biosensors3. Other analytes such as oxygen,
hydrogen peroxide, disulfides, flavin and quinone and so on can also be the substrate of
interest4.
Some proteins also require metal ions to fold into special structures for function.
Metal ions that bind to proteins can lead to large conformational changes and/or trigger the
fluorescence. The concentrations of metal ions, i.e., Hg2+, Pb2+, Cd2+, Zn2+, Cu+, and Ag+, can
be determined by measuring the structural changes in proteins5 or monitoring the optical
signal6. Metal ions can be detected with picomolar-femtomolar sensitivity and high
selectivity, though protein-based biosensors for heavy-metal ions are much less popular than
those with nucleic acids, mainly due to high cost, poor stability and elusive binding
mechanisms are limiting factors.
Protein enzymes serving as the receptors are rather limited. As an alternative, they can
be bound to antibodies, antigens and oligonucleotides with a specific sequence, thus
providing affinity-based sensors. On the other hand, the majority of biosensors are based on
one or more enzymes used in conjunction with an electrode. Direct electron transfer between
the enzyme and the electrode can be difficult to achieve because the hidden enzyme redox site
is often not readily available to the electrode surface. There has been much research using
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to serve as a mediator. CNTs can enhance the electroactivity of
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biomolecules and promote the electron-transfer reaction of proteins. A typical example is to
attach GOx molecules to the open-ended tips of the CNTs. Each CNT electrode can serve as
nanoelectrode. This kind of CNT-array biosensor has faster response time, lower background
current, and higher signal/noise ratio than bulk-CNT-modified electrodes. 7

1.1.3 Nucleic acids
The outstanding stability and easy modification of nucleic acid promise them to be
developed into new biosensor generation. Hybridization of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) or
ribonucleic acid (RNA) provides an efficient biorecognition mechanism for biodetection. The
complementarity of adenine to thymine (A to T) and cytosine to guanosine (C to G) in DNA
forms the basis for the specificity of biorecognition in DNA sensors. One of the novel
biosensors developed from DNA hybridization structure is molecular beacon (MB) (Figure
1.2). MBs are end-labeled DNAs that exist in stem-loop structures with a fluorescent dye
attached to the 5’ end and a quencher attached to the 3’ end8. The stem region contains four to
seven base pairs and functions as a lock to maintain the molecular beacon in hairpin
conformational structure, which brings the fluorophore and the quencher in close proximity (<
5 nm) and the fluorescence emitted by the dye is absorbed by the quencher. As a result, the
fluorescence signal is significantly quenched. Upon hybridization to a complementary nucleic
acid strand, the stem region opens and consequently increases the distance between the
fluorophore and the quencher and results in an increase in fluorescence. The signal turn-on
mechanism of MBs enables the analysis of the target without the separation of the unbound
probes.
Highly sensitive detection can be achieved at the attomolar level with DNA
biobarcode tag methods. In this assay, a short sequence of DNA (25 – 30 bases) labeled with
a reporter binds to the target DNA/RNA by base pair recognition. A second DNA is fixed
onto the solid substrate and complementary to a different region of the target strand and is
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used to separate the analyte/biobarcode hybrid from the free biobarcode probe (Figure 1.3).
This DNA biobarcode assay has been demonstrated to detect a range of nucleic acid targets
such as genomic DNA, mRNA, microRNA, and small interfering RNA9. Detection of the
biobarcodes after release with a simple denaturation process can be performed using PCR,
microarrays, or fluorescence. Among them, PCR based amplification techniques allow the
most sensitive quantitative analysis, achieving a detection limit several orders of magnitude
lower than ELISA-based methods10. Besides DNA/RNA target, proteins, such as the
biomarkers of prostate9b or breast cancer9a, indicators of Alzheimer disease11, and interleukin12
and so on, can also be successfully detected with DNA biobarcode tags at attomolar or even
zetomolar level. The ultrasensitive detection sensitivity allows efficient screening at blood
banks and facilitates early disease detection.

Figure 1. 2 The design of molecular beacons: The molecules are non-fluorescent because the
stem hybrid keeps the fluorophores close to the quencher. When the probe sequence in the
loop hybridizes to its target forming a rigid double helix, the hairpin structure opens up and
separates the quencher from the fluorophores, restoring the fluorescence.

7

Figure 1. 3 DNA biobarcode assay. A). nanoparticles and magnetic microparticle particle
probe preparation. B) Nanoparticle-based DNA amplification scheme9a.

For the studying of very short DNA and RNA targets, such as microDNA or small
interfering RNA, superior single nucleotide discrimination and high affinity binding are
crucial for the specific and sensitive target detection. In addition to DNA or RNA, modified
nucleic acids have been developed to achieve remarkable specificity and improved
hybridization efficiency for very short stranded DNA or RNA target analysis. Among them,
peptide nucleic acid (PNA) and locked nucleic acid (LNA) are well-accepted antisense
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agents. PNA is a DNA mimic with its entire negatively-charged sugar-phosphate backbone
replaced by a neutral one consisting of repeated N-(2-aminoethyl) glycine units linked by
peptide bonds (Figure 1.4). PNA can recognize specific sequence of DNA and RNA through
Watson-Click base pairing. Due to its uncharged polyamide backbone, PNA can hybridize to
DNA or RNA without electrostatic repulsion13. Therefore the PNA/DNA or PNA/RNA
duplex is highly stable as compared to DNA/DNA or DNA/RNA duplex even at low ionic
strength. Further, a mismatch in a PNA/DNA duplex is much more unstable than a mismatch
in DNA/DNA duplex. LNA is a type of synthetic RNA analogs in which the ribose ring in
sugar-phosphate backbone is structurally constrained by a methylene bridge between the 2’oxygen and the 4’-carbon atoms (Figure 1.5)14. The methylene bridge locks the sugar ring into
the ideal conformation for Watson-Crick binding, making its pairing with the complementary
nucleotide strand more rapid and stable. As a result of affinity-enhancing effect of
incorporation of LNA monomers into an oligonucleotide, the duplex melting temperature can
be increased to 2 – 8 degree. In addition to providing high specificity, LNA probes also give
strong hybridization efficiency within short hybridization periods.

9

Figure 1. 4 PNA structure and its binding with DNA.
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Figure 1. 5 Structure of LNA.

1.1.4 Functional Nucleic Acids
Nucleic acids also bind non-nucleic acid substrates. Two major classes of synthetic,
functional nucleic-acid-based molecules are categorized: aptamers and DNAzymes. Aptamers
are short ssDNA or RNA aptamers (30 to 100 nucleotides) and can fold into well-defined
three-dimensional structures to bind specifically a broad range of targets, including metal
ions(e.g.., K+, Hg2+ and Ag+), small organic molecules (e.g.., adenosine triphosphate (ATP),
cocaine,), protein targets (e.g.., thrombin15, IgE16, lysozyme17, HIV-Tat protein18, abrin
toxin19) or even whole cells or microorganism. Aptamers are selected from large DNA
libraries with 1014 to 1015 random sequence through systematic evolution of ligands by
exponential enrichment (SELEX) technique. During the selection procedure, the SELEX can
be carried out under the environment similar to the detection assay. As a result, the aptamers
can maintain its structure and binding affinity. Compared to monoclonal antibodies, aptamers
offer comparable binding affinities, usually in the range of picomolar (pM) to micromolar
(µM)20. Their binding affinities can be improved by rational design. Their specificity can be
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enhanced by molecular evolution techniques. Also, they can be easily functionalized for
immobilization on the solid substrate or tagged for the signal transduction, without affecting
their affinity. Principally, aptamers can be selected for any desired target through SELEX,
while antibodies don’t have enough binding repertoires for small molecules like Mg2+ or Pb2+.
Compared to antibodies, another benefit of using aptamers is that non-specific adsorption
phenomena are much less significant, which can greatly reduce the background signal.
Aptamers provide a general solution for metal detection due to their relatively high
stability, low cost, and easy synthesis. The use of DNA/RNA aptamers to recognize the target
molecules has been extensively demonstrated. It has been reported that Hg2+ can specifically
bind to two DNA thymine bases. Hg2+ ions bind directly to the thymine nitrogen in place of
the imino proton and bridge two thymine residues to form the T-Hg-T pairs (figure 1.6)21. The
strong and stable T-Hg2+-T pairs have been adopted to develop biosensors for Hg2+. Usually, a
T-rich DNA strand was functionalized with a quencher and a fluorophore at its two terminals.
Hg2+ induced the T-Hg-T base pair to form, bringing the two ends of the DNA probe into
close proximity and quenching the florescent emission22. The biosensors based on this
interaction show high sensitivity and excellent selectivity against other heavy-metal ions due
to high specificity and strong chelating bond formed among T and Hg23. In addition to T-T
mismatch-based biosensors for Hg2+, Ag+ can specifically bind to two cytosines and promote
the C-C mismatches to form stable base pairs21. On the basis of Ag+ induced conformational
change of a poly-C DNA probe, fluorescent or colorimetric biosensors have been developed
for sensitive Ag+ detection24. Besides, guanine-rich DNA can fold into four-stranded
structures known as G-quadruplex, which are characterized by stacked arrays of four G bases.
The quadruplex structures are selectively stabilized by K+25 (figure 1.7) and therefore are
converted into highly sensitive and selective fluorescent, colorimetric and electrochemical K+
sensors26.
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Figure 1. 6 Hg2+ ions bind to the thymine nitrogen in place of the imino proton and bridge two
thymine residues to form the T-Hg-T pairs.

Figure 1. 7 K2+ ions bind to guanine-rich DNA and form G-quadruplex structure.

DNA can also cat as enzymes, termed deoxyribozymes or DNAzymes (also called
catalytic DNA). DNAzymes can catalyze chemical reactions, such as RNA cleavage 27,
ligation28, phosphorylation29, capping30, and polymerization31 and so on. Among them, RNAcleaving DNAzymes are most widely used due to fast reaction rate, easy manipulation and
versatile adaption to sensors. Usually, DNAzymes requires metal ions as cofactors for
function and some even show metal specificity. As a consequence, DNAzyme based metal
ions have been used for metal ion sensing. In vitro selection has been utilized to obtain
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DNAzymes with high specificity for cofactors such as Pb2+32, Cu2+33, Mg2+34, Ca2+35, Co2+36,
Mn2+33b, 37, Hg2+38, Zn2+39, UO22+40 and so on. Compared to other metal ion sensors, mostly
small organic molecules such as organic polymers, DNAzymes exhibit improved binding
affinities and superior selectivity. Further, DNAzymes show higher stability and easier
availability than the sensors based on peptides or proteins.
A primary example utilizing DNAzyme as metal ion sensors is the 8-17 DNAzyme32,
37b, 41

, an in vitro-selected DNAzyme that is capable of cleaving a single RNA linkage within a

DNA substrate. During the detection process, the substrate strand is firstly hybridized with the
enzyme strand. In the presence of the target metal ions, Pb2+, the substrate is cleaved into two
fragments and dissociated from the enzyme strand due to the melting temperature differences
between the completely hybridized DNAzyme-substrate strand and the cleaved parts. This
enzyme exhibits a highly Pb2+-dependent activity with the apparent Kd values for Pb2+, Zn2+,
Mg2+ are 13.5 µM (at pH 6.0), 0.97 mM (at pH 6.0), and 10.5 mM (at pH 7.0), respectively32.
In the presence of Pb2+, no conformational change was observed prior to cleavage, suggesting
that the DNAzyme is prearranged to accept Pb2+ as the co-factor, whereas the DNAzyme
folds into a compact global conformation in the presence of other metal ions, e.g., Mg2+ and
Zn2+42. It has been suggested that the cleavage reaction catalyzed by 17E in the presence of
Pb2+ occurs in two steps: 1) Pb2+ firstly attacks the phosphate groups on RNA to produce a
hydrolytic product, with the formation of a 2’, 3’ – cyclic phosphate 2) the cyclic phosphate
hydrolyzes to form either a 2’ or 3’ –phosphate43 (Figure 1.8).
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Figure 1. 8 The two-step cleavage mechanism of 17E in the presence of Pb2+.

The Lu group firstly developed the fluorescent catalytic beacon for Pb2+ sensors
based on fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) (Figure 1.9). The FRET occurs
between a fluorophores labeled at the 5’ end of the substrate and a quencher at the 3’ end of
the enzyme. In the presence of Pb2+, the 17E catalyzed hydrolytic cleavage of its substrate and
subsequently turned on the fluorescence for sensing. Because catalytic reactions are involved,
the signaling DNAzymes are also termed catalytic beacons. Later on, the cleaved DNA has
been further detected by immobilizing fluorophores32, 44, gold nanoparticles, or other detection
labels45. High sensitivity has been obtained with the development of sophisticated reporters.
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Figure 1. 9 The fluorescent catalytic beacon for Pb2+ sensors based on FRET.

Besides DNA/RNA substrates, some DNAzymes are capable of recruiting hemin as a
cofactor with peroxidase activity and turnover non-oligonucleotide substrates. Other
DNAzyme based detection strategies have been introduced by using G-quardruplex. The
complexation of hemin with a guanine-rich ssDNA yields a G-quadruplex structure that
catalyzes the oxidation of 2, 2’-azino-bis(3-ethlbenzothiozoline)-6-sulfonic acid (ABTS) by
H2O2 to form the colored radical product. Compared to free hemin, the DNAzyme exhibits
250-fold enhanced peroxidase activity. The hemin/G-quadruplex structure can also catalyze
the oxidation of luminal by H2O2 and generate the chemiluminescence. The peroxidase
DNAzymes have been applied to analytical applications with great signal amplification. For
example, the DNAzyme can be split into two halves with one half rich of G and the other half
designed as probes to capture the target. This type of the biosensors involves careful sequence
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design to avoid the complicated secondary structures of the DNA which could either impede
the formation of G quadruplex or obstacle the binding to the analyte of interest.

1.2 Signal Transduction
Signal transduction is the second most important component of the biosensor. Signal
transduction elements convert the molecular recognition events into detectable signals such as
electrochemical, optical, or mass changes. Electrochemical biosensors have been the
researched over fifty years. Based on the electrical working principle, the signal conversion
system can be categorized into potentiometric, amperometric and impedimetric transducers.
Usually, the presence of a suitable enzyme in the biorecognition part provides electroactive
species for the detection. This technology gains practical usefulness by combining the
selective biochemical recognition with the high sensitivity of electrochemical detection. As a
fascinating and fast-paced area, optical sensor has been studied extensively. Various optical
biosensors have been investigated for sensitive label-free detection through exploiting
phenomenon such as, surface plasmon resonance, optical waveguides and interferometer and
so on. The label-freed assays assure that the label doesn’t block the binding site on the tagged
molecule or modify the molecule’s conformation. Avoiding the complicity of tagging
technique, optical fibers impart enormous flexibility to the process of assay design.
Ideally, signal transduction system should have satisfactory fast-response and
sensitive properties. Typically, the smaller the overall size, the faster and more sensitive the
response. Over the past decades, enormous effort has been focused on building nanomaterials
of fascinating and useful physico-chemical properties. As a result of this fruitful endeavor,
nanomaterials have been extensively exploited and witnessed to be valuable in a huge
spectrum of applications, ranging from industry, biomedicine, to electronics. The past decades
have witnessed a myriad of nanomaterials with different structures, compositions, and
properties for their applications in the field of bioimaging and biosensors.
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Nanomaterials can be metals, polymers, inorganic materials, or ceramics.
Commonly, they are defined to be the materials possessing the size on the scale of 1 to 100
nm in one or more dimensions. Categorized by dimensions, nanomaterials can be sorted into
nanofilms, nanotubes or nanowires, and nanoparticles, with naonparticles at the core of
nanotechnology. In the order of nanosized magnitude, the optical, electric, thermal, acoustic
and magnetic properties differ substantially from the properties of the bulk objects. Also, the
hardness, toughness and melting point of nanostructured materials turn out to be quite
different. The changes in the property are determined not only by the chemical composition
but also the size and the shape of the materials. The characteristic properties of the
nanomaterials can be summarized into two aspects: 1) the large surface-area-to-volume ratio;
2) specific physico-chemical properties that are different from those traditional bulk
materials.
First of all, nanomaterials own very high surface area, or high surface-to-volume
ratio. “There is plenty of room at bottom” said by Richard P. Feynman, a Nobel laureate, in
1959. If a bulk object is successively divided into smaller parts but the entire volume
remained same, the overall surface area will increase dramatically. For example, the surface
area of a cube with an edge of 1 m is 6 m2. When the cube is divided into smaller cubes with
an edge of 1 cm, the total surface area would be 6 x 102 m2 and this value increases
substantially to 6 x 109 m2 as the size of cube shrinks to 1 nm (as shown in Figure 1.10). On
the other hand, nanomaterials possess a large fraction of surface atoms, while only very small
percentage of atoms is on the surface for bulk materials. Figure 1.11 shows the percentage of
surface atoms increases as the edge of nanoparticles shrinks from 20 nm to 1 nm. For a cube
with an edge of 1 cm, the percentage of surface atoms would be only 1.2E-5%. With the size
of 20 nm, 5.8% atoms are the surface atoms. When the size further drops to 10 nm, 11.5 %
atoms are on the surface, which is ~ 10^5 times higher than that for the cube of 1 cm.
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Nanosized materials display specific size-dependent physical and chemical properties
that are distinguishable from the atom or the bulk counterparts and therefore, they can be
viewed as a bridge between bulk materials and atoms or molecules. The transition from
micron-sized materials to nanomaterials leads to changes in size-dependent physic-chemical
phenomena, such as quantum confinement in quantum dots, surface plasmon resonance in
gold or silver nanoparticles and superaramagnetic property in superparamagnetic particles and
so on46.

Figure 1. 10 Total surface area of the cubes with size decreasing from 1 m to 1 nm.
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Figure 1. 11 Percentage of atoms on surface/bulk for particles with size decreasing from 20
nm to 1 nm.

The application of nanotechnology into the biosensors harness the properties such as
the highly tunable surface, adjustable size and shape, high surface area to volume ratio, and
special physic-chemical properties. In the last couple of decades, nanostructured materials
have been introduced to biosensor design and fabrication to significantly boost the sensitivity.
When nanomaterials are incorporated into the biosensors, the signal of recognition events can
be amplified by several orders of magnitude. Besides, it promises the detection at the
molecular level. Enzymes, antibodies, nucleic acids, and other biomolecular receptors have
dimensions in the range of 2 – 20 nm, similar to most of the nanoparticles, thus the two
classes are structurally compatible. The small size also allows the adequate miniaturization of
the sensing devices and increase the response time. Metal and metal based inorganic
nanoparticles, such as gold nanoparticles, silver nanoparticles, iron oxide nanoparticles,
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quantum dots have been incorporated in a broad spectrum of sensors and bio-analytical
devices and their detailed applications are described as follows.

1.2.1 Metallic Nanoparticles
The chemistry of metallic nanoparticles and their application in biosensors have been
well studied, particularly with respect to the nanoparticles of the noble metals, such as gold,
silver and platinum. They can be easily synthesized by the reduction of the corresponding
metal salts in the presence of a suitable protecting group to prevent aggregation. Gold
nanoparticles (GNPs) based biosensors have been proven to be a promising approach due to
their extraordinary properties, such as adjustable size, long stability, advanced catalytic
activities, superior optical properties, and easy surface modification characteristics. It is well
known that GNPs exhibit localized surface plasmon properties. When an electromagnetic
field interacts with conduction band electrons and induces the coherent oscillation of
electrons, a strong absorption band appears in some region of the electromagnetic spectrum,
depending on the particle size and shape. Accordingly, GNPs shows a single absorption band
at a certain particle size. Gold and silver nanoparticles own extremely large molar extinction
coefficients (~ 3 x 1011 M-1 cm-1), offering scattering 6 orders of magnitude larger than the
typical emission from fluorophores47. This characteristic has led to noble metals as
photostable optical labels by offering sensitive and highly contrasted imaging. Further, GNPs
do not undergo photobleaching, allowing higher light excitation energy and longer
illumination durations. In general, GNPs are more popular than silver because they are easier
to form monodispersed colloid48. Also, silver nanoparticles have been shown to exert a toxic
effect to some biomolecules or organisms49.
The colorimetric detection method is based on the reversible blue-to-red color change
when well-dispersed GNPs aggregate induced by a recognition event. For GNPs of size 5-200
nm, the collective oscillations are in resonance with the electronmagnetic spectrum at visible
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light and give rise to the absorption at 520 nm, which are visible to human eye. The
aggregation of GNPs leads to the formation of a new absorption band at longer wavelengths
as a result of electric dipole-dipole interaction. This effect gives rise to a noticeable color
change of the sample from red to blue. This distance-dependent optical property of
aggregated GNPs can be utilized to colorimetric detection of DNA sequences. GNP pairs
linked by ss-DNA/ds-DNA have shown to be able to detect DNA hybridization, DNA
cleavage by means of distance change-induced plasmon shift or scattering change.
Metallic nanoparticles can also be applied in many electrochemical schemes. Pt
nanoparticles exhibit horseradish peroxidase-like catalytic activities, which can electrocatalyze the reduction of hydrogen peroxide or the generation of chemiluminescence in the
presence of luminal and H2O2 (Figure 1.12). Accordingly, nucleic acid-functionalized Pt
nanoparticles can act as catalytic labels for the amplified detection of DNA hybridization and
aptamers/protein recognition50.

On the other hand, the acid dissolution of metallic

nanoparticles NPs followed by the electrochemical analysis of the released ions was used to
detect DNA.
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Figure 1. 12 Biomolecules detection with DNA-functionalized Pt nanoparticles.

1.2.2 Metal Oxide Particles
Metal oxide nanoparticles are superior platforms for biomolecules immobilization
due to their good biocompatibility and easy preparation. Protein receptors can be immobilized
onto the metal oxide nanoparticles based nanoparticles, such as SiO2, TiO2 and ZrO2 NPs and
so on, which have been utilized in biosensing applications with the improved detection
performance. For example, amplified signal can be achieved by loading enzymes like horse
radish peroxidase (HRP)51 or glucose oxidase (GO) onto silica beads. Iron oxide (Fe3O4)
nano/microparticles have been extensively incorporated in the biosensors because they have
good biocompatibility and can be separated readily from reaction mixtures with the presence
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of the external magnetic field. Their magnetic properties can also be utilized for cell sorting,
separation and preconcentration of the target from complex media.

1.2.3 Quantum Dots
Semiconductor quantum dots, in diameter less than 10 nm, are composed of PbS,
CdSe, CdS, ZnSe, PbTe or CdTe cores with ZnS or CdS shells. Among them, CdSe/ZnS coreshell quantum dots are most commonly used for biological applications. As compared to the
conventional dyes, QDs gain numerous advantages. Firstly, QDs have very high quantum
yields (ca. 90 %) and extremely large molar extinction coefficients, in the order of 0.5-5 x 106
M-1cm-1 52. This value is approximately 10 – 50 times larger than those of organic dyes (5 – 10
x 104 M-1cm-1). Further, QDs have broad excitation ranges but very narrow emission spectra.
The emission wavelengths of QDs can be finely tuned, through the visible into the infrared
spectra (400-40000 nm), by particle size during growth53. This property allows for multiplex
analysis, because multiple colors can be excited by a single light source. Thirdly, the
fluorescence is photobleach resistible. With the presence of the intrinsic fluorescence,
particularly proteins and cofactors, biological tissue and fluids yield strong auto-fluorescence
which interfere the sensitivity of detection signal. The intense brightness of QDs, long
luminescent life time and readily adjustable absorption/emission wavelength allow for the
fluorescence signal of QDs distinguishable from the background fluorescence. Combined
with the intrinsic high spatial resolution, QDs enables highly sensitive in-vivo detection of
analytes at low concentrations, which is particularly essential for low copy-number cancer
markers54. However, since the optical properties of QDs are greatly dependent on the
monodipersity of their size, great strides have been made in the synthesis of homogeneous,
water soluble, and stable crystalline QDs. Usually, QDs are coated with a shell of ZnS to
chemically and optically stabilize the core. To ensure highly homogeneous size distribution,
QDs are typically prepared at elevated temperatures in organic solvents. The as-prepared
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nanoparticles are only soluble in hydrophobic solvents. In order to make them water soluble,
hydrophobic ligands should be exchanged with or adsorbed with hydrophilic counterparts.
These surface modifications not only complicate the synthesis and increase the cost, but also
reduce the fluorescence brightness. Further, the narrow and well-defined size distribution is
also critical. For example, a tight control of the average particle size allows quantum dots to
exhibit very distinguished colors and fluoresce brightly in a narrow range of wavelength.

1.2.4 Carbon nanotube based biosensors
CNTs are tubular structures made entirely of rolled-up layers of interconnected
carbon atoms, with diameters ranging from about one nanometer to tens of nanometers and
lengths up to centimeters55. CNTs are classified into single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). SWCNTs can be conceptualized
by wrapping a one-atom-thick layer of graphene sheet into a seamless cylindrical tube, while
MWCNTs comprise multiple concentric tubes. As an attractive matrix for sensors, CNTs are
promising materials for sensing applications due to many unique properties, including high
surface-to-volume ratios, enhanced electrochemical reactivity, large surface area, high affinity
to biomolecules and ease of chemical functionalization56.

CNT-based chemical or

electrochemical sensors have been developed to detect biological species including proteins
and DNA. Functionalization of CNTs remains one of the extensively researched areas in the
field of CNT. There are two types of functionalization, i.e., non-covalent attachment and
covalent attachment. SsDNA strands can be adsorbed onto the side walls of CNTS by means
of pi-pi stacking interaction between nucleotide bases and the side walls of CNTs, while
dsDNA show much less adsorption to CNTs due to more rigid structure and the imbedded
hybridized bases57. This difference could be used to improve the molecular recognition
performance for DNA. Further, with the unique optical property, CNTs can quench the
fluorescence of the dye through energy-transfer and electron-transfer processes when the dye
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is in close proximity to the CNTs and forming pi-pi stacking58. As a result, CNTs can be
explored as a nanoquencher. The self-assembly of ssDNA-CNTs complexes can easily
replace conventional MBs and serve as effective fluorescent sensing platform for nucleic acid
or other biomolecules detection59 (Figure 1.13). On the other hand, CNTs can be
functionalized by covalent attachment of chemical or/and biochemical groups through
bonding to the surface functional groups of CNTs. The carboxyl group is frequently chosen
because it can undergo a variety of reactions and can be easily generated on the defect sites of
CNTs surface under the harsh conditions of acidic-oxidation treatment, such as HNO3/H2SO4
solution60. The carboxylated CNTs exhibit improved water solubility and therefore easy
attachment to biomolecules, such as proteins (enzymes or antibodies), DNA and aptamers.
Further, covalent binding through amid bond promotes the tight immobilization of
biomolecules onto CNTs.

Figure 1. 13 The turn-on Biomolecular detection with CNTs. In the absence of the target, the
dye fluorescence is quenched by CNTs as DNA is absorbed onto CNTs through the
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hydrophobic interaction. The introduction of the target that has higher affinity to DNA than
CNTs drives DNA to be detached from CNTs leading to the restoration of the fluorescence.

1.2.5 Nanoparticle Capsules
Nanoparticles prepared from rare earth compounds, such as Eu3+, Sm3+, Tb3+, and
Gd3+, etc., are attractive for biosensors due to their photostability, sharp line-like emission
spectra (< 10 nm), large Stoke shifts (> 150 nm), and long luminescence lifetimes. The
emission light can be recorded through a delayed measurement on the scale of microseconds,
which significantly reduce the background and scattered fluorescence. Due to the low molar
absorption coefficient (< 10 L mol-1 cm-1) of the Ln3+, all lanthanide ions suffer from weak
light absorption, resulting in weak luminescence. By embedding a lanthanide complex in an
organic hybrid matrix, more light can be absorbed by the organic ligands and subsequently
the excitation energy is transferred from the organic ligands to the Ln3+ by intramolecular
energy transfer. As a result, the luminescence of Ln3+ can be enhanced61.
With appropriate synthetic conditions, a large number of dye molecules can be
incorporated inside a single nano- or micro-sized silica nanoparticle mainly through sol-gel
synthesis. As compared to single fluorescent dye molecule, dye-loaded nanoparticles exhibit
improved brightness. Traditionally, one DNA probe could be labeled with only one or a few
fluorophores resulting in limited fluorescent signal. In the case of dye-doped nanoparticles,
approximate 104 of fluorescent dye molecules can be trapped within one nanoparticles leading
to significant signal increase. Moreover, fluorophores with different emission wavelength can
be embedded in the matrix of nanoparticles. By varying the ratio of the doped fluorophores,
nanoparticles exhibit multiple colors with one single wavelength excitation, which could be
applied to multiplex detection. On the other hand, with the protection of the silica/polymeric
matrix from the surrounding environment, the trapped dyes show high resistance to both
photobleaching and photodegradation phenomena. Functionalization can be easily introduced
onto the surface of silica/polymeric beads for conjugation with biomolecules for sensing.
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Reactive functional groups such as amines, carboxyls and thiols can be easily introduced to
silica coating layers and provide reaction sites for bioconjugations. However, the extension of
functional groups neutralizes the negative surface charge of the silica nanoparticles and
reduces the overall surface charge, which results in the decreased stability. The relatively
large particle sizes (>30 nm) of these doped particles may preclude their sensing applications.
Further, dye-doped nanoparticles are generally susceptible to agglomeration, swelling, and
dye leakage problems.

1.2.6 Limitation of Nanoparticles
Several properties limit the widespread use of nanomaterials, including: aqueous
solubility, stability, and toxicity. 1) Aqueous solubility: oil phase synthesis promises the
better control over the size and shape of the nanoparticles. However, nanoparticles stabilized
with hydrophobic ligand molecules, such as CO, halides, etc. are insoluble in the aqueous
system. Usually, the surface modification of nanomaterials with hydrophilic groups is
necessary to endow the water solubility of nanomaterials. 2) Stability: as a result of the huge
surface area, all nanomaterials possess huge surface energy. Therefore, they are
thermodynamically unstable or metastable. Driven by the reduction in the overall surface
energy, nanostructured materials have an extremely high tendency of adhesion and
aggregation, which impose a great challenge in fabrication and processing of nanomaterials.
Thus, it is imperative to control the dispersion/aggregation properties of nanoparticles to
apply them into functional materials. 3) Toxicity: Particles under certain circumstances are
cytotoxic and produce inflammatory responses, or even cause cancer 62. Most cells are able to
take up nanomaterials of certain physical size or shape through receptor-mediated endocytosis
or other process63; Gold, silver or iron oxide nanoparticle surfaces can provide sites for
protein adsorption leading to inhibited enzymatic activity64; Carbon based nanostructures,
such as carbon nanotubes, C60, or other fullerenes65, can alter cellular redox balance, causing
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abnormal function or cell death; The core of QDs is composed of toxic heavy metals (e.g.,
cadmium, lead, or selenium), which is harmful to vertebrate animals at relatively low
concentrations (parts per million); Therefore, cytotoxicity is a concern for their applications.
In order to adapt the nanomaterials to their application in the field of biology and bioanalysis,
surface modification of nanoparticles is a well-accepted method to alter the water solubility,
enhance the stability and reduce the toxicity of nanoparticles.

1.2.7 Nanoparticle Surface Modifications
Controlling the surface chemical composition and mastering its modification are
critical issues affecting the potential commercial values of nanoparticles, involving the long
term stability and further biochemical applications. Nanoparticles are generally coated with
surfactants, polymers or biological target specific shells. Surfactants, serving as capping
ligands, attach to the particle surface to provide a barrier against particle aggregation and
growth. Generally speaking, the strongly binding surfactant molecules are better than weakly
binding ones by forming a dense layer. Surfactants facilitate particle dispersion in aqueous
solvents through tails solvation. The solvent interacts with the capping ligands which are
attached to the particles and determine the particle dispersibility. Further, the tail solvation of
the capping agent provides sufficient repulsive force to overcome the aggregation resulted
from interparticle attraction. The choice of surfactants often involves the functional groups
such as thiol, disulfide, carboxyIate (COO-), phosphate (PO32-), alcohol (OH) or amine (NH2)
as end group. These groups can undergo further chemical reactions once attached to the
particle surface. Sometimes, the tails of surfactants contains high charges, such as sulphonic
acid or phosphoric acid groups, to stabilize the particles for longer time and also at more
elevated salt concentrations. Besides, it has been demonstrated that nanoparticle cores
electrosterically stabilized by polymers such as poly(ethylene oxide) (PEG), poly(prolylene
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oxide)(PPO), or poly(methacrylic acid) turn out to be rather stable in salt solutions under long
term storage66.
In order to take advantage of the superior properties of nanomaterials for biosensors,
it is necessary to tailor the surface with biomolecules. A large variety of biomolecules of
different composition and size, such as oligonucleotides, peptides and proteins, have been
utilized to provide the nanoparticles with biological functions. With the biomolecule surface
modifications, improvement in targeting and reducing the cytotoxicity in therapeutic
applications have been achieved. Further, enhancement in particle stability has been achieved
resulted from the bioconjugation. Take protein as an example. The hydrophilic amino acid
side chains pointing outwards into solutions provide multiple charges, while the large
secondary and tertiary structure of protein offers sufficient steric repulsion, resulting in
sufficient electrosteric repulsion among nanoparticles. Biomolecules can be immobilized on
nanomaterials through a variety of methods, including: electrostatic adsorption, hydrophobic
interaction (e.g. the adsorption of DNA onto carbon nanotube), covalent-bond formation and
chemisorptions (e.g. thiol groups), etc, with covalent bond formation as a major method for
the hybrid because, in the case of water-soluble nanoparticles, the functional groups are often
carboxylic acids or amines stabilizing the nanoparticles by electrostatic repulsion and being
employed for bioconjugation. Carboxylic acid can react with primary amines to yield amide
bonds. The chemistry of nanoparticle-based bioconjugation is rather mild in order to retain
the stability of the nanoparticles. There are a large number of bifunctional molecules
commercially available for the amide bond formation. Water soluble carbodiimide (e.g. EDC)
is commonly used. The crosslinking chemistry is illustrated in Figure 1.14. After forming an
intermediate compound with the carboxylic acid, the activated group is reactive towards
primary amines. However, the intermediate is not stable under the ambient environment and
therefore tend to the decomposition. Active ester (N-hydroxy-succinimide; NHS) is used to
form amide bonds. Water solubility and stability of nanoparticles can be enhanced with other
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crosslinker molecules, such as N-hydroxy-sulfo-succinimide (sulfo-NHS). The introduction
of sulfonate groups increase the repulsive force between the nanoparticles and improve the
water solubility. Primary amines are also commonly employed as functional groups. At pH
values below the pKa value (7.9) of the amines, the particles are positively charged.
Succinimidyl-4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylate (SMCC) containing an NHS
group can react with primary amines, converting them to maleimides that are reactive towards
thiols67.

Figure 1. 14 Chemistry of amid bond formation with EDC/Sufo-NHS as crosslinker

Conclusions
In summary, the use of nucleic acids and proteins to recognize the analyte provides
high specificity of the biosensors. The integration of nanomaterials in biosensors as new
signal transduction system allows for the rapid and sensitive analysis. Since most usual
format of sensing is to immobilize the target-recognizing molecules onto the signalling tags
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that convert each binding event into a measurable signal, detection sensitivity is strongly
dependent n the capability of the tag in producing large signal increase upon each binding
event. There are mighty numbers of tags have been reported. However, the tagging efficiency
of reporter molecules is too low to allow for ultrasensitive detection. As the most common
optical labels, fluorescent dyes of high quantum yields can only be attached onto each
reporter molecule with up to five dye molecules. The very low labelling ratio yields weak
fluorescence indiscernible from the background noise when the trace targets only capture very
few reporter molecules on the array surface. QDs are 5-20 times brighter than organic dyes.
However, problems such as high production cost, luminescent quenching after surface
functionalization and Bioconjugation, and environmental hazards imposed by the toxic
element Cd, limit their wide applications in biosensors. QDs made of nontoxic materials have
not yet shown comparable sensing performance to those containing Cd. On the other hand,
silver nanoparticles could be employed to enhance the fluorescence from dyes via surface
plasmon resonance. Only three to ten fold improvements can be obtained.
In the past five years, I have been working on the development of ultrasensitive
biosensors for biological sensing and environmental monitoring. The detection performance
of the biosensors was enhanced via two main focuses: i.e., DNAzyme and ionic nanocrystals
based cation exchange reaction. The detailed background and the development of the
biosensors will be discussed in the following chapters.
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Chapter 2: Combining DNAzyme with Single-walled Carbon
Nanotubes for Detection of Pb(II) in Water
2.1 Introduction
Lead contamination in the environment originates from lead-containing cores, leadbased paints, petrol industrial wastes, alloys with lead content used for construction purposes,
etc. Due to its detrimental effects on the brain and central nervous systems, detection of trace
levels of Pb2+ in drinking water and monitor of Pb2+ distribution in the environment are of
great importance in preventing lead-poisoning in humans, especially children 1. A great
number of analytical methods have been developed over the past decades, using technologies
like atomic absorption spectrometry 2, inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry 3, and
electrochemistry 4. The involvement of sophisticated instruments and complicated sample
pretreatment in these methods makes them not suitable for on-site detection that is often
required to promptly recognize the onset of contamination. Pb2+-sensors capable of providing
immediate optical read-outs with the least instrumentation requirement have drawn great
attention. Various Pb2+-responsive molecular probes made of peptides 5, proteins 6, polymers
7

, nucleic acids 8, and small ligands 9 are employed for the specific identification of Pb2+, and

they are usually coupled with fluorescent dyes 10, gold nanoparticles 11, and chromophores

12

for signaling.
Among these Pb-responsive probes, deoxyribozymes, or DNAzymes, have been
extensively studied. DNAzymes can catalyze reactions including ligation 13, RNA cleavage 14,
DNA phosphorylation 15, and thymine dimer photoreversion 16. Like protein enzymes, most
DNAzymes rely on divalent metal ions, such as Pb2+ 8, Zn2+ 17, Cu2+ 18, Co2+ 19, Hg2+ 20, UO22+
21

, as cofactors to perform catalytic reactions. DNAzymes have exhibited great potential in the

field of biocatalysis and biosensing because of their high affinity and specificity to their
targets. Further benefits of DNAzymes include cost-effective production, durability and high
stability compared to their antibody counterparts. By far the most effective lead-dependent
DNAzyme is the “8-17 DNAzyme” reported by Li and Lu 8a. Lead ion could fit in the highly
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conserved catalytic core of this DNAzyme and initiate the hydrolytic cleavage of the substrate
at its phosphodiester bond between the ribonucleic adenine (rA) and the deoxyribonucleic
guanine (G). In order to convert the cleavage events to detectible signals for detection of Pb 2+,
the simplest and most effective design so far is to label the 5’-end of the 8-17 DNAzyme with
a quencher and the 3’-end of the substrate strand with a fluorophore 8a. Hybridization of the
enzyme and substrate strands quenches the fluorophore, while the cleavage destroys the
hybridization and recovers the fluorescence. The quenching efficiency could be further
enhanced, so thus the detection sensitivity, by labeling both the substrate and enzyme with
quenchers 10. Though, the triple labeling complicates the design and increases the overall cost
of the assay.
It has been reported that single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) could act as
superior quenchers for fluorescent dyes because of the large surface area to volume ratios
[200-900 m2 g-1], the strong adsorptivity for organic molecules with aromatic structures 22, and
the broad UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra which well overlaps with those of several
fluorophores 23. On the other hand, single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) has been found to strongly
interact with SWCNT in water via π-π stacking between the bases and the SWCNT 24. Even
though the bases on doule-stranded DNA (dsDNA) could initiate such an interaction, the
more stiff structure and more exposed negatively charged phosphate backbone of dsDNA
significantly reduce the affinity 23a. SWCNT with the properties of fluorophore quenching and
increased affinity with ssDNA have been proved to be attractive signalling tools for chemical
and biological sensing

24a, 25

. In the present study, SWCNT was employed to detect Pb2+ in

water, taking advantage of their differential binding with ssDNA and dsDNA as well as their
superior capability in fluorophore quenching. The simple but sensitive turn-off sensor of Pb2+
employs the 8-17 DNAzyme and labels its substrate strand with one fluorophore. The
cleavage of substrate in the presence of Pb2+ denatures the enzyme-substrate complex and
releases the single-stranded product which binds to the SWCNT more strongly than the
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original hybridized structure. With the SWCNT in vicinity, the fluorophore is quenched and
reduced fluorescence proportional to Pb concentration is observed. The specific interaction of
SWCNT with ssDNA greatly enhances the signal-to-background ratio, leading to a low
detection limit of 1 nM and a wide detection range across 5 orders of magnitude.

2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Chemicals
SWCNT functionalized with carboxyl group (SWCNT-COOH) or poly (ethylene
glycol) (SWCNT-PEG), and unmodified SWCNT were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO). The average size (in diameter x length) for SWCNT, SWCNT-COOH and
SWCNT-PEG is 1.1 nm x 0.5 - 100 μm, 4 - 5nm x 0.1 - 1.5 μm and 4 - 5nm x 0.5 - 0.6 μm,
respectively. Oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.
(Coralville, IA). The sequences are listed in Table 2.1.

Table 2. 1 Sequences of DNA molecules used in the study.

Sequence

Name

5’-CAT CTC TTC TCC GAG CCG GTC GAA ATA

Pb2+-dependent enzyme (17E)

GTG AGT -3’

Cy3 labeled substrate (17S)

5’-/cy3/-ACT CAC TAT rA GG AAG AGA TG -3’

Complementary strand to 17S (17D)

5’-CA TCT CTT CCT ATA GTG AGT-3’

Metal salts and reagents for buffer preparation were purchased from Fisher Scientific Inc.
(Waltham, MA) and used without further purification. Water samples were collected from
residential houses in Riverside, CA, and analyzed as received. Heavy metal ions were handled
and disposed properly to avoid personal contamination and environmental pollution.
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2.2.2 Cleavage Reaction Catalyzed by the 8-17 DNAzyme
Typically, 50 nM 17E was mixed with equal molar of Cy3-17S in the reaction buffer
containing 50 mM tris-acetate and 50 mM NaNO3 with pH 7.8. This mixture was denatured at
98 °C for 2 min and then slowly cooled down to 4 °C over 20 min. Then 10 μl of 10-fold
(10x) concentrated metal solutions were added to 100 μl of the hybridized mixture (17SE) to
initiate the cleavage reaction. The reaction lasted for 10 min on ice. Afterwards, 2 μl a 0.25
mg/mL of SWCNT solution was introduced and interacted with the cleaved substrate for 4
minutes before the fluorescence was measured. The same reaction conditions were applied to
test the Pb2+ concentration in water samples as well, except that the 10x concentrated 17E and
Cy3-17S hybrid solution was added to 100 μl water sample.

2.2.3 SWCNT Preparation and Fluorescence Measurement
SWCNT and SWCNT-COOH were prepared in 0.1% dimethylformamide (DMF) at
0.25 mg/mL. To ensure good dispersion, the SWCNT samples were sonicated for 3-4 hours.
SWCNT-PEG was dissolved in Milli-Q water (18 MΩ ∙ cm) at the same concentration. The
quenching efficiency of SWCNT was measured with a Spex Fluorolog Tau-3
spectrofluorometer at room temperature (HORIBA Jobin Yvon Inc., NJ). The excitation
wavelength was selected at 535 nm, and the emission spectrum from 550 to 650 nm was
collected with a slit width of 10 nm. The assays for Pb2+ detection were carried out in
microtiter plates, and signals were acquired with a Wallac 1420 plate reader, using an
excitation wavelength filter of 530/30 nm and an emission filter with a cutoff value at 602
nm.

2.2.4 Gel Electrophoresis
To verify the cleavage, gel electrophoresis was conducted. After 10-min incubation with
the DNAzyme and metal ions, the cleavage reaction was quenched by an equal volume of the
stop buffer (50 mM EDTA, 8 M urea, 90 mM Tris, 90 mM boric acid, 0.05% xylene cyanol
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and 0.05% bromophenol blue). The mixture was denatured in boiling water for 1 min and
cooled on ice before loading. The gel image was scanned with a Amersham Typhoon 9410
(GE Healthcare, WI) and the fluorescent intensity of Cy3 was calculated with Image Quant
5.2. The cleavage yield was defined as the grey density ratio of the cleaved substrate band to
the sum of cleaved and uncleaved substrate bands.

2.2.5 ICP-AES Measurements
Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometer (ICP-AES) metal
determinations were carried out on a Perkin-Elmer Optima 2000 DV apparatus (Norwalk, CT).
The entire system was purged with argon during operation. The standard solutions were
prepared by gradually diluting Pb2+ solution which dissolved in 4% (V/V) nitric acid solution.
The waste water samples were also acidified with 4% HNO3 before test. Acidic solution was
used to rinse the instrument twice to make sure no memory effect from previous tests.

2.3 Results and Discussions
2.3.1 Adsorption of ss- and ds-DNA on SWCNT with Different Surface
Modification
The bases of dsDNA are imbeded in the highly hydrophobic helix structure, forming
hydrophobic domains only available through major and minor grooves

26

, while the

negatively charged phosphate groups face outward and are readily available for eletrostatic
interaction. In the case of ssDNA, the hydrophilic phosphate groups and the hydrophobic
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Figure 2. 1 Fluorescence spectra of Cy3-ssDNA and Cy3-dsDNA without any SWCNT or
with a) SWCNT, b) SWCNT-PEG, c) SWCNT-COOH, at 4.2 μg/mL.
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bases decorate the ribose backbone alternatively and both are widely opened for interaction.
Such structural differences between ss- and ds-DNA result in different adsorption patterns on
SWCNT. The smaller size and higher structure flexibility of ssDNA with respect to dsDNA
also enhance the adsorption of ssDNA SWCNT. The differential interaction of ssDNA and
dsDNA with SWCNT may provide sufficient quenching to the fluorophore labeled on ssDNA
and be able to signal the cleavage event. To prove this hypothesis, we studied the
fluorescence of ssDNA and dsDNA before and after being mixed with SWCNT of different
surface modifications. The effects from unmodified SWCNT, SWCNT-PEG, and SWCNTCOOH were compared. The fluorescence spectra of the Cy3-17S itself and its hybridization
(17SD) with the complementary strand were recorded with 4.2 μg/mL different types of
SWCNT, as shown in Figure 2.1. The quenching effects were highly dependent on the types
of SWCNT. The SWCNT-PEG could not quench either the ss-17S or the ds-17SD; the
unmodified SWCNT provided certain levels of quenching to both types of DNA, and the
SWCNT-COOH completely quenched the ss-17S while left out significant fluorescence from
the ds-17SD. We calculated the quenching yield obtained with SWCNT by subtracting the
fluorescence of 17S (F17S/SWCNT) from that of the dsDNA (F17SD/SWCNT) and divided by that of
the 17SD, i.e. P% = (F17SD - F17S)/F17SD*100%. The quenching yields from different types of
SWCNT were plotted in Figure 2.2, which clearly showed the much better performance of
SWCNT-COOH in quenching the fluorescence of dye-labeled ssDNA. In the presence of
SWCNT-COOH, about 97% quenching yield was obtained. On the contrary, the unmodified
SWCNT and SWCNT-PEG only resulted in quenching yields of 25% and 10%, respectively.
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Figure 2. 2 The comparison of quenching yields obtained with different types of SWCNTs

The difference in quenching yield could be attributed to the solubility and DNA
affinity of SWCNT. The unmodified SWCNT were lack of hydrophilic groups on the surface
and showed very poor solubility in aqueous solutions even after 2 hrs of sonification. The
high van der Walls attraction of ~500 eV μm-1 between the individual SWCNT 27 drived them
to stack in the bundle or rope formation, limiting their surface avalibility for DNA adsorption.
Both SWCNT-PEG and SWCNT-COOH have good solubility in water and thus should be
dispersed as individual tubes. However, SWCNT-PEG showed the worst quenching effect
among the three types of SWCNT. This could be due to the high surface coverage of
SWCNT-PEG, which have a high weight ratio of PEG to SWCNT reaching 30 wt%. The
polyethylene glycol groups on the side wall of SWCNT might have completely blocked the ππ stacking with nucleobases, and no or only minimum adsorption of DNA could happen.
SWCNT-COOH only contains 3 – 6 atom% carboxylic acid, leaving most of the SWCNT
surface available for DNA adsorption. The low surface coverage and good water solubility of
SWCNT-COOH rendered a quenching yield (~ 97%) higher than that (~67%) obtained with
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two quencheres in the DNAzyme-substrate hybrid structure

10

. The large difference in

fluorescence intensity between ssDNA and dsDNA at the presence of SWCNT-COOH could
then be utilized to construct a turn-off sensing platform for Pb2+ with the 8-17 DNAzyme.

Figure 2. 3 Schematic illustration of using the Cy3 (red dot)-labeled substrate (blue strand), 817 DNAzyme (green strand), and SWCNT-COOH for Pb2+ detection

2.3.2 Pb2+ sensing with SWCNT-COOH and DNAzyme
As shown in Figure 2.3, our sensing platform is composed of the 8-17 DNAzyme
(green strand) – substrate (blue strand) hybrid and SWCNT-COOH. The substrate is labeled
with Cy3 at one end. The hybridized structure is not readily adsorbed onto SWCNT-COOH,
emitting high fluorescence. Once Pb2+ cations are added to the mixture, the substrate would
be cleaved by the enzyme. The short cleavage product would no longer hybridize with the
enzyme strand and the single-stranded product would then be adsorbed onto SWCNT-COOH
and the fluorescence would be completely quenched. The amount of cleaved products should
be proportional to the lead concentration, so thus the decreased fluorescence intensity.
Because DNA is believed to interact with the exposed side-wall area of SWCNT, the
quenching effect should be related to the relative amount of SWCNT-COOH and DNA used
in our assay. We then investigated the adsorption of the enzyme-substrate hybrid (17SE) and
the substrate 17S with varying ratios of oligonucleotide to SWCNT-COOH. As shown in
Figure 2.4a, the fluoresence intensities of both the 17SE and 17S rised steadily when the
DNA/SWCNT-COOH ratio increased from 2:1 to 100:1 (nmol/mg), confirming that higher
content of SWCNT-COOH was needed to provide adequate quenching effect. The quenching
yield was also calculated and plotted versus the DNA to SWCNT-COOH ratio (Figure 2.4b).
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Figure 2. 4 Study of the adsorption of dsDNA and ssDNA on SWCNT-COOH. a)
Fluorescence intensity measured at Cy3-17S or Cy3-17SE (in nmol) to SWCNT-COOH (in
mg) ratio of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12.5, 25, 50, and 100. The concentration of SWCNT-COOH and
DNA varied between 1.0 ~ 10 μg/mL and 20 ~ 100 nM. b) quenching yield obtained from a)
vs. DNA/SWCNT-COOH ratio. All results were from triplicate measurements.

The quenching yield reached the maximum of 71% with DNA/SWCNT-COOH at 6:1, and
dropped substantially when the ratio was higher than 100:1. No quenching effect was
observed with a ratio of 100 to 1, because at this level the surface of SWCNT-COOH was
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very limited and adsorbed a very small portion of the ssDNA compared to the high overall
DNA content.
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Figure 2. 5 a) Fluorescence image of the 96-well plate (top) and gel image (bottom) for the
measurement of substrate cleavage in the present of Pb2+. b) Cutting yield of the substrate
(Icleaved substrate/(Icleaved substrate + I uncleaved substrate) * 100%, open square) obtained by gel
electrophoresis, and fluorescence intensity measured by plate reader (black square) vs. Pb2+
concentration.

In this study, the maximum quenching percentage was 71%, lower than the 97% observed
with the hybridized structure of 17S with its complementary strand. Such a difference is
probably due to the not-perfect match between the enzyme and substrate sequences. The 17E
contains a loop structure, the catalytic core, which is not complementary to the substrate,
leaving residue single-stranded DNA in the hybridization preparation and decreasing the
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quenching yield. We chose the DNA to SWCNT-COOH ratio of 10:1 in the following study
because it gave out a high quenching yield with less consumption of SWCNT-COOH.

2.3.3 Sensing Performance
Subsequently, the sensitivity of SWCNT-COOH in detection of Pb2+ was tested using 96well microtiter plates. Solutions containing different concentrations of Pb2+ were added to the
mixture of SWCNT-COOH and 17SE hybrid at a ratio of 10:1 (nmol/mg). The fluorescence
of the 17SE hybrid decreased with increasing Pb2+ concentration. To further confirm the
quenching was due to substrate cleavage catalyzed by Pb2+, the reaction mixtures were
analyzed with 20% denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and the cleavage yields
were measured. The fluorescence intensities in the microtiter plate and gel image were shown
in Figure 2.5a, and the fluorescence and cleavage yield obtained with gel electrophoresis were
plotted against Pb2+ concentration in Figure 2.5b.
Both fluorescence measurement and gel analysis verified that the decrease in fluorescence
was due to the cleavage of substrate. In addition, we calculated the quenching yield with the
equation of (Fblank – Fsignal)/Fblank*100%, where Fblank and Fsignal were the fluorescence
intensities of the reaction mixtures without and with the addition of Pb 2+, respectively. The
quenching yield was proportional to Log [Pb2+] over 5 orders of magnitude (Figure 2.6). The
fluorescence intensity measured by plate reader (black square) vs. Pb2+ concentration. The
lowest detectible Pb2+ concentration using our assay was 1 nM, which resulted in a
fluorescence quenching yield of 10% and a fluorescent intensity equal to the mean value of
blank minus 7.5 times the standard deviation (blank – 7.5 x STD). The microtiter plate format
is more convenient to be carried out than the gel analysis in real applications. Our design
showed little background interference and excellent sensitivity, as a result of the strong
adsorption of ssRNA to the SWCNT-COOH surface and the efficient fluorescent quenching
ability of SWCNT-COOH.
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Figure 2. 6 Fluorescence quenching yield at different concentrations of Pb2+

To evaluate the selectivity of our method, the quenching yields from six other divalent
metal ions (Mg2+, Mn2+, Zn2+, Cd2+, Co2+, Ni2+) were tested at concentration of 1 μM, 2 μM
and 5 μM (figure 2.7a). These cations were chosen because they were most commonly studied
as a potential influence to the cleavage activity of the 8-17 DNAzyme

8a, 10

. In our test,

negligible cleavage was observed with Mg2+, Ni2+, Cd2+, Co2+ and Mn2+, while only small
fraction was observed for Zn2+ with quenching yields less than 10% at 5 μM. This quenching
level is comparable to that of 1 nM Pb2+, the lowest measurable Pb2+ concentration in our
assay and is significantly lower than that from 50 nM Pb2+. Moreover, the interfering of these
six metal ions at 5 μM was measured in the presence of 100 nM of Pb2+ (figure 2.7b). The
results showed that no increased cleavage was observed from any of the coexistent cations.
The reduced impact from interfering metal ions demonstrated that they possessed slower
reaction kinetics than Pb2+ 28. Our sensor maintained the excellent selectivity of DNAzyme
toward Pb2+ over other metal ions and it could reliably detect Pb2+ at concentration levels
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much lower than the toxic level defined by US Environment Protection Agency 72 nM.
Therefore, the method described here is well suited for monitoring Pb2+ in the environment.
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Figure 2. 7(a) selectivity of the sensor toward Pb2+ over other metal ions Zn2+, Cd2+, Ni2+,
Co2+, Mg2+ and Mn2+ at concentration of 1, 2, and 5μM. (b) Interfering test with 5 μM metal
ions in the presence of 100 nM of Pb2+.

At last, our method was applied to access the Pb2+ levels in water samples collected
from the UCR lab tap water and a Riverside household tap water. The faucets were unused
for at least 6 hours prior to collection to allow water to reside in the pipes for long enough
duration. The water samples were tested without further purification treatment. The
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quenching yield of the water samples with different concentration of Pb2+ was shown in
Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2. 8 Water samples tested with the standard addition method for UCR lab tap water,
Riverside household tap water and standard Pb2+ test.
The overall trend is the same as that in pure water. The Pb2+ in water samples were
measured based on the standard curve. The calculated Pb content was listed in table 2, along
with the quantification results obtained with ICP test results, a well established method for
metal analysis in water. The Pb content in the UCR lab water was tested with ICP-AES.
While Pb content of Riverside household tap water was too low to be detected by AES
therefore was confirmed by ICP-MS. The well comparable results demonstrate that, although
there were many other ions and chemicals in a real water sample, the sensor is capable of
detecting Pb2+.

Table 2. 2 Quantification of Pb content by our quenching assay and by ICP-AES or ICP-MS
in water samples collected from UCR chemistry building and a Riverside Household.
UCR lab water
Riverside Household water

Current Assay Test (nM)
226.0 ± 8.8
13.2 ± 0.1

ICP TEST (nM)
192.9 ± 5.0
14.9
± 0.0

2.4 Conclusions
A simple and sensitive assay for the detection of Pb2+ was developed utilizing the
superior quenching and DNA-binding abilities of SWCNT-COOH. The high aqueous
solubility and low surface coverage of SWCNT-COOH provide large surface area to adsorb
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ssDNA and also quench the fluorophore coupled to the ssDNA. Besides, SWCNT in general
has excellent capability in distinguishing ssDNA from dsDNA. These two features allow the
sensitive recognition of the DNAzyme cleavage event catalyzed by Pb2+. Only one
fluorophore labeling is required in our assay, reducing the overall cost. Additionally, the
broad absorption spectrum of SWCNT makes them effective quenchers for a large variety of
fluorescent molecules and quantum dots, enabling the combination of different fluorescent
systems for multiplexed detection. Moreover, the same concept is applicable to DNAzymes
targeting different analytes for the design of various types of biosensors.
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Chapter 3: Ionic Nanocrystals as the Cofactors for Metal-Dependent
DNAzymes
3.1 Introduction
DNAzymes, also described as deoxyribozymes or DNA enzymes, are functional
DNA molecules that can catalyze the processing or modification of oligonucleotide
substrates. 1 They can be evolved based on the desired catalytic function via in vitro selection,
2

and are more stable than RNA and protein. These attr active features plus the low synthesis

expense grant DNAzymes substantial application potential in sensing, 3 disease curing, 4 and
material or molecular device assembly.

1b, 5

Among various functionalities, RNA cleaving is

the most frequently encountered catalytic ability of a DNAzyme, which usually requires metal
ions as the cofactors.6 This function has been successfully utilized to transform DNAzymes
into highly specific sensors for divalent cations like Zn2+, 7 Pb2+, 8 Cu2+, 9 Co2+ ,10 Hg2+, 11 and
even UO22+. 12 In general, it is believed that the metal ions facilitate the internal phosphoester
transfer by deprotonating the 2’-hydroxyl group on the ribonucleotide;

13

but how the metal

ions carry out their catalytic actions is complex and has not yet been fully understood.

12b, 14

Besides metal ions, we discovered that ionic nanocrystals (NCs) containing the corresponding
metal cations could be the cofactors for DNAzymes (Figure 3.1). We hypothesized
coordination of DNAzyme with the surface Pb2+ may be a main contributor to the catalytic
activity, and reported our experimental proofs in this communication.
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Figure 3. 1 Illustration of PbS NCs being the cofactor for 8-17 DNAzyme.

3.2 Experimental Section
3.2.1. Materials
Polyacrylic acid (PAA), diethylene glycol (DEG), and mercaptoacetic acid (MAA)
were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Inc. (Louis, MO). Lead acetate (PbAc2), sulfur, Se,
sodium sulfite (Na2SO3), Zinc acetate (Zn(Ac)2), HEPES, Tris, sodium nitrate (NaNO3),
hydrochloride (EDC), 1-3-Dicyclohexylearbodiimide (DCC), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)
or sulfo-NHS, and reagents for making the stopping solution and denatured gel were all from
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. (Waltham, MA). Human IgG was purchased from Invitrogen.
All oligonucleotides were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (IDT)
(Coralville, IA), and used without further purification. Deionized (DI) water was produced by
the Millipore water system.
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Figure 3. 2 TEM image of 10 nm PbS and 100 nm PbS NCs

3.2.2 Synthesis of PbS nanocrystals (NCs).
To synthesize the 10-nm PbS NCs, first we prepared solution A by heating the
mixture of 0.5 mmol PbAc2 and 288 mg PAA in 10 mL DEG at 240 °C, until it turned
transparent. At the same time, 4 mmol sulfur powders and 288 mg PAA were dissolved in 15
mL DEG at 240 °C, producing a bright yellow and transparent solution (solution B). Then
solution A was quickly injected to solution B with a glass syringe, which caused the
temperature drop to 226 °C. After 2 min reaction, the flask was cooled down to room
temperature, and black PbS NCs were separated from the solution with ethanol washing and
centrifugation. Finally, these PbS NCs were dispersed in 5 mL water for later modification
and characterization. In the case of synthesizing the 100-nm PbS NCs, 432 mg PAA and a
lower temperature of 220 °C were used to prepare solution A; and the reaction of solution A
and B lasted for 1 hr. The Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images of both NCs
were shown in Figure 3.2.
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3.2.3 Synthesis of the ZnSe NCs
The ZnSe NCs were synthesized in aqueous phase. Homogeneous Se precursor
solution was prepared by dissolving 0.015 mol Se in 40 mL 1.5 M Na2SO3 solution at 80 °C
with N2 bubbling for 2 hrs. Then 5 mL of the Se precursor solution was injected to the N2saturated Zinc solution, which contained 2.5 mmol Zn(Ac)2 and 0.75 mL MAA to 50 mL DI
water with the pH value adjusted to 9 -10 by NaOH. The mixture reacted in boiling water
bath for 1 hr. The TEM image was shown below.

Figure 3. 3 TEM image of 5 nm ZnSe NCs

3.2.4 Substrate cleavage reaction by DNAzyme using different cofactors
In general, the 17S and 17E were denatured in the incubation buffer (50 mM HEPES
(pH 7.0) with 50 mM NaNO3) at 95 °C for 2 min and then cooled down to room temperature.
After 30 min, the mixture was put on ice (0-4 °C) and sat for another 30 min (hybridization
solution). Then the cofactor solution was added to initiate the cleavage reaction. The reaction
took place on ice and was terminated by adding the equal volume stopping solution. The
incubation buffer was treated with the Chelex beads to remove the divalent metal ion
impurities before usage. The stopping buffer contained 50mM EDTA, 8M urea, 90mM Tris,
90mM boric acid, 0.05% xylene cyanol and 0.05% bromophenol blue.
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For rate constant measurement, 60 μL of the 17S (1 μM) and 17E (1.5 μM)
hybridization solution was prepared. After removing 5 μL to be the blank reaction, 55 μL
metal-containing solution (metal concentration equal to 71.5 μM) was added to cleave the
substrate. At various time points of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 15 min, 10 μL reaction mixture
was taken out to mix with 10 μL stop solution. For affinity measurement, 5 μL of the 17S (1
μM) and 17E (1.5 μM) hybridization solution was incubated with 5 μL Pb2+ or 10-nm PbS
NCs solution for 3 min before 10 μL stop solution was added. The total Pb concentrations
were 0.0715, 0.143, 0.715, 1.43, 3.575, 7.15, 14.3, 71.5, 143, and 357.5 μM. To measure the
cleavage rate of different PbS conjugates, 5 μL of the enzyme-substrate hybridization solution
was mixed with 5 μL conjugated PbS NCs (Pb concentration at 71.5 μM except the
17Econjugated PbS which was at 320 μM) and reacted for 10 min on ice. For a typical
cleavage reaction using temperature cycles, 2 μL 1 μM substrate was mixed with 18 μL
enzyme-NC conjugates with NCs concentration varying from 0.01 pM to 1 μM with 10 times
concentration increment in between. The mixture was incubated at 40 °C for 3 min and then
at room temperature for 10 min. The incubation step was cycled for 9 times before 20 μl stop
buffer was added.
In the case of using ZnSe NCs as the cofactor, the 17S and 17E hybrid was prepared
with 100 nM cy3-17S and 200 nM 17E in Tris buffer. Then it was denatured in boiling water
for 2 min and put on ice for 30 minutes. Ten microliters 17S-17E hybrid was mixed with 10
μL Zn2+, ZnSe NCs, or 17Econjugated ZnSe solution. The cleavage reactions with Zn2+ or
ZnSe NCs were carried out at room temperature for 15 min before the stopping solution was
added. The reaction with 17E-conjugated ZnSe was cycled between 40 °C (3 min) and room
temperature (10 min) for 10 times before termination. The overall Zinc concentration in all
solutions was maintained at 500 μM. The Pb, Fe, and Zn concentration in stock nanomaterials
solution was measured by Inductively Coupled Plasma – Atomic Emission Spectroscopy
(ICP-AES).
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3.2.5 Gel Electrophoresis
Gel electrophoresis was then conducted using the 20% polyacrylamide gel. The
sample was denatured in boiling water for 1 min and stored on ice before loading. Twenty μL
of each sample was loaded into the individual wells, and the gel was run at 200 V for 2 hrs.
The gel image was scanned with a Typhoon Fluorescence image and the intensity of the cy3
labeled substrate was calculated according to the gray scale of the image. Cleavage yield was
defined as the ratio of the amount of the cleaved substrate divided by the total amount of the
cleaved substrate and the uncleaved substrate.

3.2.6 NCs conjugation
Conjugation of PbS NCs with DNA or protein was done in dimethylforamide because
the PbS NCs tended to aggregate in water-based conjugation. A total of 1012 10nm-PbS NCs
in water were precipitated by centrifugation and washed once time with 500 μl of DMF. The
NCs were then resuspended in 1 mL DMF, followed by the addition of 7.5 mg NHS and 10
mg DCC under N2. The mixture was stirred at room temperature at 600 rpm for overnight.
The activated NCs were washed once with DMF and re-suspended in 100 μl of DMF.
Subsequently, 900 μL 0.1 M NaHCO3 (pH 9.0) solution containing 10 nmol NH2-labelled
DNA or 100 μg human IgG was added and the conjugation was performed at room
temperature for 2~4 hrs with continuously stirring condition. After coupling, the NCs were
washed once with 0.1 M NaHCO3. Conjugation of ZnSe NCs was in the NaH2PO4Na2HPO4 (0.1 M, pH 7.4) buffer. Around 1011 NCs were suspended in 1 mL phosphate
buffer, and 5 nmol NH2-labelled DNA, 20 mg EDC and 5mg sulfo-NHS were added. The
mixture was stirred at room temperature for 3 hrs. After conjugation, the NCs were put in a
Microcon YM-30 centrifugal filter (Millipore) and centrifuged at 13,200 g for 8 min to
remove the free DNA.
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3.3 Results and discussions
3.3.1 Cleavage Yield Comparison from Different NCs
Our study was focused on the 8-17 DNAzyme and adopted the enzyme (17E) and
substrate (17S) sequences reported by Li and Lu.8 The 17E contains 33 nucleotides (5'-CAT
CTC TTC TCC GAG CCG GTC GAA ATA GTG AGT-3'), and the 17S has two 9-nt
enzyme-hybridization regions flanked by one ribonucleotide and one deoxynucleotide (both
shown in bold in the sequence) (5’-ACT CAC TAT rAg GAA GAG ATG-3’). This
DNAzyme is very unique in many aspects. The structure motif of its enzyme strand is highly
conserved in DNAzymes selected under three different conditions, i.e. in solutions containing
Zn2+, 7b Mg2+,

15

or Ca2+. 16 In addition, its substrate sequence could vary with high flexibility

except two bases linked by the cleavable phosphodiester bond.
active with Pb2+,

8

16b

Moreover, it is highly

probably because global folding is not required for Pb2+ to fit in the

enzyme’s catalytic core (underscored region in the 17E sequence). We found out that, like the
free Pb2+, the PbS NCs could catalyze the substrate cleavage when bound to the 8-17
DNAzyme. The PbS NCs used in our study were synthesized from the reaction of lead acetate
and sulfur in the presence of polyacrylic acid (PAA) and diethylene glycol (DEG). The PAA
coating rendered the NCs good water solubility. We first compared the cleavage rates of Pb 2+,
PbS NCs with diameters of 10 or 100 nm, and γ-Fe3O4 NCs of 10 nm. Because our study was
about the chemical cleavage step involved with metal cofactor, we annealed the enzyme and
substrate first until the complex formation reached equilibrium.17 One micromolar Cy3labelled 17S and 1.5 µM 17E were heated to 95 °C for 2 minutes and the hybridization went
through two 30-min incubation steps, one at room temperature and the other at 4 °C.
Afterwards, the metal-containing solution was added to initiate the catalytic reaction. All
solutions contained the same Pb or Fe element concentration of 71.5 µM, and the cleavage
reaction took place at 4 °C with a reaction volume of 10 µL. After terminating the catalytic
reaction with a stopping solution at various times, we separated the cleaved product from the
full-length substrate by denaturing gel electrophoresis, and calculated the yield (%Pt) using
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the band fluorescence density resulted from the Cy3 labeling (Image Quant 5.2). The
nanostructures were too big to enter the gel and did not interfere with our analysis. We could
fit the plot of %Pt vs. reaction time t (Figure 1) to the following equation
%Pt = %P0 + %P∞(1-e-kt).

(1)

This equation describes the single-turnover cleavage reaction in which %P0 and %P∞ is the
yield at t = 0 and at the endpoint of the reaction (t = ∞), respectively, and k is the observed
reaction rate. 17-18
2+
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Figure 3. 4 Comparison of substrate cleavage catalyzed by Pb2+, the PbS NCs of different
diameters, and the 10-nm γ-Fe3O4 NCs. Error bars were obtained from 3 repeated
measurements.

From Figure 3.4-3.6, we can see that the cleavage by both the 10-nm PbS NCs and free Pb2+
reached completion with a final yield above 65% during the first 5 minutes; while the larger,
100-nm PbS NCs showed a slower cleaving rate, the cutting yield increasing almost linearly
with time. No cleavage happened in the 10-nm Fe3O4 NCs solution. The reaction rates (kobs)
from curve fitting were listed in Table 3.1. The 10-nm NCs led to a cleavage rate 3 and 40
times higher than that of the free Pb2+ and the 100-nm PbS NCs, respectively, with the same
total amount of lead.
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Figure 3. 5 Change of cleavage rate with Pb concentration. Only one comparison was shown
here, while three data sets were used to calculate the Kd values.

Figure 3. 6 Gel images for analysis of substrate cleavage at 30s, 1min, 2min, 3min, 4min,
5min, 7min, 10min and 15 min reaction time points. The reactions were carried out at the
presence of different cofactors, i.e., Pb2+ ions, 10nm-PbS NCs, 100nm-PbS NCs and 10nmFe3O4 NCs. The blank was measured when no cofactor was present.
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Table 3. 1 Summary of the reaction rate constants and dissociation coefficients obtained from
fitting the curves shown in Figure 1 with equation (1) and (2), respectively. The standard
deviations were obtained with three replicates.
Type

kobs (min-1)

Kd,app (μM)

Pb2+

0.73 ± 0.04

54.4 ± 31.7

PbS NC 10 nm

2.11 ± 0.07

4.7 ± 1.8

PbS NC 100 nm

0.05 ± 0.02

Not measured

Figure 3. 7 Gel image and bar plot of band density for analysis DNAzyme adsorption onto the
nanostructures.
One or five microliters of 10 nm- Fe3O4 NCs or 10-nm PbS NCs were incubated with 100 μl
Cy3-17S-17E hybrid (1 μM 17S and 1.5 μM 17E) on ice for 10 min. The nanomaterials were
precipitated by centrifugation and washed with the incubation buffer (50 mM HEPES and 50
mM NaNO3) containing no or 0.1% SDS. The precipitated nanomaterials, wash solutions, and
supernatants were loaded on the gel for separation. The gel result showed that both the PbS
and γ-Fe3O4 NCs strongly adsorbed the enzyme-substrate hybrid, but the PbS NCs resulted
in a much more intense cleaved substrate band and 3 times less residue substrate in the
supernatant. The adsorption onto nanostructure was very strong in incubation buffer and was
only interrupted by 0.1% SDS. Lane 1: 1 μL 10 nm-Fe3O4 NCs, washed with incubation
buffer after incubation; Lane 2: 1 μL 10 nm- Fe3O4 NCs, washed with incubation buffer
containing 0.1% SDS after incubation; Lane 3: 5 μL 10 nm-PbS NCs, washed with incubation
buffer after incubation; Lane 4: 5 μL 10nm-PbS NCs, washed with incubation buffer
containing 0.1% SDS after incubation; Lane 5: 5 μL supernatant of the incubation mixture of
10 nm-PbS NCs and DNAzyme; Lane 6: 5 μL incubation solution containing 0.1% SDS after
washing the 10 nm-PbS NCs; Lane 7: 5 μL supernatant of the incubation mixture of 10 nmFe3O4 NCs and DNAzyme; Lane 8: 5 μL incubation solution containing 0.1% SDS after
washing the 10 nm- Fe3O4 NCs; Lane 9: 5 μL enzyme-substrate hybrid + 5 μl incubation
buffer
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3.3.2 Surface Properties of NCs
The cleavage was not due to the leaked Pb ions from the PbS NCs because the
supernatant of NCs solutions after filtration with the Amicon YM-30 filter could not cleave
any substrate beyond the background level. Because the metal cofactor for DNAzyme is to
induce transesterification through attacking the 2’-OH group, we suspected that in order for
the Pb-containing NCs to act as the cofactor, the 8-17 DNAzyme may directly associate with
the surface lead ions in NCs. Thus, we tested the adsorption of DNAzyme onto the surface of
NCs. Instead of loading the entire reaction mixture onto the gel, we precipitated the 10-nm
PbS NCs and the 10-nm γ-Fe3O4 NCs first by centrifugation and washed them with the
incubation buffer containing no or 0.1% SDS once. Subsequently, the particle precipitates
were dispersed in HEPES buffer for gel loading. The supernatants of reaction mixtures or
washing solutions collected after particle removal were analyzed on the same gel (Figure 3.7).
The gel result clearly showed that both the PbS and γ-Fe3O4 NCs strongly adsorbed
the enzyme-substrate hybrid, but the PbS NCs resulted in a much more intense cleaved
substrate band and 3 times less residue substrate in the supernatant. The adsorption onto
nanostructure was very strong in incubation buffer and was only interrupted by 0.1% SDS.
The higher binding affinity may contribute to the higher catalytic activity of the 10-nm PbS
NCs in comparison with the free Pb2+. We then went on to quantitatively evaluate the binding
affinity of the DNAzyme-substrate hybrid to the Pb2+ ions in either freely distributed or
encapsulated format. The kobs value obtained at different lead concentrations was plotted
against Pb concentration (Figure 1b), since they could be correlated through the following
equation:
kobs = kmax ∙[Pb2+] / (Kd,app + [Pb2+]).
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(2)

Within the equation, kmax is the maximum observed rate constant at the point of saturation of
Pb2+, and Kd,app is the apparent dissociation constant. We stopped the cleavage reaction at 3
minutes and the kobs should be proportional to the yield at this fixed time point. Indeed, curve
fitting led to significantly different Kd,app values (Table 3.1). Pb ions of the PbS NCs showed
an affinity more than 10 times higher than that of the free Pb 2+. Within each NC, about 11%
Pb atoms might be present at the surface, taking into account its molecular weight, density,
and the cubic structure.19 Since only the surface Pb ions could interact with the adsorbed
DNAzyme-substrate hybrid, the Kd,app calculation should involve only the surface Pb, which
then actually possessed a Kd,app 100 times lower than the free lead ions. The 100-nm PbS NCs
showed far less effective as an enzyme cofactor than the smaller NCs. Though, their activity
could be enhanced by increasing the total surface area, i.e. raising the total number of surface
Pb ions. We prepared the 100-nm PbS NCs solution to contain 715 µM Pb and compared its
cleavage rate with the 10-nm PbS NCs with 71.5 µM Pb. The NCs in these two solutions then
had the same surface area, and they now displayed comparable cleavage rates (Figure 3.8 and
3.9). This demonstrated that the higher cleavage efficiency in the smaller PbS NCs was
because of their larger surface area-to-volume ratio.

Figure 3. 8 Gel images for analysis of substrate cleavage by the 10-nm and 100-nm PbS NCs
with the same surface area.
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The higher cofactor activity of Pb ion at the NC surface may be related to the strong
lattice field inside the nanocrystals that make the surface cations stronger Lewis acids than the
free ones.13c Therefore, they could better accelerate the 2’-OH group deprotonation once
docking into the DNAzyme catalytic core.13c However, the PbS NCs were coated with PAA
molecules (average Mw ~ 1,800). It was believed that the carboxyl group on PAA acted like a
bidentate ligand and bound to the NC surface cations.20 For the DNAzyme structure to gain
access to the surface cation, they would have to replace the PAA molecules; or the PAA only
provides loose surface coverage and possibly leaves some Pb2+ exposed because it is a shortchain, linear polymer. We expected crosslinking of the linear polymer with large
biomolecules might block the exchange between DNAzyme and PAA, enhance the coverage
stability, and reduce the exposed Pb ions at NC surface. To prove this hypothesis, we coupled
the 10-nm PbS with human IgG (Mw ~ 150 kDa), one random 40-nt ssDNA (Mw ~ 13 kDa)
that had no enzymatic activity, and the 8-17 enzyme strand (17E), respectively, and tested
their capability in cleaving the 17S substrate.

3.3.3 Applications of NCs
The unconjugated PbS NCs and NCs coupeld with IgG (PbS-IgG) or random DNA
(PbS-DNA) were added to the annealed 17E-17S solution (17E:17S ratio was 1.25:1 with 1
µM Cy3-17S) at 4 °C to perform the typical cleavage reaction for 10 minutes. The final lead
concentration in these solutions was 71.5 µM. In the case of 17E-coupled PbS (PbS-17E),
about 16 nM NCs (totally 1011 NCs in 10 µL reaction buffer) were hybridized with 1 µM
Cy3-17S using the same procedure as in our preparation of DNAzyme-substrate hybrid. Then
the solution was mixed with the stopping solution to terminate the reaction. The results were
shown in Figure 3.7b. We observed no increased cleavage yields by the PbS-IgG and PbSDNA compared to the background level of 21%, indicating that after conjugation the PbS
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NCs exhibited no catalytic effect on the 8-17 DNAzyme. The more complete and stable
surface coverage by crosslinking the large biomolecules with PAA did block the interaction
between DNAzyme and NC surface, and in turn inhibited the cleavage reaction.
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Figure 3. 9(a) Comparison of cleavage rates from the PbS NCs of different diameters but with
the same total surface area. (b) Cleavage yields with different types of PbS NCs
bioconjugates. The inserted picture was the gel image.
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One exception of the conjugated NCs is the ones coupled with 17E, which showed a
cleavage yield of 67%. This yield was lower than the 83% of the unconjugated NCs.
However, the labeling ratio of 17E to NC was estimated to be 22:1 by UV absorption
measurement. Then, the final 17E concentration was only about 0.32 µM in the hybridization
solution. Conjugation brought the enzyme close to the surface for it to exhibit higher activity
and better utilize the PbS NCs as the cofactor. In this case, the NCs performed two types of
function, one as the supporter for the enzyme strand and the other as the enzyme cofactor.
Combining these two roles, each enzyme-conjugated NC may act as an effective signaling
tag. We noticed that, by repeatedly changing the reaction temperature from 85 to room
temperature 9 times, we increased the cleavage yield with diluted NCs solution from 1% to
40% (Figure 3.10).

Figure 3. 10 Plot of cleavage yields obtained at consecutive temperature cycles. The cleaved
substrate was analyzed by gel electrophoresis.

More sensitively and more practically, the cleavage reaction could be observed from
the solution fluorescence without gel separation.5 We used a molecular beacon, MB17S (5'FAM/ acg tcg ACT CAC TAT rA GGA AGA GAT gta cga cgt-/Dabcyl -3') as the substrate.
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The nucleotides shown in lower case formed the hairpin structure and brought the 3’Dabcyl (a
quencher) close to the 5’fluorescein for quenching. Therefore, negligible fluorescence was
detected before the cleavage of MB17S.

We incubated 100 nM MB17S with various

concentrations of 10-nm 17E-conjugated PbS NCs at 40 °C for 2 minutes and then at room
temperature for 10 minutes. After 9 temperature cycles, we measured the fluorescence and
plotted it against the PbS NCs concentration (Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3. 11 Fluorescence generated after 9 reaction cycles was plotted against NC
concentration. Both axes were broken to show the increase in fluorescence over a large
dynamic range. The fluorescent spectra were displayed in the inserted plot.

Substantial increase in fluorescence intensity was observed with only 10 fM of the
NCs. The detection range went up to 1 µM. Such a sensitive detection of NCs could be
translated to the detection of biomolecules, if NCs were simultaneously labeled with the
reporter and DNAzyme. Each binding event between reporter and target could immobilize
one NC onto the array surface, which could then act as an automatic engine to continuously
generate fluorescence and significantly amplify the detection signal. Even though the signal
amplification might be achieved by linking the enzyme to the reporter molecule, each NC
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could carry more than 22 enzyme strands, providing tens fold enhancement in the labeling
ratio compared to the enzyme alone. The highest temperature used in our study was 40 °C,
ensuring low instrumentation requirement for such signal amplification strategy.
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Figure 3. 12 Comparison of cleavage yields from Zn2+ and ZnSe NCs bioconjugates. The
inserted picture was the gel image.

3.3.4 Specificity of NCs
Since our study pointed out that it was actually the surface Pb2+ ions that acted as the
enzyme cofactor, similar phenomenon should be observed in other types of NCs as long as
they contained the corresponding metal cofactors to the DNAzymes. It has been demonstrated
that the 8-17 DNAzyme could utilize different metal cofactors including Pb2+ and Zn2+, but
the activity is higher in the presence of Pb2+. Thus, we tested the 5-nm ZnSe NCs synthesized
in our group. The ZnSe NCs were prepared in aqueous solution using mercaptoacetic acid
(MAA) as the stablizing agent. We monitored the reaction using 100 nM Cy3-17S and 200
nM 17E. Significant cleavage of the Cy3-17S substrate was only observed with the free Zn2+
but not in the ZnSe NCs solution, both having 500 µM Zinc. However, if the 17E was
conjugated to the ZnSe NCs, cutting of the 17S after hybridization occurred. The ZnSe NCs
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did not display faster reaction kinetics as in the case of PbS NCs, even though they had an
even smaller diameter (Figure 3.12).
This phenomenon may contribute to the difference in how Pb and Zn ions carry out
their catalytic activity. Single-molecule and bulk fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) studies have revealed that the folding situations were entirely different in the
presence of Pb2+ and Zn2+. With Zn2+ the DNAzyme-substrate hybrid would fold into a
compact structure but with Pb2+ no global folding was detected. It suggests that Pb2+ may
directly dock into the catalytic core pre-existing in the 17E-17S hybrid structure to perform its
catalytic function, while DNA folding is necessary for Zn2+ before it could accelerate the
cleavage reaction. Such global folding might be prohibited if the DNAzyme-substrate hybrid
was adsorbed onto the ZnSe surface, therefore the unconjugated ZnSe NCs could not
facilitate the cleavage reaction, unlike the PbS NCs. Once the enzyme strand was linked to the
NC surface, adsorption was no longer the mechanism that brought the enzyme strand close to
the surface and the enzyme-substrate gained certain freedom in folding under the action of
surface Zn2+. Thus, cleavage was resumed. Additionally, the surface property of NCs may
have played a role in the different behaviors of PbS and ZnSe acting as the enzyme cofactor.
The PbS was coated by PAA while the ZnSe was covered by the smaller MAA. MAA
coverage may be more thorough because of its small size and thus did not leave out enough
Zn2+ on the surface. Future study on NCs with the same type of surface coating is needed to
sort out the fundamental reason.

3.4 Conclusions
In summary, we discovered that the ionic NCs could act as DNAzyme cofactor to
accelerate substrate cleavage. The surface properties of NCs including surface area and
functionalization strongly impacted the effectiveness of NCs being the cofactor. Our results
demonstrated that such phenomenon may be induced by the direct coordination between the
surface cation and the DNAzyme, and might be enhanced by the high surface activity of
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nanocrystals. Therefore, the capability of NCs being the DNAzyme cofactor may reflect the
exposure level of cations at NC surface and possibly their catalytic activity. The exposed
cation may induce electrostatic binding with biomolecules and cause oxidation stress via
Fenton-like reactions with H2O2 when NCs are present in biological systems. Thus, the
phenomenon reported in this communication might provide a feasible way to probe the
surface reactivity of NCs in nanotoxicity investigation.21 On the other hand, the bifunctional
nanostructure of DNAzyme-PbS may be employed as a new type of labeling tag to amplify
sensing signals.
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Chapter 4: Membrane blotting for rapid detection of mercury (II) in
water
4.1 Introduction
Mercury can impose severe toxic effects on human beings by damaging mainly the
central nervous system.1 Because it is widely distributed in the environment as a result of
natural causes and pollution,2 its content should be monitored closely in surface and
underground water, the base supplies for drinking water. Among its three valence states, Hg2+
is the main form found in waters owing to its high solubility. Quantitative measurement of Hg
in water samples is mainly carried out using instrumental technologies such as high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICPMS).3 In the past two decades, Hg-sensors that can provide immediate
optical read-outs with simple set-ups have drawn great attention. These sensors employ
molecules containing ﬂuorophores or chromophores as well as domains with high affinity to
Hg, and their optical properties would change upon binding to Hg2+4 Conjugated polymers,5
proteins,6 quantum dots,7 Rhodamine dye or peptides on Au nanoparticles,8 and nanocages9
have also been applied to enhance sensitivity. Most of these sensors, however, require
complicated design and the synthesis of organic molecules, peptides, or nanostructures.
Interference from other heavy metal ions is also a concern. DNA-based sensors then emerged
as highly selective, simple, and stable replacements taking advantage of the strong
coordination of Hg2+ to the thymine–thymine (T) mismatched pair.10 Gold nanoparticles were
often employed in such approaches. To further reduce the operational cost and avoid the
involvement of Au particles in the assays, a G-quadruplex DNAzyme,11 which is a DNA
mimic of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) when bound to hemin, can be used as the signaling
unit because it catalyzes H2O2-mediated oxidation and generates color from reducing
molecules such as 2, 2’-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS). 12 Herein,
we report a straightforward method for the visual detection of Hg2+ on a piece of membrane
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with improved sensitivity and selectivity, which can be adapted into a portable device for in-

field monitoring of mercury contamination in environmental or drinking water.

4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Oligonucleotides and Chemicals
All oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (IDT)
(Coralville, IA). The sequences of the probes are shown in Table 4.1. Hemin and 3, 3′, 5, 5′Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) liquid substrate system were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
Inc. (Louis, MO). 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS), hydrogen peroxide, NF
HNO3, Triton X-100 and all of the metal salts were purchased from Fisher Scientific.
(Pittsburgh, PA). All chemicals were used without additional purification.2X reaction buffer
(20 mM MOPS-NaOH buffer with 1 M NaNO3, 40 mMKNO3, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1%Triton X100, Ph7.5) was used for hybridization and colorimetric reaction. The stock hemin solution
was prepared in DMSO and stored at -20 degree. Fresh hemin solution was diluted with 2X
reaction buffer before each test. Amersham Hybond™-N+ membrane was purchased from GE
Healthcare (Fairfield, CT) and stored at RT. Milli-Q wter (18 MΩ∙ cm) was used to prepare
all the solutions. Four kinds of Riverside city waste water, i.e., raw water (without treatment),
primary water (1st treatment), secondary water (2nd treatment) and final water (3rd treatment
and ready for the drinking water plant), were collected and tested with both current assay and
ICP-AES. Waste water samples were examined as received for solution and membrane test;
while acidified with 4% (V/V) PF HNO3 for ICP-AES analysis. The toxic Hg2+ and other
heavy metal ions were used with protective gloves and the waste solutions containing heavy
metal ions were collectively recycled to avoid polluting the environment.
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Table 4. 1 Probe design for Hg2+ detection
Probe name
HgProbe-1
HgProbe-2
HgProbe-3
HgProbe-4

Sequence
5’- AGGGACGGGA TTCTTTCTTAAAATTGTTTGTT
TGTGGAGGGT-3’
5’- AGGGACGGGA TTCTTAAAATTGTT TGTGGAGGGT-3’
5’- AGGGACGGGA TTTTTT TGTGGAGGGT-3’
5’- AGGGACGGGA TTC TTT CTT AAAA TTG TTT GTT
TGGGAGGGT-3’

4.2.2 Solution Test
In a typical experiment, 1 μM Hg3-Probe was denatured in the 2X reaction buffer at
85 degree for 2 min and cool down to RT for 5 min. To the solution was added an equal
volume of Hg2+ (or other metal ions) solution with appropriate concentration and freshly
prepared Hemin solution to the final concentration at 1 μM. The mixture was incubated at RT
for 2 hr. Then, 2 μL of 100 mM H2O2 and 2 μL of 100 mM ABTS was quickly added to the
above solution to initiate the color reaction. A Varian Cary 50 UV-Vis spectrophotometer
was used to record the absorption spectra of the cationic free radical ABTS•+ at room
temperature. The scan rate was set at 1.0 s with wavelength fixed at 405 nm.

4.2.3 Membrane test
2 μL of 5 μM Hg3-Probe was carefully applied onto the membrane which was cut
into the size of 1cm X 1 cm. Avoid touching the membrane with the pipette tip. Leave the
membrane to air dry. Then, the membrane was immersed in 10 ml 1X reaction buffer with
different Hg2+ concentration. For river water test, equal volume of water sample was mixed
with 2X reaction buffer. After 2 hr of incubation, newly prepared hemin solution was added
to the final concentration of 2 μM. 1 hr later, take the membrane out and apply 50 μl of half
diluted commercial TBE substrate solution with 2X reaction buffer for the color detection. A
HP Deskjet F4210 All-in-one Printer was used to record the green color.
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4.2.4 ICP-AES test
ICP-AES metal determinations were carried out on a Perkin-Elmer Optima 2000 DV
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometer (Norwalk, CT) equipped with an
axial ICP torch, a linear charge-coupled device detector (CCD) and Babington-type nebulizer,
with cyclonic spray chamber for sample introduction. The entire system was purged with
argon during operation. The standard solutions were prepared by gradually diluting a mixture
of eleven metal ions, i.e., Cd2+, Fe2+, Co2+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Ni2+, Hg2+, Mn2+, Pb2+, Cu2+ and Zn2+,
which dissolved in 4% (V/V) nitric acid solution. The waste water samples were also
acidified with 4% (V/V) PF HNO3 before test. 4% (V/V) nitric acid solution was used to rinse
the instrument twice to make sure no memory effect from previous tests.

Figure 4. 1 Membrane-based detection of Hg2+ in water
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4.3 Results and Discussions
4.3.1 Probe Design
The design for Hg2+ detection is shown in Figure 4.1, a DNA probe was designed to
have two G-rich sequences on the 5’ and 3’ ends with a T-rich portion in between. Once
deposited on the membrane and provided with the hemin cofactor, the G-quadruplex
constructed from the G-rich sequences could catalyze the oxidation of 3, 3’, 5, 5’tetramethylbenzidine (TMB), and produce an insoluble oxidation product on the membrane,
showing blue color. When Hg2+ exists in the sample, the T-rich sequence becomes rigid due
to the formation of T–T mismatches mediated by Hg2+ and prevents the folding of the Gquadruplex and thus the TMB oxidation, leading to a fainter blue color observable on the
membrane. Two types of designs that combine the G-quadruplex for signaling and the T-rich
sequence for Hg2+ binding have been reported by Li et al.: either splitting the peroxidase-like
DNAzyme into two individual G-rich single-stranded DNAs with T bases flanking at the end
of each strand, or inserting several T bases into the DNAzyme. Dividing the G-quadruplex
into two individual strands is simpler in design, but detection on a membrane should favor the
formation of an intramolecular over an intermolecular G-quadruplex. Therefore, we chose to
link the two G-rich strands with a T-rich sequence in one single-stranded DNA.
We compared several linkage designs in solutions using ABTS as the oxidation
substrate (Figure 4.2). It turned out that the perfect G-quadruplex was too stable to be
disrupted by T–Hg2+–T coordination. A T inserted into one of the G3 sequences was
necessary, along with an A4 sequence in the T-rich portion, to allow enough flexibility for
the DNA to construct the G-quadruplex. With both elements, the HgProbe-1 and HgProbe-2
designs showed significant reduction in absorbance with Hg2+. Since every five T–T
mismatches coordinate with approximately two Hg2+ ions, each HgProbe-2 probe requires
fewer Hg2+ ions to break up its structure than the HgProbe-1, which has three more T bases,
and therefore led to the maximum change in absorbance. The concentrations of the DNA
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probes and hemin were also optimized, and the combination of 500 nM HgProbe-2 and 1 mM
hemin was chosen in the following study.
without Hg+2
with Hg+2

absorbance at 405nm

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
Hg-2

Hg-3

Hg-4

Hg-5

Figure 4. 2 Comparison of absorbance at 405 nm after 3-min oxidation of ABTS with DNA
probes of different sequence designs. The blue bar represents the absorbance of 500 nM Hg,
and the red bar represents the signal in the presence of 500 nM Hg.

4.3.2 Detection Performance of HgProbe-2
We first tested the performance of HgProbe-2 in the solution based system. Varying
concentrations of Hg2+ were mixed with 500 nM HgProbe-2, 1 mM hemin, and the ABTS
substrate. The absorbance curves are shown in Figure 4.3, and the adjusted absorbance at 3
min after blank subtraction is plotted vs. Hg concentration in Figure 4.4. A significant
decrease in absorbance with increasing Hg concentration was observed, and the detection
range spanned two orders of magnitude from 20 nM to 2 mM Hg2+. The detection limit of 20
nM is somewhat better than that reported very recently using similar designs,27 but still higher
than the 10 nM limit of Hg set by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for
drinkable water.
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Figure 4. 3 Typical absorbance curves collected at 405 nm within the 3 min color reaction
show the decrease of absorbance with increasing Hg2+ concentration.
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Figure 4. 4 The difference between the absorbance with Hg2+ and without Hg2+ at 3 min (the
adjusted absorbance) is plotted against Hg concentration. The averages from three replicates
and the corresponding error bars are displayed.
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We also tested the capability of HgProbe-2 to oxidize ABTS in the presence of 1 or
100 mM different divalent metal ions, including Ca2+, Mg2+, Zn2+, Cu2+, Cd2+, Ni2+, Ag+ and
Pb2+, and the absorbance after blank subtraction (adjusted absorbance) was compared with
those of 1 or 2 mM Hg2+ (Figure 4.5). Most divalent cations reduced the absorbance slightly
at 1 mM, but the magnitude of reduction was much smaller than that with Hg2+. However,
Cu2+ generated high absorbance at 405 nm. Similar Cu catalytic activity has been observed in
the luminol–H2O2 oxidation system. Therefore, Cu2+ could prevent the accurate detection of
Hg if it exists at concentrations higher than 1 mM. Ions such as Cd2+ and Ag+ may also
exhibit interference when present in concentrations of 100 mM in the solution-based assay.
0.5

absorbance change at 405nm

0.4

1uM M+2
100uM M+2, 2uM Hg+2

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
Ca+2

Mg+2

Zn+2

Cd+2

Cu+2

Ni+2

Pb+2

Hg+2

-0.1

-0.2

-0.3

Figure 4. 5 Selectivity study of the solution-based assay. M represents different metals chosen
in the study.

4.3.3 Membrane Blotting for Hg2+ Detection
In order to improve the sensitivity and selectivity, we employed blotting membrane
as the detection platform which could concentrate the DNA probes into one small spot instead
of distributing them freely in the solution. Thus the signal could be enhanced and even
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detected by eye. This concept has been widely applied in blotting technology for the detection
of DNA, RNA, and proteins. The target biomolecules are adsorbed or covalently bound under
UV radiation to the membrane. They then capture the HRP-labeled reporter molecules
through hybridization or specific interaction. The HRP catalyzes the oxidation of TMB by
hydrogen peroxide. The oxidation product of TMB is a cationic free radical with an
adsorption maximum of 653 nm, which is insoluble in water. Therefore the spot containing
the target biomolecules would display a bright blue color. For our purpose, the membranes
used for Southern or northern blotting are suitable because they have high positive charge
densities on the surface and can absorb the DNA probe strongly via electrostatic interaction.
We chose the Hybondt-N+ membrane that offers a binding capacity for nucleic acids of up to
600 mg cm. Although the DNA molecules could be stably conjugated onto the membrane and
the reproducibility could be enhanced, we found that the fixation prevented the color
development of the HgProbe-2 itself, probably because the DNA lost its strand flexibility to
fold into secondary structures after the conjugation. Hence we simply applied 5 mL of 5 mM
HgProbe-2 onto the membrane, and dried it in air at ambient temperature. Subsequently, the
membrane was immersed in solutions containing Hg2+ for 2 hr before a freshly prepared
hemin solution was added to the final concentration of 2 mM. The membrane was taken out
after one hour, dried a little, and wetted with 50 mL TMB substrate for color development.
Blue precipitates started to show up on the membrane once the substrate was added, and a HP
Deskjet F4210 All-in-1 scanner was used to capture the image of the membrane after 5 min.
The membrane images from three repeated tests of serial Hg solutions are shown in
Figure 4.6, accompanied by a plot of the color densities obtained from Adobe Photoshop vs.
Hg concentrations in Figure 4.7. The blue spots are all visible by naked eye. The center of the
spots exhibited the faintest color, probably because once applied from a pipette tip the DNA
probe diffused to the surrounding area by concentration gradient and few DNA molecules
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could stay at the center. Imperfections in the membrane surface may also have some
contribution to the unevenness of the color.

Hg+2
0

1 uM

100 nM

10 nM

1 nM

100 pM

Figure 4. 6 Image of the detection of various concentrations of Hg2+ on a membrane. 1, 2, and
3 represent three replicates.

Figure 4. 7 The colour density, which was the average of the three mean grey values
integrated by Photoshop for each Hg concentration, plotted against Hg concentration.
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Nevertheless, from Figure 4.6 we could see the color decrease with increasing Hg
concentration until it was barely visible with 1 mM. The mean grey values of the spots were
integrated by Photoshop using the same circular selection template on each spot, and the
obtained color density should be inversely proportional to the darkness of the spot. The
averages of the mean grey values for three replicates of each Hg concentration are plotted in
Figure 4.7. Agreeing with the image, the color density plot showed a sharp increase from the
blank with 0.1 nM Hg and the change leveled off Hg concentrations higher than 100 nM. At
higher Hg concentrations the error bars were large because the change in the color density
value was less than 2 units with each 10 fold augment in the concentration and any
unevenness in the color would result in relatively big variation in the grey value integration.
Since the DNA probes cannot be immobilized on the membrane, they could still be dissolved
into the solution during the incubation, impeding the reproducibility of the detection. Other
factors that hamper the reproducibility include the fast speed of the color development that is
incompatible with our slow scanner, and the instability of the oxidized TMB radical, which
could be further reacted with oxygen and start to display a gold color 5 min after applying the
TMB substrate. Yet, the rapid decrease of the blueness is clearly recognizable by eye and our
assay should be sensitive enough to detect as low as 0.1 nM Hg2+ in water with the aid of a
scanner.
Other than a lower detection limit, the membrane-based platform also experiences
less interference from other metal ions. We incubated the membrane with solutions containing
1 mM Ca2+, Mg2+, Zn2+, Cu2+, Cd2+, Ni2+, Pb2+, and Hg2+, respectively, and intense blue color
was observed except with Hg2+ (Figure 4.8). Cu no longer displays interference, which could
be attributed to its weak affinity to the DNA probe and thus the ions could not stay on top of
the membrane to catalyze the oxidation of TMB. Higher copper concentrations of 10, 20, and
100 mM were tested as well and still no effect was observed, demonstrating the high
sustainability of our membrane-based assay.
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Figure 4. 8 Response of the membrane-based detection system to various M2+ at 1 mM

Figure 4. 9 Detection of Hg2+ spiked into creek or sea water

4.3.4 Applications of Membrane Blotting
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our assay in the detection of Hg2+ present in
environmental water, we spiked 10 nM, 100 nM, and 1 mM Hg2+ in water samples collected
from San Diego Bay and a creek in the southern California area. Measurement with
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) showed that the water
samples had high Ca and Mg content , and certain levels (1–2 mM) of Pb, Cu (no copper in
water from the Bay), and Zn (Table 4.2). With a high ionic content the oxidized TMB product
was not stable enough to sustain 5 min reaction time and rapidly developed a gold color;
therefore the image shown in Figure 4.9 displayed a lighter blue but more of gold color. Still,
with the addition of 10 nM Hg2+, the color reduced drastically.
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Table 4. 2 Ion concentrations in environmental water samples measured by ICP-AES.
Concentration
Mg and Ca

Zn

Cu

Pb

Hg

Creek

Saturated

1.81

1.52

1.39

Not detectible

Bay

Saturated

8.18

0

1.37

Not detectible

(μM)

4.4 Conclusions
The development of a convenient and sensitive assay that can be performed without
any analytical instrument is highly demanded in pollution prevention and quality control of
environmental water. The high binding affinity of nylon membrane allows fast and strong
attachment of DNA that simplifies the preparation of the detection strip. Additionally, no
sample preparation is required because the membrane can be directly immersed in the water
sample. Accumulation of the solid color products on a small area enhances the signal
intensity, and such a detection scheme can be applied to any assay that utilizes DNA as the
capture probe and a G-quadruplex DNAzyme as the reporter system. To discriminate changes
brought in by other substances in the environmental sample, a perfect sequence of the Gquadruplex should be used along with the HgProbe-2 probe as a reference. Further
optimization is still needed to improve the assay performance, including shortening the
incubation time, optimizing TMB concentration, etc. Better control of the TMB color
development should also be obtained by exploring the impact of pH, temperature, and even
oxygen concentration in the system, which will lead to better reproducibility and higher
accuracy in quantification with the aid of scanometric techniques.
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Chapter 5: Cation Exchange in ZnSe Nanocrystals for Signal
Amplification in Bioassays
5.1 Introduction
Molecular measurements are very important to many fields, such as systems biology,
health care, agriculture, food safety regulation, product quality control, environmental
monitoring, and biodefense 1. However, ultra-sensitive detection remains a challenge mainly
due to the low emission intensity from a single optical tag and a low labeling ratio. For
example, fluorescent dyes with high quantum yields are the most common optical labels for
reporter molecules 2, but each reporter molecule can only be coupled to less than 5 dye
molecules. The low labeling ratio yields weak fluorescence when only a few reporter
molecules are captured on the array surface by the targets 8. Quantum dots (QDs) are 5-20
times brighter than organic dyes

9, 10

, but have problems like high production cost,

luminescent quenching after surface functionalization and bioconjugation 7,

11, 12

, and

environmental hazards imposed by the toxic element of Cd13-14. QDs made of non-toxic
materials have not yet shown comparable sensing performance to those containing Cd

7, 14

.

Alternatively, enzymes like horse radish peroxidase (HRP) can be used for labeling and
catalyzing production of colorimetric or chemiluminescent molecules 15-21. Still, they offer
moderate detection limits in the range of 10-100 pM 23-25. Polymerase amplification of nucleic
acids remains the most sensitive detection approach, but it is not directly applicable to nonnucleic acid molecules and suffers from severe background contamination and tedious liquid
handling 26-32.
To improve the sensitivity in molecular detection, we developed a novel signaling
strategy that utilizes the cation exchange (CX) reaction in nanocrystals (NCs) for signal
amplification (CXAmp)3. Each NC is actually an enclosure of thousands of metal ions. The
encapsulated metal cations can be released through a simple cation exchange reaction, and in
turn ignite thousands of metal-responsive dyes. The result is equivalent to obtaining a labeling
ratio larger than 1,000 : 1, and intense fluorescence can be generated from each target-
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reporter binding event. CXAmp was first demonstrated in CdSe NCs, and led to a signal 60fold higher and a detection limit 100-fold lower than that produced by Alexa Fluor 488
labeling in a simple binding assay33. We also successfully detected as low as 100 fM
microRNA from human total RNA extract using CXAmp with CdSe34. The gentle CX
reaction involves no strong acids or corrosive oxidants and preserves the crystal structure of
the original NCs. It is also very rapid in signal production, allowing in situ detection. The
most attractive feature of CXAmp in comparison with other nanostructure-based sensing
techniques is its independence from the intrinsic optical properties of NCs. Thus, much
greater freedom exists in the selection and modification of NCs for the pursuit of sensitive
detection performance, high robustness, and excellent biocompatibility which is made
possible by the availability of diverse metal-responsive fluorogenic dyes35, 36.
Herein, continuous improvement of CXAmp was achieved by using the more
biocompatible NCs, ZnSe. A more detailed study on the CXAmp conditions and stability of
NCs during assay and storage was conducted, along with a thorough comparison of the
performance of CXAmp to that of fluorescent dyes, QDs, and HRP. Finally, CXAmp with
ZnSe was applied in a sandwich assay to detect immunoglobulin E (IgE) in human serum.

5.2 Experimental
5.2.1 Chemicals and Materials.
Chemicals used to prepare nanocrystals, solutions and conjugations were purchased
from Fisher Scientific. The amine-labeled oligonucleotide was obtained from Integrated DNA
Technologies (Coralville, IA) without further purification. Human immunoglobulin G (IgG),
the primary and secondary antibodies with or without HRP modification, QDot®525nm
(QD), and FluoZin-3 were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Human IgE was
obtained from Athens Research and Technology (Athens, GA). Lonza Biowhittaker* Normal
human sera was supplied by Fisher Scientific.
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5.2.2 Synthesis of ZnSe NCs.
Water soluble ZnSe NCs were synthesized under an aqueous environment. In brief,
the precursor solution was prepared by heating 1.10 g Se (0.015 mol) and 7.6 g Na2SO3 (0.06
mol) in 40 mL deionized (DI) (MilliQ Water system, 18Ω) water at 90 °C with N 2 bubbling
for 2 hrs to obtain a clear Na2SeSO3 solution. Subsequently, 0.35 g ZnCl2 (0.0025 mol) and
0.75 mL mercaptoacetic acid (MAA) were mixed in 50 mL DI water and the pH was adjusted
to 9-10 by NaOH. MAA was added to control the growth of ZnSe nanocrystals. Then, 5.7 mL
of the freshly prepared Na2SeSO3 solution was injected into the N2-saturated ZnCl2/MAA
solution. The mixture was refluxed in a boiling water bath for 1 hr. The as-prepared ZnSe
NCs were cooled to room temperature (RT) and cleaned three times by precipitation with
excess isopropanol. Finally, ZnSe NCs were dried into powder under vacuum for
characterization and bioconjugation.

5.2.3 Characterization of ZnSe NCs
The morphology and size distribution of ZnSe were examined by transmission
electron microscope (TEM) (Figure 5.1). ZnSe NCs dispersed in water were deposited onto a
carbon-coated copper grid, followed by evaporation under vacuum at RT. High-resolution
TEM (HRTEM) images were obtained using a Tecnai G2 S-Twin electron microscope
operated at 200 kV. The histogram of crystal sizes was obtained by measuring over 200 units
of NCs and the average diameter for ZnSe NCs are 5 nm (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5. 1 TEM image of ZnSe NCs.
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Figure 5. 4 Fluorescence spectrum of ZnSe NCs

The crystal structure was measured on a Bruker D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer
(XRD) with a CuKα radiation (λ= 1.5418 Å). The data was collected at a scan rate of 1.5 s per
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point. The diffraction peaks at 2θ = 27.68, 45.59, and 53.63 degrees were attributed to the
(111), (220) and (311) cubic ZnSe planes, respectively (Figure 5.3). The fluorescence
spectrum of ZnSe NCs was obtained with an excitation wavelength of 350 nm. Emission
spectrum from 385 to 450 nm was collected with a slit width of 10 nm (Figure 5.4). The Zn
and Se atom ratio in the NCs was confirmed by a Perkin-Elmer Optima 2000 DV inductively
coupled plasma – atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) (Waltham, MA). Particle
concentration in the NCs suspension could then be calculated based on the density of ZnSe,
the atom ratio, and the volume of ZnSe NCs.

5.2.4 Bioconjugation of Nanocrystals with Antibodies or Amine-labeled
Oligonucleotides
Goat anti-human immunoglobulin G (anti-IgG) or anti-IgE were coupled with ZnSe
NCs by 1-ethyl-3-(3-(dimethylamino)propyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) and sulfo-Nhydroxysuccinimide (sulfo-NHS). The MAA molecules on the ZnSe surface provided
carboxyl groups for conjugation. ZnSe powder containing approximately 10 15 NCs was first
suspended in 5 μL DI water, and activated by 0.4 mg EDC and 1.1 mg sulfo-NHS in 1 mL
linking buffer (0.1 M NaH2PO4-Na2HPO4 (pH 7.2)) for 15 min. The residue EDC was
quenched by 1.2 μL 2-mercaptoethanol before the addition of 100 μL anti-IgG (1 mg/mL) or
anti-IgE (1 mg/mL) to prevent protein crosslinking. The mixture was gently vortexed for 3 hrs
at RT. Finally, the conjugated ZnSe NCs were purified with an Amicon YM-100 centrifugal
filter and stored in 100 µL 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2). The 100-fold dilution from this
stock was used for detection. Coupling of the 3’ amine-labeled 27-nt DNA (5’-AAG CTA
AGACAGT15/3AmM/-3’) to ZnSe NCs was performed with the same procedure.
Conjugation of anti-IgG/anti-IgE onto the QDs used a one-step procedure as advised
by the manufacturer. Approximately 1014 QDs were mixed with 0.2 mg EDC and 100 μL 1
mg/mL anti-IgG or anti-IgE in 1 mL linking buffer. The mixture was vortexed at RT for 3 hrs,
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purified by the YM-100 filter, and stored in 100 µL 0.1 M phosphate. For detection, the stock
conjugated QD was diluted 15 times.
Antibody contents on the conjugated ZnSe NCs or QDs were estimated from the
absorbance at 350 nm (specific for ZnSe NCs) and 280 nm (containing signals from both NC
and protein) obtained with the Cary 50 UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Varian, CA). Both the
ZnSe NCs and QDs conjugations gave out a final antibody to NC molar ratio close to 45 : 1.
Since the YM-100 filter could not completely remove the free antibody molecule, this number
did not represent the actual number of IgG molecules per NC and was just used to estimate
amounts of NCs and antibodies used in assays.

5.2.5 Immunoassay and Fluorescence Measurement
Both the binary and sandwich assays were performed on 96-well microtiter plates. In
the binary assay the wells were coated with human IgG by overnight incubation at 4 °C. The
well was blocked by 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
for 30 min at RT, before being incubated with the 100 µL anti-IgG labeled with HRP, ZnSe,
fluorescein, or QD for 1 hr at 37 °C. HRP- and fluorescein-labeled anti-IgG was diluted 4,000
or 4o fold, respectively, from the 1 mg/mL stock as suggested by the manufacturer. In the
sandwich assay for IgE detection, the plate was coated with 100 µL goat anti-IgE (10 µg/mL)
overnight at 4 °C and blocked by 1% BSA. Then, different concentrations of IgE were added
to the plate and incubated at 37 °C for 1hr. After several washes with PBS, 100 µL of the
ZnSe-anti-IgE (100-fold dilution from stock) in PBS/BSA (1%) were loaded into each well
and incubated at 37 °C for 1 hr. Again, a washing step was applied to remove the residue
labeled antibodies. Absorbance signals from HRP were developed by adding 100 μL 2 mM
H2O2 and 2 mM 2,2'-azino-bis [3-ethylbenziazoline-6-sulfonic acid (ATBS) to the well. The
reaction lasted for 20 min at RT before the absorbance measurement in a plate reader.
Signaling with CXAmp was done with 100 µL 10mM HEPES buffer containing 500 μM
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AgNO3 and 3 μM FluoZin-3. An excitation filter of 485 nm and an emission filter of 530/30
nm were used to detect fluorescence from FluoZin-3. The same emission filter was also
employed to measure the signals from QDs and fluorescein with DI water as the detection
solution, except that an excitation filter of 505 nm was used with the QDs.
Fluorescence spectra from the QDs, FluoZin-3, and CXAmp were achieved in the
Spex FluoroLog Tau-3 fluorescence spectrophotometer (HORIBA Jobin Yvon Inc., NJ),
using an excitation wavelength of 488 nm. Emission spectrum from 505 to 550 nm was
collected with a slit width of 2 nm. Fluorescence emission from ZnSe NCs was excited at 350
nm, and recorded from 385 to 450 nm was recorded with a slit width of 10 nm. All reported
data were represented as the average and standard deviation from triplicate measurements.

5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Maximizing the Fluorescent Signal Generated by Zn2+
Zn imposes low health risks with a tolerable upper intake level above 10 mg/day, and
is not regulated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)37, 38. Thus, Zn-based NC is
the material of choice to improve the biocompatibility of CXAmp. Since CXAmp depends on
the fluorophores to emit fluorescence upon binding to the released Zn2+, the lowest possible
detection limit and the linear detection range of CXAmp are determined by the performance
of the Zn2+-responsive dye. Among a large number of fluorescent Zn2+ sensors developed in
the past decade

39-44

, FluoZin-3 was chosen in our study. Its quantum yield increases from

<0.005 to 0.43 when coordinated with Zn2+ and it has a very low Kd value of 15 nM with a
binding rate constant in the ns-1 range45, 46. All of these properties guarantee rapid production
of bright fluorescence after CX and ensure low background fluorescence resulting from
interaction of FluoZin-3 with the interfering cations present in reaction buffer.
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Figure 5. 5 Detection of Zn2+ with 0.5, 3 or 5 μM FluoZin3 in 10 mM HEPES at pH 7.4

Therefore, the first step of our development was to optimize the fluorescing
conditions of FluoZin-3. Adequ ate FluoZin-3 should be provided in the CX buffer to bind to
all released Zn2+ and ensure a large detection range, but too high a dye concentration would
inevitably increase the background. We tested the fluorescence curves of three FluoZin-3
concentrations (500 nM, 3 µM and 5 µM) in response to a wide Zn2+ concentration range in
10 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7.4. HEPES was selected to be the buffer system because it
could provide the appropriate pH range for FluoZin-3 to emit strong fluorescence. It also does
not react with Ag+ and not interfere with the CX reaction. As shown in Figure 5.5, 3 µM
FluoZin-3 exhibited the widest linear range and the largest signal-to-background (S/B) ratio
(~86) at the saturating Zn2+ concentration of 5 µM. Even though 5 µM FluoZin-3 yielded
higher fluorescence at high Zn2+ concentrations, the background was also elevated due to the
dye autofluorescence, and the S/B ratio at 5 µM Zn2+ dropped to 60 (Figure 5.6). The
background signals from both 3 µM and 500 nM FluoZin-3 were comparable. Therefore, a
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FluoZin-3 concentration of 3 µM was chosen in the following test considering the greater S/B
and wider dynamic range it could offer.
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Figure 5. 6 Detection amplification efficiency at different concentration of FluoZin3, i.e.,
500nM, 3uM or 5μM, in 10mM HEPES, pH 7.4. The fluorescence intensity was read by a 96well plate reader, with an excitation filter of 485 nm and an emission filter of 530/30 nm. The
signal to background ratio was calculated by the fluorescence intensity at a saturating Zn 2+
concentration of 10μM divided by the background fluorescence intensity, i.e., FluZn=10μM
/FluZn=0μM.

A lower Zn detection limit is also desired for detection of trace analytes by CXAmp. With the
fluorescence from a large amount of FluoZin-3 molecules, the key in reducing the detection
limit of CXAmp is to lower the background fluorescence. Residual Zn2+ leaked from common
lab glassware, or introduced as impurity in the salts used for buffer preparation, could
produce high background signal without the presence of NCs. It has been reported that CaEDTA could be employed to mask the background fluorescence in detection of cellular Zn 2+
47

. We then compared the fluorescent signal of FluoZin-3 when it was titrated with Zn2+ in the

absence and presence of different levels of Ca-EDTA. With Zn2+ concentration lower than 5
nM, the presence of EDTA actually increased both the background and signal fluorescence,
but with or without EDTA the detection limit of Zn2+ by FluoZin-3 was comparable (Figure
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Figure 5. 7 Detection of Zn2+ with 0, 1, 10, 25 and 50 μM EDTA in 10 mM HEPES at pH 7.4
containing 2 mM Ca(NO3)2, 2 mM Mg(NO3)2, and 3 μM Fluozin3.
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Figure 5. 8 Detection of Zn2+ in 10mM HEPES, pH 7.4 only or with different concentration of
EDTA, i.e., 10 μM, 25 μM and 50 μM in 10mM HEPES, pH 7.4 with 2mM Ca(NO3)2 and
2mM Mg(NO3)2. All the test solution contains 2.5 μM Fluozin3.
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5.7). As low as 100 pM Zn2+ could be detected. However, at Zn2+ concentrations higher than
50 nM, the fluorescence signal decreased with the increasing amount of EDTA owing to the
competition between EDTA and FluoZin-3 for zinc binding (Figure 5.8).
Moreover, the signal intensity was not stable with EDTA. Within the first 5 minutes
of titration, the fluorescent signal from 100 nM Zn2+ dropped 8% with 10 µM EDTA present
in the solution; and almost 50% of the signal was lost with EDTA higher than 25 µM (Figure
5.9). This result proved that even though EDTA was a much slower chelator for Zn 2+ than
FluoZin-3 and at the beginning most of the free Zn2+ would coordinate with FluoZin-3,
eventually EDTA could win over some of the zinc cations due to its higher amount in the
solution. Since we were able to achieve stable fluorescence and a low Zn 2+ detection limit
without the Ca-EDTA, we chose not to include Ca-EDTA in the detection solution for
CXAmp. Though, our experiment demonstrated that EDTA could be employed to ensure
detection performance if background fluorescence becomes problematic in the applications of
CXAmp.
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Figure 5. 9 The stability of fluorescence intensity within 5 minutes at Zn2+ concentration of
100nM.
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5.3.2 Signal Amplification by ZnSe NCs
We established a simple and environmental-friendly aqueous synthetic route to prepare the
water soluble ZnSe NCs for CXAmp48. XRD and TEM images showed the ZnSe NCs were
cubical with a molecular formula of ZnSe0.64 and had an average size of 5 ±1 nm (Figure 5.15.3). The relatively wide size distribution has often been found in NCs prepared by aqueous
synthetic routes, which is also accompanied with low quantum yields. The ZnSe NCs emitted
very low fluorescence at 400 nm when excited at 350 nm (Figure 5.4). Both the wide size
distribution and low quantum yield are no longer concerns in CXAmp. Taking into account of
the bulk density of 5.27 g/cm3 of ZnSe and the ideal cubical structure, each of the 5-nm
ZnSe0.64 cube contains approximately 3,400 Zn2+ ions. Under the optimized zinc detection
conditions found above, 5 nM ZnSe NCs generated a signal 100 times higher than the
autofluorescence of 3 µM FluoZin-3, and 5 times higher than that from 50 nM CdSe/ZnS
core/shell QDot®525nm (Figure 5.10). The intense fluorescence allowed the detection of as
low as 30 fM ZnSe NCs in solution (Figure 5.11), corresponding to 100 pM Zn2+. The Zn2+
content in the NCs suspensions was confirmed by ICP-AES. Further, the cation exchange
efficiency was negligibly affected by the NCs surface modification. Plots from the
unconjugated and the DNA- or anti-IgG-conjugated ZnSe NCs after CXAmp perfectly
overlapped with that of the Zn(Ac)2 solution (Figure 5.12), demonstrating a CX efficiency
close to 100%.
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Figure 5. 10 The fluorescence spectra of 50 nM QDs in DI water and 5 nM ZnSe after the
CXAmp with 500 μM Ag+ and 3 μM FluoZin3 in 10 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.4. The
autofluorescence of FluoZin3 was measured in the CXAmp buffer.
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Figure 5. 11 The detection range of ZnSe NCs after the CXAmp with 500 μM Ag+ and 3 μM
FluoZin3 in 10 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.4. Insert displayed the detection at the lowest two
NCs concentrations
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Figure 5. 12 CX efficiency in ZnSe NCs without or with different surface modification, i.e.,
27nt-DNA and ZnSe-IgG. Zn content in ZnSe NCs, ZnSe-DNA and ZnSe-anti-IgG was
determined by ICP-AES. Also, the fluorescence intensity at different concentration of Zn2+
was tested in the presence 500 μM Ag+ and 3 μM FluoZin3 in 10 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.4.

Dissolution could be a significant problem when applying NCs for biosensing because it
would decrease the total number of NCs available for detection. The large surface area-tovolume ratio of NCs could increase their solubility in comparison to the bulk crystals. The
solubility (S) of ZnSe is 1.9 x 10-10 M. Considering the total number of Zn2+ enclosed in each
ZnSe NC, this solubility means the concentration of ZnSe NCs should be maintained above
0.56 pM during the assay to prevent loss of NCs to dissolution. Other solution conditions,
such as pH values and salt contents may influence the dissolution equilibrium and alter the
solubility. Thus, we examined the stability of NCs during the typical immunoassay and
storage conditions. The test was performed by using Amicon filters with a nominal molecular
weight cutoff (NMWC) at 10,000 Da (YM-10) to separate the metal ions dissolved in solution
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from the intact NCs. After filtering the ZnSe-anti-IgG storage solution with YM-10, the
released Zn2+ from the dissolved ZnSe NCs flowed through the column while the intact ZnSeanti-IgG conjugate was retained on top of the filter. Subsequently, Zn2+ contents in both the
on-top and flow-through solutions were determined by fluorescence in the presence of 500
µM Ag+ and 3 µM FluoZin-3, using the calibration curve of FluoZin-3 fluorescence vs. Zn2+
concentration. Since the cation exchange efficiency for the ZnSe-anti-IgG NCs was close to
100%, the number of dissolved and un-dissolved ZnSe NCs can be calculated easily by
dividing Zn2+ concentration with 3,400. For evaluating the stability of ZnSe-anti-IgG under
the regular immunoassay condition, particles were stored in PBS buffer and the solution was
sampled every one hour. Only negligible amount of ZnSe-anti-IgG conjugates was dissolved
and passed through the filter in the form of zinc ions (Figure 5.13) within the 5-hr monitoring
period. This duration was selected to be close to the actual duration of common
immunoassays. On the other hand, the total number of ZnSe-anti-IgG conjugates being
retained on top of the Amicon filter was constant throughout the test. Furthermore, the long
term stability of ZnSe-anti-IgG was probed in the storage buffer, which was 0.1 M phosphate
buffer at pH 7.2. The NCs solution was sampled every week for up to one month. Again, no
Zn2+ leakage was observed (Figure 5.14). The high stability could be attributed to the capping
reagent, MAA. It strongly coordinated with the surface zinc on ZnSe NCs and provided
adequate negative charge to allow NCs to freely distribute in aqueous solutions. With the
rapid and complete CX reaction in the antibody-conjugated ZnSe NCs, and with the satisfied
stability during assays and storage, ZnSe NCs should be suitable as the labeling tags in
immunoassays.
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Figure 5. 13 The stability of ZnSe-anti-IgG in PBS buffer within the regular assay duration,
i.e., 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 5 hrs. At each point, 2 µL ZnSe-anti-IgG/PBS solution was diluted to 100
μl with MQ water before being filtered with an Amicon filter YM-10. The Zn content in both
filtrate and the flow-through solution was tested in 10mM HEPES buffer, with 500 μM Ag+
and 3 μM FluoZin3.
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Figure 5. 14 The stability of ZnSe-IgG in linking buffer was tested weekly up to a month.
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5.3.3 Detection performance of CXAmp with ZnSe
ELISA is the gold standard of immunoassay with low detection limits offered by the
high amplification factor of enzymes. Therefore, to better evaluate the superior detectability
offered by CXAmp, we compared the performance of ZnSe-based CXAmp with that of the
HRP, the most common enzyme in ELISA. Goat anti-human IgG was tagged with either HRP
or ZnSe NCs. The amplification efficiency of both labeling methods was represented by the
relative change of signal over background ((signal-background)/background x 100%), and
plotted against IgG concentration in Figure 5.15. We could clearly see that the signal of
CXAmp rose much more rapidly than HRP labeling, both having a comparable dynamic
range. CXAmp also rendered a lower detection limit. Ten ng/mL IgG was clearly recognized
by CXAmp, which was five times lower than that reported by us for CXAmp with CdSe3. The
calculated limit of detection (LOD, equal to 3* standard deviation (STD) above the blank)
was 3.7 ng/mL (Figure 5.16). Good measurement reproducibility was also obtained with
CXAmp, having an average relative STD (RSD) of 2%. On the contrary, the lowest detectible
IgG concentration by HRP labeling was 50 ng/mL with a calculated LOD of 34 ng/mL and an
average RSD of 6% (Figure 5.17). The detection performance of QD (Figure 5.18) and
fluorescent dye (Figure 5.19) labeling were also assessed using the QDot®525nm- and
fluorescein-labeled goat anti-human IgG, respectively. Both showed poor sensitivity with the
lowest detectible amount of IgG at 10 µg/mL. The low sensitivity also led to the much
narrower detection ranges and much larger STD values in measurement.
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Figure 5. 15 The relative change of signal over background of IgG detection by comparing
ZnSe NCs based CXAmp to ELISA.
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Figure 5. 16 Human IgG detection by ZnSe NCs based CXAmp in binary assay
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Figure 5. 17 Human IgG detection by HRP IN binary assay. 100 µl of 2 mM H2O2 and 2 mM
ABTS was added to each well to induce the enzyme amplification. The reaction lasted for 20
min at RT before the absorbance measurement in a plate reader.
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Figure 5. 18 Human IgG was detected by QDs labeled goat-anti-human IgG with binary
assay. 100 µl of H2O was added to each well for detection. The fluorescence signal was read
in a plate reader, with excitation wavelength filter of 505 nm and an emission filter of 530/30
nm.
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Figure 5. 19Human IgG was detected by fluorescein labeled goat-anti-human IgG in a binary
assay. 100 µl of H2O was added to each well for detection. The fluorescence signal was read
in a plate reader, with an excitation filter of 485 nm and an emission filter of 530/30 nm

5.3.4 Detection of IgE with ZnSe-based CXAmp by sandwich assay
The IgG detection performed above was in a simple binary interaction format. More
commonly the sandwich assay is employed in array sensors. Thus, to further demonstrate the
power of ZnSe-based CXAmp in biomolecules detection, we employed it to detect human IgE
as the sample antigen in a sandwich assay format. IgE is one of the body’s 5 isotypes of
Immunoglobulins49. In contrast to other Immunoglobulins, the concentration of IgE in
circulation is very low. For example, IgE in cord blood usually measures less than 1 U/mL (1
U = 2.4 ng). Elevated IgE levels occur in patients with hypersensitivity disorders, i.e. allergy,
immunodeficiency syndromes, or other inflammatory diseases. In most radioimmunoassays,
the lower limit of detection is 0.5 U/mL (1.2 ng/mL) 49. Quantification of total and allergenspecific IgE still needs technical improvements in automation, precision, turnaround time, and
sensitivity for accurate IgE detection in the clinically important working range50.
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Figure 5. 20 Human IgE detection by ZnSe NCs based CXAmp with a sandwich assay format

The IgE molecule contains two identical anti-IgE-binding epitopes, the FcεRI-binding
and the FcεRII-binding sites, located symmetrically along a central rotational axis through the
two ε-heavy chains51. Therefore, it can be expected to bind to two identical anti-IgE
molecules at the same time. In our sandwich immunoassay, IgE present in the sample reacted
with the anti-IgE antibodies which were adsorbed to the surface of the microtiter plate, and
then was detected by the same anti-IgE antibody labeled with ZnSe NCs. Figure 5.20 shows
the calibration curve for human IgE detection by CXAmp. The linear detection range was up
to 100 ng/mL, and the fluorescence continued to increase and saturated at IgE concentrations
larger than 1 µg/mL (inserted figure in Figures 5.20). The LOD was calculated to be 1
ng/mL, comparable to those using radio-isotope tags for labeling.
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Figure 5. 21 The calculated IgE concentration in human sera dilutions with 1x PBS was
plotted against the sera volume percentage. The dilution fold was 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 fold,
respectively. IgE in sera with or without dilution was tested with ZnSe CXAmp and the
concentration of IgE was calculated based on the standard curve.

This CXAmp-based assay was then applied to quantify the IgE contents in pure
human sera and a series of sera dilutions (diluted with 1x PBS buffer). The diluted sera
contained lower amounts of total proteins, in which the quantification results could be
impacted less from non-specific binding with background proteins. Indeed, the IgE
concentration in each sera solution calculated from the standard IgE detection curve gradually
increased with the volume percentage of sera in the diluted solution. However, the increasing
slope for dilutions containing less than 30% sera was obviously steeper than that with higher
volumes of sera (Figure 5.21), which contained a higher total protein amount of background
proteins to decrease the detectability of IgE. Non-specific binding of the interfering proteins
to the anti-IgE antibody on the plate may have blocked the capture of IgE and reduced the
final detection signal. With the higher sera dilution factors, i.e. lower sera volume percentages
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from 9 to 33%, we calculated the IgE concentration was consistent at 261.1±15.8 ng/mL, a
reasonable IgE level in adult plasma4.
CXAmp offers high signal and great sensitivity for detection, making it possible to
use higher sera dilution factors for alleviating impacts from the abundant matrix proteins.
With the availability of more specific capture and reporter molecules, more accurate IgE
quantification can be achieved. Moreover, in our sandwich assay, each IgE molecule bound
with two identical anti-IgE antibodies. The mutual binding was performed through the
distortion of IgE, which increased the inner molecule tension5. Both the competition for
binding sites and the resistance to structure distortion could reduce the assay sensitivity.
Further improvements in detection limit are expected by directing two types of anti-IgE
recognizing different antigenic sites of the IgE molecule. Several monoclonal antibodies and
aptamers specific for human IgE have been produced6, which can be easily combined with the
powerful signaling strategy of CXAmp to achieve greater specificity and sensitivity in IgE
detection.

5.4 Conclusions
The ideal labeling tags in bioassays should produce strong signal clearly discernable
from background noise with only a few target recognition events; should be stable under the
assay condition and even survive harsh matrix environments; and should be biocompatible.
Our CXAmp signaling scheme utilizes the less hazardous NCs to obtain large signal
amplification factors and permit sensitive detection through the very simple and rapid CX
reaction. It is fully compatible with the common bioassay formats and optical detection
platforms, imposing no special requirement for instruments and laboratory settings. These
advantages have been well demonstrated with the present study. The same concept can be
applied to diverse types of NCs, in particular, NCs with higher stability to meet measurement
requirements in difficult sample matrices; and the labeling tags are scalable with simple
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nanomaterial fabrication techniques to further increase the signal amplification factor. Both
directions are currently under investigation in our group to enhance the applicability of
CXAmp.
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Chapter 6: Detection of Femtomolar Proteins by Non-Fluorescent
ZnS Nanocrystal Clusters
6.1 Introduction
Ultrasensitive methods for biomolecule detection can benefit diverse areas, including
clinical diagnosis1, biodefense,2 food quality control3 and environmental monitoring.4

The

most usual format of sensing is to immobilize the target-recognizing molecules onto the
transducers that convert each binding event into a measurable signal.

Therefore, detection

sensitivity is strongly dependent on the transducer capability in producing a large signal
increase over the background upon each binding event.

Numerous signal transducers, i.e.

tags of the reporter molecules, have been developed, striving to enable detection of rare
binding events initiated from trace amounts of targets.

Traditional ones include molecules

with electrochemical activities,5 luminescent dyes6 or complexes7 with high quantum yields,
and enzymes like horseradish peroxidase (HRP) that catalyze production of large amounts of
molecules detectible by optical or electrochemical methods.8 Nowadays, a growing number
of nanomaterials like metallic nanoparticles,9 carbon nanotubes,10 and quantum dots,11 have
been employed to replace these conventional tags for labeling the reporter molecules. The
unique characteristics of nanomaterials, such as ultra-large surface area, superior electronic
and optical properties, and readily tailored surface chemistry have greatly boosted the
sensitivity and simplicity of molecular detection.10b, 12 To further increase the overall signal,
amplification has been carried out through encapsulation of thousands of HRP13, quantum
dots14 or organic dyes15 in various types of nanoparticles; or via nucleic acid-based enzymatic
reactions.16 Although very low detection limits could be achieved,16b the complicated reaction
designs and inadequate robustness hinder the more general applications in fields like point-ofcare diagnosis and on-site biosafety monitoring.
Our group has reported a fast and sensitive signal amplification method that utilizes
cation exchange (CX) reaction in nanocrystals (NCs) to release cations from NCs for ignition
of fluorogenic dyes. Because each NC can encapsulate thousands of cations, a large number
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of metal-responsive dyes can be triggered by each target-bound NC and emit bright
fluorescence for detection of trace amounts of targets.17 We successfully applied CX-based
signal amplification (CXAmp) with NCs like CdSe and ZnSe to realize sensitive RNA and
protein detection.17b, c Besides capability in achieving high sensitivity and low detection limit,
CXAmp can be performed with different types of NCs and diverse metal responsive
fluorogenic dyes,18 for further improvement in amplification factor, robustness, and
biocompatibility. The gentle CX reaction involves no strong acids or corrosive oxidants and
occurs within a few minutes upon the addition of the Ag+ trigger, highly compatible with the
common in vitro sensing formats.17b-d Moreover, higher signal amplification efficiency can be
conveniently obtained by encapsulating more metal cations in the nanostructures. Giving that
the number of atoms in one spherical or cubical particle is proportional to the cube of its
dimension, 10 times increase in particle dimension allows encapsulation of 1,000 times more
cations.

This means another thousand-fold of signal enhancement is possible with

nanoparticles of larger sizes. On the other hand, large NC dimension reduces the surface
activity and slows down the CX reaction,17a, 17d, 19 which is not desirable for CXAmp. To
explore the potential of using larger nanostructures in CXAmp, ZnS nanocrystal clusters
(NCCs) of different diameters and porosity were synthesized, and the cation-release
performance was investigated.

The NCCs were coupled to CXAmp for detection of IgE.

About one thousand times improvement in detection limit was achieved when compared to
the conventional enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).

6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Chemicals and Materials
Zinc acetate dihydrate, thiourea, 1-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide
hydrochloride (EDC), and silver nitrate were purchased from Acros Organics (Pittsburgh,
PA). Sulfo-N-hydroxysuccinimide (sulfo-NHS), nitric acid (NF grade) and chemicals used to
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prepare phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solutions were purchased from Fisher Scientific.
Ethyl alcohol (200 proof) was purchased from Gold Shield Distributors (Hayward, CA).
HEPES, bovine serum albumin (BSA), 2’2-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazdine-6-sulfonic acid)
diammonium salt (ABTS), and Tween-20 were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO). All of the primary and secondary antibodies with or without biotin modification,
streptavidin with or without horseradish peroxide (HRP) modification and FluoZin-3 were
from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). The deionized water (DI water) used for preparation of all
solutions was produced by the Milli-Q water purification system from Millipore (Billerica,
MA).

6.2.2 Synthesis and Characterization of ZnS Nanocrystal Clusters (NCCs)
The ZnS NCCs were synthesized by a hydrothermal approach, using thiourea
NH2CSNH2 to control cluster growth. In a typical synthesis, 0.8 mmol Zn(Ac) 2·2H2O and 20
mmol thiourea were dissolved in 20 mL DI water to form a clear solution after being stirred
for 30 min at room temperature (RT). The solution was then transferred into a stainless steel
autoclave (Parr Instrument Co., Moline, IL) with inner Teflon lining (23 mL, Fisher) and
maintained at 140 oC for 50, 90, and 150 minutes, respectively, in an Isotemp Oven (Fisher).
After cooled to RT, the resulting white precipitate was harvested by centrifugation and
washed twice with 20 mL DI water and once with 20 mL ethanol. Finally, the particles were
dispersed in 1 mL ethanol and kept at 4 oC. The aqueous stock cluster solutions used for
immunoassay were prepared by washing the clusters with water and redistributing them in
0.02 M phosphate buffer at pH 7.2.
The shape and size of the products were measured using a Philips Tecnai T12
transmission electron microscope (TEM). TEM sample preparation was performed by adding
20 μL of the diluted clusters in ethanol onto a copper grid coated with the formvar-carbon
film (400 meshes, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA). Subsequently, the sample
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was dried under vacuum at RT, and imaged in the TEM with operation potential of 120 KV.
The Zn content in the cluster was measured by a Perkin-Elmer Optima 2000 DV inductively
coupled plasma – atomic emission spectrometer (ICP-AES) (Waltham, MA).
The crystal structure was measured on a Bruker D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer
(XRD) with a CuKα radiation (λ= 1.5418 Å). The data was collected at a scan rate of 0.03 2θ°
S-1. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface areas of the powders were determined by a
Micromeritics® ASAP 2010 Physisorption Analyzer (Norcross, GA).

All samples were

degassed at 150 °C prior to nitrogen adsorption measurements. The BET surface areas were
determined using a multipoint BET method from the adsorption data in the relative pressure
(P/P0) range of 0.034 – 0.250. The nitrogen desorption volumes at the relative pressure (P/P0)
of 0.977 were used to determine the average pore sizes.

6.2.3 Zn2+ Release from ZnS NCCs
The zinc cations in the ZnS NCCs were released by three methods: regular CX
reaction, CX assisted by microwave and dissolution by nitric acid. Acid dissolution was
performed as follows: 208 µL concentrated nitric acid (NF grade, 69-70%, Fisher Scientific)
was diluted in 50 mL water (final concentration about 46 mM), and 1 μL ZnS NCCs was
added to 100 µl of the diluted nitric acid solution; after the NCCs were dissolved, the solution
was neutralized by 10 µL 0.5 N of NaOH and the solution pH was maintained at 7.2 by
adding 10 μL of 1.0 M phosphate buffer; finally, 10 μL of 100 mM HEPES buffer containing
30 μM FluoZin-3 was introduced into the solution for fluorescence measurement. In order to
determine the final Zn concentration in the ZnS NCCs solution after acid dissolution, the
standard calibration curve was obtained with solutions prepared by the exact same procedure
but replacing the 1-μL ZnS NCCs with 1 μL Zn(Ac)2.

Cation exchange reaction was

performed with a solution containing 500 μM Ag+ in 1 mM HEPES buffer. If the CX was
assisted by microwave digestion, a household microwave oven (Haier, Model:
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MWM0701TB, New York, NY) was used.

Microwave irradiation was performed at a

frequency of 2,450 MHz for 2 minutes. After CX, 1 µL of 300 μM FluoZin-3 was added to
the CX reaction (final concentration was 3 μM) for Zn quantitation. Fluorescence was
measured in the Victor II Microplate reader (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA) using an
excitation wavelength filter of 485 nm and an emission filter of 530/30 nm.

6.2.4 Bioconjugation of NCCs
Streptavidin was coupled to the amine-coated ZnS NCCs by EDC and sulfo-NHS.
Twenty microliters of the stock ZnS NCCs (~ 2 x 1011 particles) were washed with 0.005%
Tween-20 solution by centrifugation at 16.1k g for 15 min before conjugation. The carboxyl
group on streptavidin was activated by mixing 25 μL of 1 mg/mL streptavidin with 6 mg EDC
and 5 mg sulfo-NHS dissolved in 1 mL of 20 mM NaH2PO4-Na2HPO4 (pH 7.2).

After

activation for 15 min, the residual EDC was quenched by 1 μL 2-mercaptoethanol to prevent
protein crosslinking. Then, ZnS NCCs were added to the activated streptavidin and the
mixture was gently vortexed for 3 hours at room temperature (RT).

At last, the ZnS-

streptavidin conjugate was precipitated with centrifugation at 16.1 g for 12 min and resuspended in 100 μL of 1 PBS.

To prepare the anti-IgE-biotin-streptavidin-ZnS complex

used in the immunoassay for IgE detection, the streptavidin-ZnS NCCs (~ 2 x 1011 particles)
were incubated with 40 μL of 0.65 μg/mL goat anti IgE-biotin at RT for 1 hr in 1 mL 1 PBS
buffer. The product was washed by 1 PBS and blocked by 4 mL of 5% BSA/PBS solution
before being used in the assay. Direct coupling of the goat anti human immunoglobulin G
(hIgG) or anti-hIgE to the ZnS clusters was performed with the same procedure, except that
25 μL of 1 mg/mL anti-hIgG or 50 μL of 0.5 mg/mL of anti-hIgE was used.
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6.2.5 Immunoassay and Fluorescence Measurements
The sandwich immunoassay was carried out on a 96-well plate. The wells were
coated with 100 μL of 10 μg/mL goat anti-hIgE solutions at 4 oC overnight and then blocked
by 150 μL 5% BSA in PBS buffer for 30 min at RT. The plate was washed three times with
1 PBS. Three rounds of washes with 1 PBS followed with every incubation step in our
assay. Afterwards, 100 μL of human IgE at different concentrations were added to the wells
and incubated at 4 oC overnight. Subsequently, the plate was incubated for 4 hrs at RT with
100 μL of the anti-IgE-biotin-streptavidin-ZnS solution.

CX was performed in 100 μL

solution of 500 μM AgNO3 - 1 mM HEPES, with the entire plate heated in the microwave for
2 min. The reaction solution was cooled to room temperature before 10 μL of 30 μM Fluozin3 was added to each well to induce fluorescence.

For ELISA, the same procedure was

applied, except that the anti IgE-biotin was incubated for 3 hr at RT and followed by 1hr
incubation with 100 μL of 0.35 μg/mL streptavidin-HRP PBS solution. Color development
was carried out in 100 μL of 2 mM H2O2 and 2 mM ABTS with 20 min incubation at RT.
The green product was measured by the absorbance at 420 nm using the same Victor II
Microplate reader.

6.2.6 Test of Size Effect on Antibody-antigen Binding
The well was completely saturated with 12.9 μg/mL of hIgG solution overnight at 4
o

C. Then, the goat-anti-hIgG labeled ZnS NCCs were added at concentrations that could

cover the entire bottom surface of each well (calculation found in Supporting Information),
and incubated at RT for different duration, i.e., 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 hrs. Nitric acid was used
to fully digest the bound ZnS NCCs. After neutralization with NaOH, the detection solutions
were diluted 400 times before the addition of FluoZin-3 to ensure the Zn2+ concentration
within the linear detection range.

Because the fluorescence was proportional to the total
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number of bound clusters, the binding rate curve was obtained by plotting the number of the
bound ZnS cluster vs. the incubation time. Note: All standard deviations reported in the
figures in form of error bar were obtained from triplicate measurements.

6.3 Results and Discussions
6.3.1 NCCs Characterization
ZnS NCCs of semi-hollow core-shell structures were synthesized through a simple
hydrothermal reaction between zinc acetate dihydrate and thiourea.20

During the reaction,

small ZnS crystals spontaneously self-assemble into large clusters in order to minimize their
interfacial energy. The assembly would result in pores within the cluster structure. The
exterior of the clusters should be packed much looser than the interior, because the inner
cores are formed under the initial high super-saturation condition which results in a faster
nucleation rate.20-21 The porous structure and loose packing of small crystals could allow
faster cation exchange on NCCs. Indeed, TEM images obtained from our particles confirmed
that, regardless of the particle size, each spherical particle was a cluster of many smaller
crystallites, and the outer rim displayed lighter density than the inner core.20

Heating

durations of 50, 90, and 150 minutes produced particles of different diameters as shown in
Figure 6.1 – 6.3, with the longest heating time yielding the largest particle diameter.
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Figure 6. 1 TEM image and size distribution of 45 nm ZnS clusters synthesized from
hydrothermal reaction between Zn(Ac)2 and thiourea at 120 ℃ for 50 min.
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Figure 6. 2 TEM image and size distribution of 86 nm ZnS clusters synthesized from
hydrothermal reaction between Zn(Ac)2 and thiourea at 120 ℃ for 90 min.
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Figure 6. 3 TEM image and size distribution of 144 nm ZnS clusters synthesized from
hydrothermal reaction between Zn(Ac)2 and thiourea at 120 ℃ for 150 min.
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All clusters exhibited the same XRD patterns (Figure 6.4), with the main diffraction
peaks found to be the (002), (110) and (112) peaks of the pure hexagonal phase of ZnS
(JCPDS 36-1450). The (100) and (101) peaks overlapped with the (002) peak because of the
peak broadening of (002), typical for small crystallites.

Based on the Debye-Scherrer

formula, the average crystallite size is inversely proportional to the full width of the half
maximum peak height. Thus, the broader peak (002) in the 44-nm cluster indicated that it had
a smaller crystallite size than the other two clusters.

Figure 6. 4 XRD of ZnS NCCs

BET test was carried out to determine the surface area and pore diameter (Table 6.1),
and the BET plots were shown in Figure 6.5. The smallest cluster had the largest relative
surface area, and the surface area decreased when the cluster diameter increased. The largest
cluster also possessed the smallest pore size, due to the extended heating duration.
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Figure 6. 5 Nitrogen adsorption test of ZnS NCCs

Table 6. 1BET surface area and average pore diameter obtained from nitrogen desorption for
clusters of different diameters.

Desorption Average Pore
Diameter of Clusters (nm)

BET Surface Area (m2g-1)

Diameter (nm)

44 ± 2

52.9612 ± 0.8485

29.35

86 ± 4

40.8637 ± 0.5567

31.29

144 ± 8

34.8509 ± 0.4069

9.41

Furthermore, the total zinc content of the NCC was quantified by ICP-AES.
Quantification of zinc content in clusters and in solution is important for us to evaluate the
stability of NCCs in solutions and to calculate the cation release efficiency. Since ICP-AES
consumes more than 3 mL of the NCC solution for each measurement, we tested the
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possibility of using FluoZin-3 for Zn content quantification in our assays, which consumed
much smaller solution volumes and offered higher sensitivity. As low as 10 nM [Zn2+] could
be detected with the fluorescence assay, but our ICP-AES instrument had a detection limit of
only 200 nM for zinc. During the measurement, NCCs were dissolved in nitric acid. After
the pH was neutralized by NaOH and stabilized by phosphate salt, 3 μM FluoZin-3 was added
to quantify Zn2+.

As shown in Table 6.2, both methods yielded the same NCC stock

concentrations, with the ratio of [Zn2+]fluorescence / [Zn2+]ICP ranging from 0.95 to 1.05. Thus, in
the following study, the Zn content in solution was quantified with the above procedure by
fluorescence.
Table 6. 2 Comparison of ZnS stock concentrations obtained by ICP-AES and the dissolutionfluorescence assay.
45-nm

85-nm

144-nm

[Zn2+] (mM) measured
by ICP-AES

5.09 ± 0.71

351.08 ± 1.72

39.46 ± 0.75

[Zn2+] measured by acid
release and
fluorescence

4.97 ± 0.43

370.54 ± 37.09

37.45 ± 2.06

Ratio of [Zn2+]Fluorescence
to [Zn2+]ICP

0.976

1.055

0.949

6.3.2 Zn2+ Release Performance
A solid ZnS sphere with a diameter of 44 nm could encapsulate over 106 Zn atoms in
each particle, calculated from the density of ZnS and the volume of particle. Even though the
NCCs were porous and contained less Zn than solid particles, they should allow efficient CX
and still give out large signal intensity by releasing a majority of Zn content.

To achieve

highly efficient Zn release, we compared the performance of three methods: acid dissolution,
CX, and microwave assisted CX. The dissolved Zn2+ concentration was obtained from
fluorescent measurement, and plotted against the total [Zn2+] in the cluster solution (Figure
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6.6 – 6.8). The slope of the correlation curve represents the average percentage of Zn 2+
released from each type of cluster.
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Figure 6. 6 Zn release comparison in ZnS clusters of different diameters with nitric acid
dissolution.
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Figure 6. 7 Zn release comparison in ZnS clusters of different diameters with CX.
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Figure 6. 8 Zn release comparison in ZnS clusters of different diameters with MWCX.
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Figure 6.6 clearly showed that nitric acid completely dissolved the ZnS NCCs,
because the curves for NCCs of all three sizes had slopes close to 1.

However, the

neutralization process after acid dissolution was tedious and exhibited poor reproducibility,
making the acid dissolution method not favorable in bioassays. With the more gentle and
more convenient cation exchange reaction with Ag+, 42.3 % Zn was released from the 44-nm
cluster, but only a small portion of Zn, ~16.6 %, was exchanged out by Ag+ from the 86-nm
clusters (Figure 6.7). The largest cluster, due to the extremely small pore size, had the
poorest release performance: only about 3.2% Zn was released by CX. This result supported
that the porous structure permitted more freedom for the diffusion of Ag+ and Zn2+ inside the
nanoparticle structure, and thus rapid CX could occur. With a smaller pore size, only the Zn
locating on the particle surface could be freed by CX, but Ag+ could not penetrate deep
enough to release Zn from the interior structure.
To further enhance the release efficiency, we employed microwave irradiation to
assist CX. Microwave oven usually works at 2450 MHz to generate intensified, rapid and
uniform heating.22 The heating can greatly affect a reaction system by considerably reducing
the reaction time and increasing product outputs. Thus, microwave has been utilized to
improve synthesis of organic or inorganic materials,23 and also to enhance sample preparation
for analytical operations.22, 24

Additionally, microwave is safe and also programmable to

accommodate different temperature requirements.

It can work with homogeneous or

heterogeneous solids or solutions. All these features of microwave make it an attractive
method to improve cation release from the large NCCs, i.e. to increase the yield of the CX
reaction and to help with crystal dissolution. We found that microwave irradiation for only
two minutes led to significant improvement in the percentage of cation release. As shown in
Figure 6.8, the release percentage in the clusters increased to 71.0 % and 48.2 % for the 44and 86-nm clusters, respectively. However, not much improvement was observed with the
144-nm clusters.
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Figure 6. 9 Time effect of microwave digestion treatment on Zn2+ release performance in ZnS
clusters. With the increasing radiation duration, there is no enhancement in Zn2+ release.

Elongated digestion duration is often employed in microwave-assisted digestion of
solid samples. We evaluated how the irradiation duration could affect the cation release
efficiency. Though, only very subtle enhancement in Zn release was observed, as shown in
Figure 6.9. Similar negligible effect to product yield from time has also been reported in
microwave-assisted nanomaterials preparation.25 The not-so-significant improvement in the
yield of CX obtained with microwave is probably due to the incapability of Ag+ in penetration
through the thick cluster: no matter how long the irradiation lasted, only the outside shells
were decomposed. The decomposition was more likely to be assisted by the rapid movement
of Ag+ and the FluoZin-3 dye than the thermal effect.

This conclusion could also be

supported from the thermodynamic changes of the CX reaction.

The enthalpy change

(ΔrxnHom,298K) of the reaction (ZnS + 2Ag+ = Zn2+ + Ag2S) is calculated to be -205.01 kJ

Note

.

Therefore, the CX reaction releases heat and high temperature is not favorable in moving the
reaction forward. (Note: enthalpy calculation is based on the following values: ΔfHom,298K,ZnS
= -192.63 kJ, ΔfHom,298K,Ag+,aq = 105.579 kJ, ΔfHom,298K,Ag2S = -32.59 kJ, and ΔfHom,298K,Zn2+, aq =
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-153.89 kJ, adopted from Physical chemistry, 3rd edition, Robert G. Mortimer (Burlington,
MA), 2008, 1211-1224)
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Figure 6. 10 pH effect on the binding between FluoZin-3 and Zn2+. At pH = 7, FluoZin-3
exhibited the highest amplification effect because of the fully ionized carboxylic group.

CX and microwave-assisted CX are more convenient than acid dissolution in
coupling to fluorescence measurement. Maintaining the solution pH at a constant value (pH =
7) is very essential to obtain reproducible and sensitive signal, since FluoZin-3 dye is strongly
influenced by the pH level of the Zn2+ detection system (Figure 6.10). In acid dissolution
assay, four steps of careful titration are needed to achieve stable fluorescence reading, i.e.,
strong acid for cluster dissolution, strong base for pH neutralization, highly concentrated
buffer for the stabilization of pH value at 7, and HEPES solution for background fluorescence
masking. The multiple steps in acid dissolution could bring in changes to the volume of the
final solution, and affect the fluorescence intensity. The simple operation of CX also leads to
higher reproducibility in fluorescence measurement. Another factor that would contribute to
assay sensitivity is the background Zn2+ level. Different release methods yielded different
fluorescence backgrounds. To evaluate the overall performance of all three Zn release
methods, the fluorescence amplification ratios (FR) was compared (Figure 6.11-6.13). FR was
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calculated by dividing the fluorescence intensity resulting from the released Zn with the
background signal, and plotted vs. Zn2+ concentration in a bar-plot format. From Figure 6.13,
we can see that acid dissolution only showed significant improvement in FR in the 144-nm
clusters, which in fact had the lowest FR value in general among the three types of clusters.
FR of microwave-assisted CX was quite comparable to that from acid dissolution in the two
smaller clusters. The lower FR can be attributed to the elevated background in the acid
dissolution solution due to Zn contamination introduced by the highly concentrated chemicals
during pH neutralization.

Because the microwave-assisted CX yielded similar signal

amplification ratios as the acid dissolution approach with much simpler operation, it was
selected as the cation-release method in immunoassays employing the ZnS clusters.
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Figure 6. 11 Zn2+ release comparison by nitric acid dissolution, cation exchange, and cation
exchange with microwave assistance, in 44 nm ZnS clusters.
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Figure 6. 12 Zn2+ release comparison by nitric acid dissolution, cation exchange, and cation
exchange with microwave assistance, in 86 nm ZnS clusters
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Figure 6. 13 Zn2+ release comparison by nitric acid dissolution, cation exchange, and cation
exchange with microwave assistance, in 144 nm ZnS clusters
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Figure 6. 14 Binding of anti-hIgG labeled with ZnS clusters of different sizes to the surface of
microtiter plate well that was completely coated with hIgG at 13.9 μM. The Zn 2+ of ZnS
clusters attached to the well was released through acid digestion and quantified by FluoZin-3.
This Zn content was then used to calculate the total amount of ZnS clusters, assuming the
clusters were solid particles when computed the total Zn in each cluster.

6.3.3 Size effect on binding to target
When the size of the reporter tag gets bigger, binding between the labeled reporter
antibody and the target could be hindered by steric hindrance. To probe the steric hindrance
effect from the clusters, we saturated the bottom of the microtiter plate well with human IgG
(hIgG) by overnight incubation with 12.9 μg/mL hIgG at 4 oC, and then tested the total
number of bound NCCs on the surface. The NCCs were conjugated with anti-hIgG. The
total amount of NCCs used was also high enough to cover the entire array surface. With a
fixed number of target molecules on surface, the clusters that experience the largest steric
hindrance in binding would result in the smallest number of bound NCCs. The anti-hIgGconjugated ZnS clusters were incubated with the hIgG attached to the well for 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5 hrs, and then Zn2+ was completely released with nitric acid dissolution.

The total

amount of the bound ZnS clusters were calculated from the released Zn2+ quantity and plotted
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versus the incubation time (Figure 6.14). We can see that the number of the surface-bound
44-nm ZnS clusters increased linearly with the incubation time, and plateaued after 5 hours of
incubation at 13.0 fmol. This rate curve indicates that the binding was a zero th-order reaction,
because the amount of adsorbed antigen was fixed and the antibody was added at a saturated
concentration. However, for the two larger clusters, after 1-hr incubation, increase of the total
numbers of surface bound NCCs started to slow down or even reached saturation. A total of
2.9 and 1.0 fmol of the 86- and 144-nm clusters could be adsorbed onto the plate surface,
respectively, much lower than the total number of the 44-nm clusters. Diffusion of the larger
clusters to the surface was more difficult than the smaller one, and depletion of antibody
concentration in the liquid-solid interface greatly reduced the binding speed, yielding the
much lower number of bound clusters.26 Further, the cluster with a large diameter could
block the adjacent binding sites and prevent more clusters to be attached.
In consideration of both the fluorescence amplification factor and the steric hindrance
to binding, the clusters with average diameter of 44 nm were determined to be best suitable
for bioassays.

6.3.4 Application in sandwich assay for detection of IgE
To demonstrate the power of CXAmp with ZnS NCCs in biomolecules detection, we
employed it to analyze human IgE (hIgE) in a sandwich assay format by conjugating the
NCCs with streptavidin (Figure 6.15). IgE is an antibody subclass, found only in mammals.
As the least abundant immunoglobulin isotype, IgE can trigger the most powerful immune
response.

Thus, rapid and accurate detection of IgE is of great importance for timely

diagnosis of allergy-mediated disorders. In addition, we had applied the ZnSe NCs-based
CXAmp for detection of IgE,17c and using the same target could facilitate fair performance
comparison of the small NCs and the large NCCs. We linked the NCCs with streptavidin (S)
and then coupled the biotinylated (B) anti-hIgE to ZnS (ZnS-SB-anti-hIgE). The streptavidin-
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biotin linkage was to prevent steric interference to antigen binding induced by the relatively
large cluster, as well as damage to the binding epitope by the crosslinking chemistry. Before
we applied the 44-nm NCCs in immunoassays, we first examined if they were stable enough
for immunoassay and long-term storage. Zn2+ released to the solution when stored in 0.02 M
phosphate buffer at pH 7.2 for a month was measured by the fluorescence method mentioned
above, after the clusters were removed by centrifugation.

Figure 6. 15 Schematic illustration of detection of IgE by streptavidin labeled ZnS cluster and
biotinylated anti-IgE.
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Figure 6. 16 Stability of ZnS clusters when stored in 1xPBS for five hours
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Figure 6. 17 Stability of ZnS clusters when stored in 0.1 M phosphate at pH 7.2 for one
month;
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The storage solution was sampled every week (Figure 6.16). We also evaluated the stability
of the streptavidin-conjugated 44-nm NCCs when suspended in 1PBS and sampled every
one hour. Both the Zn contents in the supernatant and in the NCCs were quantified; and no
Zn2+ was detected in the solution when the NCCs were present either in the storage buffer for
up to a month or in 1PBS for 5 hours (Figure 6.17), showing adequate stability for being
used as labeling tags in immunoassays.
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Figure 6. 18 Human IgE detection performance: comparison of IgE detection with two
different ZnS-antibodies conjugates, i.e., ZnS-SB-antiIgE and ZnS-antiIg

It turned out that the ZnS-SB-anti-hIgE complex could detect as low as 5 pg/mL (33
fM) IgE, using the biotinylated anti-IgE (Figure 6.18).

Even though this assay format

required one more incubation step than direct coupling of antiIgE to ZnS during the
preparation of the reporter antibody labeled with ZnS, it delivered better linearity and
reproducibility when detecting trace target molecules.

Using the ZnS-SB-antiIgE, the

fluorescence intensity increased steadily with target concentration.
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Figure 6. 19 Sandwich assay based hIgE detection performance with different amount of
capturing antibody, i.e., 1 μg/mL, 5 μg/mL, and 10 μg/mL.

On the contrary, the ZnS clusters directly coupled to antiIgE without the linkage of
streptavidin and biotin (ZnS-antiIgE) only gave out marginal signal difference (worse
linearity) with large standard deviations (poorer reproducibility) at the three lowest IgE
concentrations.

Such a difference could be attributed to the high freedom the antiIgE
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molecules still possessed when coupled to the relatively large ZnS via the long streptavidinbiotin linkage. The antiIgE molecules experienced less space hindrance during interaction
with the target IgE, and thus offered better detection performance. Moreover, we used a large
amount of antiIgE in preparation of the ZnS-antiIgE conjugate to ensure a sufficient number
of the antiIgE molecule on each cluster for higher detection sensitivity. Protein-protein
crosslinking might have occurred and damaged the binding site of antiIgE to IgE. Streptavidin
is more sustainable to harsh conjugation conditions than antibodies, because it is a tetramer of
four subunits and each subunit binds to biotin with equal affinity. Further optimization of the
conjugation condition for preparation of ZnS-antiIgE may improve its performance in the
simpler assay format, which can be investigated in the future.
In order to efficiently capture such a low amount of IgE, we coated the microtiter
plate with 10 µg/mL anti-hIgE.

We found out that if the capture antibody concentration

reduced by 2 or 10 times, the detection limit increased to 0.01 or 0.1 ng/mL, respectively
(Figure 6.19). Although higher background signals were observed with 10 µg/mL capture
antibody, lower detection limit and higher assay reproducibility was obtained.

This is

because with the extremely low target concentrations, excess capture antibody on the array
surface could effectively drive forward the formation of the antibody-antigen complex and
give superior sensing performance.

As described in the Experimental section, we employed

overnight incubation for immobilization of the capture antibody and then the antigen.

The

long incubation time was necessary to obtain the low detection limit due to the slow diffusion
rate of the trace protein molecules to the surface of the well bottom.27 Faster reaction kinetics
could be obtained by maximizing the array surface to solution volume ratio with the
employment of microfluidic devices. In the case of using the traditional microtiter plate, the
only way to solve the diffusion challenge was to increase the incubation time.
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Figure 6. 20 Sandwich assay based hIgE detection performance with different amount of
streptavidin-ZnS clusters.

Moreover, the total number of the ZnS-SB-antiIgE NCCs used for binding to the
captured IgE was optimized (Figure 6.20). Raising the total number of NCCs from 1 x 109 to
5 x 109 resulted in a larger dynamic range as well as better sensitivity. However, increase of
the NCCs to 1 x 1010 significantly elevated the background signal. We blocked the NCCs
with 5 % BSA after the formation of the SB-anti-hIgE complex. More NCCs in the blocking
solution may have decreased the total blocked surface areas of the clusters, and thus increased
non-specific adsorption onto the ZnS clusters which contributed to the enhanced background.
The final assay then employed a total of 5 x 109 NCCs for the detection of IgE.
The linear regression curve for detection with the ZnS-SB-anti-hIgE NCCs was
shown in Figure 6.18 with a theoretical 3x standard deviation detection limit of 2.6 pg/mL (17
fM) IgE and a linear range spanning up to 100 pg/mL.

Beyond the linear range, the

fluorescence intensity increased steadily with IgE concentration (Figure 6.21).
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Figure 6. 21 Full range of IgE detection with ZnS-SB-anti-hIgE NCCs
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Figure 6. 22 Performance comparison of IgE detection with CXAmp in ZnS clusters and
ELISA. Signal amplification ratio was obtained by dividing the signal with the presence of
IgE by the blank signal.
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The fluorescence vs. concentration curve holds the form of Langmuir isotherm and
leveled off at 10 ng/mL IgE, indicating saturation of all binding sites on the array surface.
We reported previously that CXAmp with the small, 5-nm ZnSe nanocrystals (NCs) could
detect as low as 1 ng/mL IgE in standard solutions. Now using CXAmp with the ZnS NCCs,
a limit of detection (LOD) of 5 pg/mL IgE was obtained. In the present study, in order to
achieve ultra-low detection limit, much longer incubation duration was employed compared
to our previous IgE detection assay with ZnSe. Still, with the same incubation conditions,
more than 10-fold improvement in LOD could be attained with the large NCCs which
enclosed a much higher number of Zn per structure than the small crystals.
The detection performance of ZnS NCC-based CXAmp is also much superior to that
of the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). For fair comparison, streptavidin was
tagged with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) so that the exact same incubation steps were
carried out. The amplification efficiency of both labeling methods was represented by the
relative change of signal over background and plotted against IgE concentration in Figure
6.22. Besides the steeper slope of the detection curve, i.e. higher sensitivity, CXAmp with
ZnS-SB-anti-hIgE NCCs offered a detection limit that is one thousand fold lower: ELISA
with horse radish peroxidase could only detect 5 ng/mL IgE.

6.4 Conclusion
We reported the development of cation exchange-based signal amplification with ZnS
nanocrystal clusters and its application in immunoassay for detection of human IgE. The ZnS
NCCs with diameters ranging from 44 to 144 nm were synthesized through the hydrothermal
approach. The smallest cluster carried the largest surface area that allowed efficient CX and
offered the least steric hindrance to antigen binding. Microwave heating further improved the
release efficiency. We employed these NCCs as the labeling tag for immunoassay. Because
each target recognition event could immobilize one NCC, which could release a very large
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number of Zn2+ via cation exchange, and the freed Zn2+ in turn triggered strong fluorescence
from the Zn-responsive dyes, a huge signal amplification effect could be achieved. As low as
5 pg/mL (33 fM) IgE could be detected with this signaling method which was 1,000 times
lower than that obtained with the conventional ELISA. The higher amount of Zn 2+ in the
NCC compared to a single crystal also delivered 200 fold improvements in detection limit,
well demonstrating the power of CXAmp in sensing. Besides offering large enhancement in
detection sensitivity, the ZnS clusters contained the non-toxic chemical elements of Zn and S,
had high stability in solutions, were easier to handle than the small nanocrystals, and were
synthesized in an environmentally friendly manner at low cost.

All these features make

CXAmp with ZnS clusters a highly sensitive, biocompatible, robust, and cost-effective tool
for the detection of trace biomolecules. Advanced detection platforms such as microarray and
microfluidic chips should further improve the performance of CXAmp with clusters by
removing the diffusion obstacle.

The high fluorescent signal readily detectible by

conventional instruments shows the promise for CXAmp in portable point-of-care devices for
biomarker detection.
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Chapter 7: Cation Exchange in ZnS Nanocrystal Clusters Combined
with Rolling Circle Amplification for Detection of miRNA
7.1 Introduction
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) (19-25 nucleotides in length) are non-protein coding RNAs
that can effectively reduce the translation of target messenger RNAs by binding to their 3’
untranslated region1. A variety of researches have shown that the altered expression profiles
of miRNAs are associated with many diseases, such as cancer, diabetes and heart disease,
etc2. The miRNA expression levels can effectively characterize the developmental origins of
disease and therefore provide a useful tool for therapeutics, drug discovery and molecular
diagnostics3. However, the detection of miRNA presents a particular challenge because of
their small size and high sequence homology, often differing from one another by a single
nucleotide. It is therefore essential to develop sensitive and specific detection methods for
evaluating the pattern of miRNA expression.
A great deal of effort has been devoted to developing methods for miRNA analysis
with high sensitivity, specificity and reproducibility. As the most commonly used technique,
Northern blot can provide quantitative miRNA profiles and size information4. However, the
insufficient sensitivity at about nanomolar5 and laborious procedures make the assay difficult
for routine miRNA analysis. As a remedy of low sensitivity, attomole detection limit can be
achieved with surface plasmon resonance (SPR) with the presence of gold nanoparticles, but
the assay involves sophisticated imaging technique6.

Another commonly used method to

detect miRNA is the real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR), which claims
high sensitivity7. The high sequence similarity makes the accurate assessment of miRNA
profiles by qPCR rather difficult. Further, the assay is inefficient because of the difficulty in
binding of much smaller primers to short miRNA templates. Providing the multiplexed
detection, microarrays turn out to be an appealing method for miRNA profiling8. However, it
is challenging to directly hybridize miRNAs onto complementary DNA microarrays owing to
the short length of the miRNA sequences. The chemical or enzymatic ligations of the target
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miRNA, such as ligation or polymerization, are necessary9. The modifications may lead to
poor reproducibility and differential ligation efficiencies for different miRNA analytes. The
use of locked nucleic acid (LNA) probes can increase the sensitivity by about ten times, while
the cost in chip manufacturing is increased10.
An alternative amplification scheme, the rolling circle amplification (RCA) has been
applied to detect a few pictograms of miRNA using the blotting technique with radioisotope
labeling11. The RCA system is an efficient approach for post-signal amplification of
molecular recognition events. Driven by DNA polymerase, RCA can replicate circularized
oligonucleotide probes. In the presence of circular DNA, DNA polymerase, and nucleotides,
RCA takes place generating hundreds of randomly linked copies of the circular template
within a short period of time12. The amplified DNAs have been detected with a variety of
reporting labels, such as fluorescent dyes, enzymes like horseradish peroxidase, The detection
sensitivity is highly dependent on the reporters being able to produce high signals upon each
binding event. To further enhance the reporter signals, a large number of nanoparticles, such
as quantum dots, nanogold particles13 , magnetic nanoparticles14, microbeads15 have been
employed. Although very low detection limits could be achieved, the room to attach many
reporters onto the amplified DNA coils is limited because the elongated DNA strand tangles
easily.
We have reported a fast and sensitive signal amplification method that utilizes cation
exchange reaction in ZnS nanocrystal clusters (NCCs) to release cations from NCCs 16.
Hundreds of thousands of cations encapsulated in each NCC can be freed and then trigger the
fluorescence of the fluorogenic dyes. Avoiding strong acids or corrosive oxidants, cations can
be efficiently released upon the addition of Ag+ with the microwave irradiation for only 2
min.

Combining the NCCs based CXAmp detection system with RCA, the detection

sensitivity can be enhanced through the superior amplification effect even though a few
nanoparticles can be bound onto the RCA product. The schematic assay design is presented in
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Figure 7.1. RNA targets can be recognized through padlock probe ligation with the presence
of T4 DNA ligase, which joins only the perfectly complementary DNA-DNA or DNA-RNA
duplexes without sealing strand breaks with mismatched bases. The circular template is
subsequently amplified by the polymerase phi29 and the primer immobilized on
microspheres. The elongated product is complementary in sequence to the template,
consisting of hundreds of copies of the circular probe and spontaneously collapsing into a
random coil of DNA. By incorporating biotin-dNTP, the RCA product can be functionalized
with biotin and further tagged with streptavidin labeled ZnS NCCs. A secondary
amplification is achieved for sensitive detection through ZnS NCCs based cation exchange
reaction. By fluorescence amplification via a cation exchange reaction between ZnS NCCs
and silver ions, miRNA targets can be successfully identified at atomole levels.

Figure 7. 1 Schematic illustration for miRNA detection by combining biotin-RCA with ZnSCXAmp: (A) Formation of circular padlock probe by T4 DNA ligase in the presence of the
target hsa-let-7a; (B) Biotinylated RCA reaction carried out on MNPs; (C). ZnS-streptavidin
NCCs captured by MNPs and on beads CXAmp.
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7.2 Experimental
7.2.1 Reagents and Materials
All oligonucleotide and miRNAs were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies
(Coralville, IA) and were used as received. The sequence is shown in Table 7.1. The 5’ end of
the padlock probes were phosphorylated for the ligation and the primer were labeled with
amine groups for microsphere conjugation. The detection probe (DP) was tagged with FAM.
100bp DNA ladder was from Promega Corp. (Madison, WI).The RepliPHITM phi29 DNA
polymerase (100 U/μL) and the mixture of deoxyribonucleotides (dNTPs) were purchased
from Epicentre Biotechnologies (Madison, WI). T4 DNA ligase was from New England
Biolabs Inc. (Ipswich, MA). Carboxyl magnetic particles (2.5% w/v) with a nominal
diameterof 4.35 μm were acquired from SpherotechInc. (Lake Forest, IL). 1-(3dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), and silver nitrate were
purchased from Acros Organics (Pittsburgh, PA). Streptavidin, sulfo-N-hydroxysuccinimide
(sulfo-NHS), dithiothreitol (DTT), NHS-SS-diazirine (SDAD), and the salts used to prepare
buffer solutions were supplied by Fisher Scientific (Pittsburg, PA). Bovine serum albumin
(BSA), adenosine 5’-triphosphate disodium (ATP) and Tween-20 were obtained from Sigma
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Horseradish peroxide (HRP)-streptavidin conjugate, biotin-14-Datp,
Human Brain Total RNA and FluoZin-3 were from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Super
AquaBlue ELISA substrate for HRP color development was ordered from eBioscience Inc.
(San Diego, CA).The water used for preparation of all solutions was produced by the Milli-Q
water purification system from Millipore (Billerica, MA). The amine-coated ZnS nanocrystal
clusters were produced through hydrothermal approach16, using thiourea to control cluster
growth.
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.Table 7. 1 Sequences of RNA and DNA Probes Used in Our Assay. Mutated Nucleotide in
miRNA Were Presented in Bold
name
hsalet-7a
hsalet-7e
hsalet-7i
padlo
ck
probe
prime
r

sequence
5’-rUrGrArGrGrUrArGrUrArGrGrUrUrGrUrArUrArGrUrU-3’
5’-rUrGrArGrGrUrArGrGrArGrGrUrUrGrUrArUrArGrUrU-3’
5’-rUrGrArGrGrUrArGrUrArGrUrUrUrGrUrGrCrUrGrUrU-3’
5’-phosphateACTACCTCATACCACATAAGATACCGCATAAAGTTCTCACCTATTC
TATACAACCT-3’
5’-NH2-C12-A15-AT GCG GTA TCT TATG-3’

The letter “r” indicates “ribose nucleotide”.

7.2.2 Conjugation of Microspheres and Nanoclusters with Biomolecules
Coupling the primers to the surface of microspheres was performed as follows. First,
2 nmol of the primer was added to 1 mL of the linking buffer (0.02 M phosphate buffer (pH
7.2)) containing around 2.5 x 107 magnetic particles. The carboxyl groups on magnetic
particles were activated with the presence of 0.1 mg EDC and 0.1 mg sulfo-NHS. The
reaction was incubated at RT for 3 hr. A MACSmix tube rotator (MiltenyiBioten Inc.,
Auburn, CA) was used to shake the reaction tubes to prevent bead aggregation. Then the
MNPs were pelleted with the magnet. After removal of the supernatant, the microspheres
were dispersed in 100 μL of the linking buffer and stored at 4 °C.
Streptavidin was coupled to the amine-coated ZnS NCCs also through the amide
bond with the presence of EDC and sulfo-NHS. Forty microliters of the stock ZnS NCCs (~ 4
x 1011 particles) were washed with 0.01 % Tween-20 solution by centrifugation at 16.1k X g
for 15 min before conjugation. The carboxyl group on streptavidin was activated by mixing
40 μL of 1 mg/mL streptavidin with 6 mg EDC and 5 mg sulfo-NHS dissolved in 100 μL of
linking buffer. After 15 min activation, the residual EDC was quenched by 1.2 μL of 2mercaptoethanol to prevent protein cross-linking. Then, ZnS NCCs were added to the
activated streptavidin, and the mixture was gently vortexed for 3 hr at RT. Finally, the ZnS-
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streptavidin conjugate was precipitated with centrifugation at 16.1k X g for 12 min and
dispersed in 100 μL of linking buffer. ZnS-streptavidin products were blocked by 10 mL of
5% BSA/PBS solution before being used in the assay to reduce the nonspecific adsorption.

7.2.3 RCA Detection
The padlock probe and the primer were carefully designed to ensure that there is no
secondary structure at RT so that all the hybridization can be conveniently performed at RT.
In a typical experiment, hsa-let-7a solutions of different concentrations were hybridized to the
5’ and 3’ termini of 100 nM linear padlock probe in 20 μL of ligation buffer (50 mM TrisHCl, pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM DTT, and 1 mM ATP). The reaction mixture was
denatured at 85 °C for 3 min and then incubate at RT for 1 hr. Then, 2 mM ATP and 0.1 U T4
DNA ligase were introduced to trigger the ligation reaction. After 1 hr of ligation at RT, 1 μL
of MNP-primer was added to the reaction mixture to capture the circular probe. Again, the
reaction mixture was denatured at 85 °C for 3 min and incubated at RT for 1 hr. Then, the
beads were separated with a magnet and re-dispersed in 40 μL of Phi29 reaction buffer (40
mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM (NH4)2SO4, 4mM DTT)
containing 5% BSA. Block the beads with BSA for 30 min at RT to minimize the nonspecific
adsorption. Polymerization was carried out at 37 °C for 50 min with the addition of 50 U/μL
Phi29 polymerase, 1 μM dNTP mixture and 200 nM Biotin-14-dATP. Afterwards, the onbeads biotinylated RCA products were incubated with ZnS-streptavidin particles in 100 μL of
5% BSA/PBS buffer for 1 hr at RT on the tube rotator. Finally, the beads were washed twice
with 200 μL 0.01% Tween-20/PBS buffer to remove the unbound ZnS-streptavidin particles.
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7.2.4 CXAmp and Fluorescence Measurements.
It has been demonstrated that microwave-assisted cation exchange (MWCX) reaction
can greatly improve the Zn release efficiency in ZnS NCCs 16. In our test, CX was performed
in a 100 μL of 500 μM AgNO3 and 3 μM FluoZin-3 solution, with 2 min microwave
irradiation in a household microwave oven (Hairer, Model: MWM0701TB, New York, NY).
Next, microspheres were removed by the magnet and the supernatant was transferred to a 96well plate. Fluorescence signals were measured in the Victor II Microplate reader (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) using an excitation wavelength filter of 485 nm and an emission filter
of 530/30 nm.
For miRNA detection with DP-FAM probe, 2mM dNTP was used during
polymerization and other RCA reaction conditions were kept same. After that, 5 μM DPFAM was hybridized with MNPs-RCA product for 1 hr at RTin 100 μL of hybridization
buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, ph 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, and 0.01% Tween-20). The
FAM fluorescence was recorded under the same measurement wavelength as for CXAmp.
For HRP-streptavidin detection system, MNPs-biotin-RCA products were incubated with 100
μL of 0.42 μg/mL streptavidin-HRP 5% BSA/PBS solution at RT for 1 hr. Color development
was carried out in 100 μL of Super AquaBlue ELISA substrate with 20 min incubation. The
green product was measured by the absorbance at 405 nm using the same Victor II Microplate
reader.

7.2.5 Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis.
To verify the biotin-RCA reaction occurring on the surface of MNPs, gel
electrophoresis was conducted to analyze the RCA reaction product. Large MNPs of 4.35 μm
cannot go through the gel preventing the entry of the attached ssDNA into the gel. It is
necessary to cleave the RCA product from the beads before the gel electrophoresis.
Accordingly, SDAD was chosen as the crosslinker because it contains cleavable S-S bond.
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Typically, 25 μM of the primer was incubated with 700 μM of SDAD in 100 μL of 0.1 M
phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) at RT for 30 min. The N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) esters on
SDAD react with amine groups on the primer to form stable amide bonds upon release of
NHS. Then, the excess SDAD was quenched with 7.5 μL of 1M Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) for 5 min.
About magnetic particles (~2.5 x 107) was dispersed in the SDAD-primer mixture and
illuminated with UV light (365 nm, Spectronics Corp. Westbury, NY) for 15 min.
Photoactivation of diarzirinecreate reactive carbene intermediates, which can form covalent
bonds with the carbon on the MNPs. Wash the beads three times with 0.1 M phosphate buffer
(pH 7.2) and disperse in 100 μL of this buffer. After the biotin-RCA reaction on MNPs, the
elongated ssDNA was cleaved through S-S bond by 10 mM DTT at 37 °C for 30 min and
then analyzed with 8% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. The gel image was scanned with an
Amersham Typhoon 9410 Imager (GE Healthcare, Madison, WI). (Note: With SDAD serving
as the crosslinker, DTT was not included in the polymerase buffer in order to protect the
stability of MNP-primer conjugate. However, as an active enzyme preservative, 4 mM DTT is
recommended for RCA reaction. Therefore, to pursuit the maximal Phi29 enzyme activity,
EDC/Sulfo-NHS was selected as the cross-linking reagent in the assay test as it is compatible
to DTT.)

7.3 Results and discussions
7.3.1 Biotin-RCA on MNPs
The biotin-labeled nucleotide can be conveniently incorporated into long RCA
product by nick translation in the presence of the dNTPs and the DNA polymerase. The major
advantage of enzymatic functionalization is to distribute modifications uniformly along the
amplified DNA strand. Although the introduction of the biotin modified dNTPs can be
performed by a variety of different DNA polymerases, the position, the ratio and the type of
the functionalized dNTPs strongly affects the polymerase efficiency. To achieve efficient
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biotin labeling and maximal polymerase activity by nick translation, it is necessary to
investigate these situations. Biotin functional groups can be introduced for each of the four
dNTPs. However, only biotiny-14-dATP is commercially available. Therefore, we
investigated the polymerase efficiency by varying the percentage of the biotinylated dATP in
the total dNTPs mix. Two different compositions were examined, i.e., 16.7% and 25% of
biotin-14-dATP. For 16.7% composition the biotinylated dATP was kept at the 1:1 ratio to its
natural counterpart and the amplified product was analyzed by gel electrophoresis. To verify
the biotin-RCA reaction product, we carried out the RCA reaction at the same experimental
condition except with all nature dNTPs. Gel electrophoresis analysis (Figure 7.2a and 7.2b)
shows the circular probe formed by T4 DNA ligase in the presence of let-7a and the RCA
products with the extremely low mobility confirming the high molecular weight of RCA
products. Meanwhile, the amplified long ssDNA with the presence of 16.7% biotinylated
dATP can be clearly identified by the gel electrophoresis analysis, as shown in Figure 7.2B.
Both RCA and biotin-RCA products were shown on top of the well with same fluorescence
intensity, clarifying that no significant reduction in the enzyme activity in the presence of
biotin-14-dATP. However, in the case of 25% composition, where dATP was completely
substituted by the biotinylated dATP, no RCA product was detected. The results showed that
with the increase ratio of biotinylated dATP from 16.7% to 25%, RCA yield decreased
quickly. The compromised enzymatic activity with high substitution amount has also been
reported for other DNA polymerase. The low polymerase efficiency could be attributed to the
large bulk introduced by the biotin side chain. To allow for efficient labeling without a
significant reduction in yield, 16.7% of biotin-dATP was employed for RCA product
functionalization.
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Figure 7. 2 On beads biotinylated RCA investigation.
A)Images of gel electrophoertic analysis of the formation of circular probe with the presence
of hsa-let-7a and T4 DNA ligase. 20% denaturing polyacrylamide gel was used and the gel
was stained with ethidium bromide followed bybeing scanned with the Typhoon 9410 Imager.
The DNA band intensity and area were analyzed by ImageJ software, showing 80% of the
ligation efficiency was achieved by T4 DNA ligase.B)RCA or biotin-RCAproducts were
analyzed by 8% polyacrylamide gel. Well 1: 100bp DNA ladder with eleven fragments that
range in size from 100bp to 1,000bp in 100bp increments with an additional band at 1,500bp;
Well 2: RCA product; Well 3: Biotin-RCA products with 16.7% biotin-14-dATP in final
dNTP mixture; Well 4: 25% biotin-14-dATP in dNTP mixture and no amplified DNA
sequence; C)on-beads biotin-RCA products were mixed with SYBR Green II and the
fluorescence was measured by the Victor II Microplate reader. Well 1. MNPs-primer; Well 2
– 4: on beads RCA reaction investigation, i.e., Well 2: 1.25 x 106 MNPs-primer without BSA
blocking ; Well 3: 1.25 x 106 MNPs-primer with 1% BSA blocking; Well 4: 2.5 x 105 MNPsprimer with 1% BSA blocking. D) Images of 8% gel electrophoretic analysis of the formation
ofbiotin-RCA products on MNPs. After the biotin-RCA reaction, long ssDNA product was
cleaved by 10 mM DTT at 37 °C for 30 min. Well 1: Ladder; Well 2 – 4: the same condition
as in well 2-4 in panel C.
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As a proven solid-phase format for development of assays used in both research and
clinical diagnostics, microspheres can be manufactured in homogeneous size with different
surface modifications for bioconjugation and further quantitative detections. Magnetic
microspheres of diameter 4.35 μm were chosen as the solid substrate for our assay and onbeads RCA reaction was examined. PAGE analysis showed that no RCA product can be
grown on beads without BSA blocking, which could be due to the quenched enzymatic
activity resulted from the nonspecific adsorption of polymerase onto MNPs. With the
influence of the nonspecific adsorption being reduced by 1% BSA surface blocking prior to
the RCA reaction, the polymerization was successfully carried out on beads. As shown in
well 3 in Figure 2C and D, both gel analysis and SYBR Green II prove the growth of the
ssDNA. Also, the MNP beads concentration was examined. As the bead number decreased
from 1.25 x 106 to 2.5 x 105 with the constant BSA concentration at 1%, gel band was
darkened and SYBR Green II test showed an enhanced fluorescence, which demonstrate that
the enzyme activity was better utilized with the further reduction of surface nonspecific
adsorption. Therefore, BSA blocking and 2.5 x 105 beads were applied in the following
studies.

7.3.2 CXAmp On beads
Porous ZnS NCCs based CXAmp is utilized as the signal reporters for the miRNA
detection. Compared to the other nanocrystals-based detection methods, i.e., ZnSe17 or CdSe18
nanocrystals (NCs), ZnS NCCs possess several advantages, which are listed as follows: 1).
Higher amount of Zn atoms are enclosed in each NCC than single nanocrystal. Over 10 6 Zn
atoms are encapsulated in a solid ZnS sphere with a diameter of 40 nm, while only 3000 for 5
nm NC; 2). Higher stability; Nanocrystals are thermodynamically unstable or metastable due
to large surface-to-volume ratio. Driven by the reduction in the overall surface energy, NCs
have high tendency to aggregation, which imposes great challenge in their fabrication and the
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following biological process. For ZnS NCCs, aggregation was not observed after storage of
several months in water. Further, sulfide is more resistant to oxidation than selenide,
providing high stability for ZnS NCCs. Also, unlike selenide, sulfide is non-toxic; 3). Easier
purification after bioconjugation; Free, unconjugated proteins can be easily removed after
bioconjugation procedure by simply precipitating the clusters with centrifugation. On the
contrary, the small NCs could not be purified from the free proteins due to their similarity in
size and low density for NCs.
A lower Zn detection limit and reproducible fluorescence signals are desired for
detection of trace analyte by CXAmp. Although FluoZin-3 exhibits high affinity (with Kd for
Zn2+ ~ 15 nM), the fluorescence of Zn2+/FluoZin-3 is very sensitive to the environment. In
order to get reproducible fluorescence signals, the influence of bioconjugation on the surface
of MNPs was investigated. Firstly, the influence of oligonucleotide modified MNPs on the
fluorescence of Zn2+/FluoZin-3 was examined. Zn2+ solutions of different concentrations
were incubated with MNPs-DNA for 1 hr, the same incubation duration as in the test assay.
After the removal of the MNPs-DNA, 3 μM of FluoZin-3 was added to Zn2+ solutions to
trigger the fluorescence. Compared to Zn2+ without MNPs-DNA incubations, a significant
reduction in the fluorescence signal and poor linearity were found when Zn 2+ was preincubated with MNPs-DNA, as shown in Figure 3a. Meanwhile, no quenched fluorescence
was observed when Zn2+ solutions were pre-incubated with the bare MNPs without DNA
conjugation. The quenched fluorescence for Zn2+ incubated with MNPs-DNA could be
attributed to the binding of Zn2+ onto the phosphate groups on the backbone of DNA.
FluoZin-3 has higher affinity to Zn2+ than the phosphate groups. The co-incubation of
FluoZin-3 with Zn2+/MNPs-DNA should avoid the absorption of Zn2+ onto DNA. Therefore,
we incubated 3 μM of FluoZin-3 with Zn2+/MNPs-DNA solutions and measured the
florescence after the removal of MNPs-DNA.
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Figure 7. 3 a) The influence of the DNA modified MNPs on Zn2+; b) MNPs-Primer
conjugation influence on the detection performance of Zn2+/FluoZin-3.
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As expected, no fluorescence quenching was observed and good linearity was
maintained except a slight fluorescence increase possibly due to the Zn 2+ contamination. The
co-incubation of FluoZin-3 with MNPs may also dissolve some trace Zn2+ from the beads.
Since the existence of trace Zn2+ doesn’t affect the sensitivity and linearity of Zn2+ detection,
the introduction of FluoZin-3 before on-beads-CXAmp was applied for all the following tests.
EDC/Sulfo-NHS was used as the crosslinker to activate the carboxyl group on MNPs
by forming an amine-reactive О-acylisourea intermediate. This intermediate reacts with the
amine on DNA, generating a stable amide bond and yielding the hybrid of DNA onto the
beads. However, the OH groups on the EDC/Sulfo-NHS crosslinker may interact with Zn2+
leading to its retention on the surface of MNPs and thereby reduced fluorescence after the
removal of the magnetic particles. Therefore, the bioconjugation procedure was optimized for
Zn2+ detection. Usually, an excess amount of EDC/Sulfo-NHS was added to ensure a
successful bioconjugation and the unconjugated О-acylisourea intermediate is considered
susceptible to hydrolysis, thereby unstable and short-lived under aqueous storage condition.
In our test, different amount of EDC/Sulfo-NHS, i.e., 1, 0.1, and 0.01 mg, was reacted with
2.5 x 107 MNPs with 2 nmol of primer. Afterwards, the different MNPs-primer hybrids were
incubated with Zn2+/FluoZin-3 for 1 hr. With the removal of MNPs, the fluorescence was
recorded. As shown in Figure 3b, a large variation and poor linearity in the fluorescence
signal was detected for 1 mg of EDC/Sulfo-NHS. MNPs activated with extra EDC and sulfoNHS nonspecifically adsorb Zn2+ resulting in the irreproducible fluorescence signal. This
effect was avoided with the reduced amount of the crosslinker, i.e., 0.1 mg and 0.01 mg of
EDC/Sulfo-NHS (Figure 3b) and linear and reliable fluorescence response was obtained. As a
result, 0.1 mg of crosslinker, with a molar ratio of 250 fold to primer DNA, was applied in the
bioconjugation procedure to make sure the maximum reaction efficiency.
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7.3.3 Application of RCA-CXAmp for hsa-Let-7a Detection
Different RCA durations were compared. After the polymerization, ZnS-streptavidin
NCCs were incubated with the biotinylated RCA product and MWCXAmp was carried out to
investigate the optimal RCA duration. The effect of RCA duration on the fluorescence signal
was shown in Figure 7.4.Within the initial 30 min, the fluorescence intensity increased very
slowly, indicating a relatively low RCA reaction rate. This may be attributed to the slow
diffusion rate of the polymerase and the substrate to the surface of MNPs. After 30 min, the
fluorescence signal exhibited a rapid increase and reached to a maximal value at around 50
min. To generate more biotinlated tandem repeat complementary copies of the circular
template, a long RCA duration can yield enhanced signal. However, longer polymerase time
than 50 min, the fluorescence signal decreased gradually. As the RCA product extended, a
compact random coil formed and the biotin groups were embedded inside, which inhibited the
approach of ZnS-streptavidin. A similar phenomenon of longer RCA reaction time leading to
the extensive tangling and reduced signal has also been reported previously19. Thus, 50 min
was selected as the optimal RCA duration in the experiment.
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Figure 7. 4 MWCXAmp fluorescence intensity at varying RCA time

In order to maximize the enzymatic activity, higher amount of BSA blocking, i.e., 2%
and 5%, was examined. It turned out that 1 fmol of hsa-let-7a could be clearly detected with
good reproducibility with 5% BSA blocking, as shown in Figure 75. Compared to 2% BSA,
the background signal was reduced at 5% BSA due to the complete surface blocking thereby
reduced nonspecific adsorption of ZnS-Streptavidin on MNPs. Further, the signal-to-ratio was
enhanced because of the full use of the enzyme. Also, better reproducibility was obtained
with the presence of 5% BSA concentration.
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5%, were examined at 1 fmol of let-7a.
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Figure 7. 6 Assay specificity test

Because of the high similarity of miRNA sequences, the specificity of miRNA assay
was further examined by three kinds of RNA sequences with the same concentration. Let-7e
and let-7i were chosen because they have the same length as let-7a and their sequences differ
by one and four-base mismatching, respectively. The perfectly complementary target showed
a relative fluorescence intensity value (I/I0) of 1.8 times for single-base mismatch sequence,
and 2.8-fold for a four-base mismatch stand, which was almost equal to the blank control
(Figure 7.6). Only when the padlock probe perfectly hybridized with the target can the ligase
link the 5’ and 3’ termini of the padlock probe together to form a circular template, which is
subsequently amplified by the phi29 enzyme and the primer. If a padlock probe hybridized
with a mutated locus, no circular template can be formed and therefore no amplified signal
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can be detected. The proposed system showed high sequence specificity to discriminate the
perfectly complementary target and the mismatched strands.

Figure 7. 7 Dynamic detection range of RCA-CXAmp

The relationship between the fluorescent response and the concentration of target let7a miRNA was investigated. The fluorescence intensities increased remarkably with the
increase of let-7a concentration over the range of 100 amol to 5 fmol. There was a good linear
correlation between the fluorescence intensity and the amount of let-7a in the range of 100
amol – 1 fmol (Figure 7.7). The correlation equation was I = 36801 + 36076*X and the
correlation coefficient was r = 0.998. The detection limit was estimated to be 90 amol. The
linear dependence of fluorescence intensities on miRNA concentration indicates that the
proposed method is suitable for accurate quantitation of miRNA. The assay was applied to
determine the amount of let-7a miRNA in a human-brain total RNA sample (Figure 7.8). The
let-7a miRNA in the sample containing 50 ng of total RNA could be clearly detected to be
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217 amol with the calibration curve performed simultaneously. The result was verified by the
addition of 500 amol of let-7a miRNA to the total RNA sample: the average amount of let-7a
determined was 689 amol. Therefore, the proposed method can be used to quantitatively
detect miRNA at atomole level.
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Figure 7. 8 Human Brain Total RNA detection

7.3.4 Detection Comparison with Streptavidin-HRP
The detection performance of CXAmp combined RCA detection is also much
superior to that of the HRP-linked Streptavidin. Color development with HRP was performed
with Super AquaBlue ELISA solution, which is an enhanced ABTS substrate providing
greater signal and sensitivity than conventional ABTS, while maintaining low background. As
shown in Figure 7.9, at 100 fmol of let-7a, a noticeable change in absorbance can be detected
with a signal increase ratio of 1.8 fold compared to the blank reading. However, 2.0 fold of
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signal increase can be obtained with CXAmp assay when let-7a miRNA amount at as low as
1 fmol, demonstrating that our method offering a detection sensitivity 100-fold higher.
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Figure 7. 9 Detection of hsa-let-7a using HRP with Super AquaBlue ELISA solution

7.4 Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated that ZnS NCCs CXAmp combined magnetic
particles-biotinylated RCA technique serves as a sensitive platform for miRNA detection.
These technique offered enormous signal amplification due to primary RCA amplification
and a secondary cation exchange amplification. It shows great promise as an ultrasensitive
and specific technology for miRNA detection. The assay could lay the ground work for the
development of DNA based bioassays and biosensors.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions
A biosensor is an analytical device for the detection of an analyte that combines a
bioreceptor with a transducer to generate a measurable signal, which is proportional to the
concentration of analytes. In my dissertation, high sensitive and selective biosensors were
developed based on the nanotechnology.
In chapter 2, a sensitive and simple assay for the detection of Pb2+ in aqueous
solutions is reported. It takes advantage of the high affinity between single-stranded DNA and
SWCNTs as well as the capability of SWCNTs in fluorescence quenching. Lead(II) catalyzes
the cleavage of a fluorescently labeled DNA substrate by a DNAzyme, which releases the
single-stranded product to be adsorbed onto a SWCNT. The decrease in fluorescence is
proportional to the Pb2+ concentration. Concentrations as low as 1 nM Pb2+ in water could be
detected and the detection range spans over 5 orders of magnitude. The unique combination
of Pb-specific DNAzyme with SWCNT produces a universal, facile and cost-effective
sensing platform for lead ions. The concept can be applied to the design of detection assays
for other metal ions or small molecules. In chapter 3, ionic nanocrystals PbS were able to act
as cofactors for DNAzymes that originally needed metal ions as the catalysts. The cofactor
activity of nanocrystals was related to their total surface area and surface coverage. Linking
the cofactor nanocrystals with the DNAzyme generated nanostructures that could
continuously increase the fluorescence signal and might be used for sensing purpose. In
chapter 4, a simple and sensitive approach to detect Hg2+ colorimetrically using blotting
membrane is described to detect as low as 0.1 nM Hg2+ with the aid of a scanner. A DNA
probe was designed to have two G-rich sequences on the 5’ and 3’ ends with a T-rich portion
in between. Once deposited on the membrane and provided with the hemin cofactor, the Gquadruplex constructed from the G-rich sequences could catalyze the oxidation of the
substrate TMB, and produce an insoluble oxidation product on the membrane, showing blue
color. When Hg2+ exists in the sample, the T-rich sequence becomes rigid due to the
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formation of T–T mismatches mediated by Hg2+ and prevents the folding of the G-quadruplex
and thus the TMB oxidation, leading to a fainter blue color observable on the membrane.
In chapter 5, ZnSe nanocrystals, possessing low native luminescence but high
biocompatibility, were employed as labeling tags in bioassays. They were able to amplify
each target recognition event thousands of times through a CXAmp that released over 3000
encapsulated Zn2+ from one single NC. The freed cations in turn triggered strong
fluorescence from the Zn-responsive dyes. The present study demonstrated that CXAmp with
ZnSe delivered superior detection performance in comparison to the conventional labeling
methods. The overall fluorescence intensity of CXAmp using 5 nM ZnSe NCs was 30 times
higher than that from 5 nM core-shell CdSe/ZnS quantum dots (QDs). The limit of detection
(LOD) obtained with ZnSe-based CXAmp was 10-fold lower than with horseradish
peroxidase (HRP) labeling, and the detection sensitivity, represented by the slope of the
signalversus-concentration

curve,

was

20-fold

higher.

When

applied

to

detect

immunoglobulin E (IgE) in a sandwich format, a LOD of 1 ng/mL was achieved. The highly
sensitive CXAmp also allowed detection of the total IgE content in dilute human serum, in
which the abundant matrix proteins exhibited less interference and more accurate
quantification could be performed. Besides high signal amplification efficiency and good
biocompatibility, CXAmp with ZnSe could be easily adapted to common laboratory settings
and act as a universal labeling system for reliable detection of low-abundance targets. In
chapter 6, nanocrystal clusters were employed to detect trace biomolecules with
immunoassays. The NCCs were porous and allowed fast cation exchange reaction to release
an ultralarge number of Zn2+ from each cluster that turned on the Zn-responsive dyes for
fluorescence detection. The ZnS NCCs were highly stable in biological buffers and more
biocompatible than quantum dots. Zn2+ release efficiency and target binding by NCCs with
average diameters of 44 nm, 86 nm, and 144 nm were investigated. The smallest NCCs
exhibited the highest CX efficiency because of its larger surface area and bigger pores inside
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the cluster structure, and 71.0% of the enclosed Zn2+ were freed by CX with 2-min microwave
irradiation. They also experienced the least space hindrance and the fastest rate when binding
to target molecules immobilized on surface. When the 44-nm NCCs were used to detect IgE
in a sandwich assay, the limit of detection (LOD) was 5 pg/mL (33 fM), 1,000 times better
than that of ELISA. Our results well demonstrate that CX in the ZnS NCCs is superior to the
conventional signaling strategies in its high amplification efficiency, robustness, and
biocompatibility.
In chapter 7, the combination of cation exchange in ZnS nanocrystal clusters

with

rolling circle amplification was demonstrated to be a sensitive and specific assay for miRNA
detection. A circular template generated by ligation upon the recognition of a miRNA was
amplified by the Phi29 polymerase on micro-sized magnetic particles. By using biotinylated
2’-deoxyadenosine triphosphate, biotin labels were integrated into the RCA-generated long
single-stranded DNA during the RCA reaction. Specific binding of biotin to the streptavidinZnS NCCs allowed the target detection being further amplified by the cation exchange
reaction. As low as 100 amol of strands were detected by this assay. The high signal
amplification efficiency and good biocompatibility provides our CXAmp-RCA assay great
application potential for disease diagnosis based on miRNA biomarkers, or in miRNA
expression profiling for new target discovery and functional study. With demonstrated
powerful detection performance, CXAmp turned out to be a highly sensitive, biocompatible,
robust, and cost-effective tool for the detection of trace biomolecules. The high fluorescent
signal readily detectible by conventional instruments shows the promise for CXAmp in
portable device for environmental monitoring and biological detection.
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